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ABSTRACT 

A study of Tucson residents' and University of Arizona 

students' attitudes towards vegetation in Tucson indicates that 

familiarity and emotions attached to landscape or vegetation types are 

major factors in the development of preferences. Context, or the 

location of vegetation and perceived associated uses, appears to be 

another important factor affecting attitudes towards vegetation. 

In this study, vegetation is seen as contributing to Tucson's 

identity or sense of place. However, students tend to prefer grass 

lawns and tree or shrub species from humid climates while Tucson 

residents tend to prefer native, low-water use species and desert 

landscaping. 

Landscape elements considered to be important are shade and 

cool appearance, type or presence of trees, greenness, neatness and an 

organized or planned appearance. Messy, dirty, cluttered, ~nd uncared

for appearances -- as well as apparent poor health or lack of 

vegetation -- are disliked landscape characteristics. 

Awareness of environmental issues associated with vegetation, 

such as water-use and pollen production, is more prevalent among Tucson 

residents interviewed thar. among students. However, there appears to 

be a disparity between expressed attitudes towards vegetation and water 

use and actual yard landscaping in the interview sample. 

Vegetation, especially trees, is important to a strong majority 

of respondents in this study. Yard trees and trees in parks are s~en 
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as most important. Respondents from neighborhoods with heavy 

vegetation cover density value street trees and trees at a city level 

more than do respondents from neighborhoods with sparse vegetation 

cover. However, this may be due to a lack of rdsources for planting 

and maintaining trees in the low-income neighborhood with sparse 

vegetation. 

Tucson's identity, and the quality of life offered in Tucson i: 

affected by the type of vegetation planted in the city. With 

increasing concern about water availability, urban heat islands, and 

global warming; the type, amount, and location of vegetation planted in 

cities in arid climates will become increasingly important. Citizens' 

attitudes towards vegetation affects the type of vegetation planted and 

nurtured in Tucson. In developing public policies related to 

vegetation, it is important to consider people's emotional needs as 

well as environmental factors in order to create meaningful places. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

"hfister!" he said with a sawdusty sneeze. "[ am the Lorax. 
I speak for the trees. I speak for the trees. for the trees 
have no tongues." (Dr. Seuss 1971) 

Norberg-Schulz (1979) and Tuan (1977) claim that people's 
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identities depend on their belonging to meaningful places. Places ~re 

a synthesis of nature and culture (Relph 1979). This dissertation 

explores the relationships among nature, culture, and place as 

perceived by residents of a desert city. 

The 1980 United States census showed that approximately 80 

percent of our nation's population lives either in cities or suburbs 

(Biles and Deneke 1982). With such a high proportion of our people 

living in urban and suburban settings, the actual and perceived quality 

of the urban environment is increasingly important. Within an urban 

setting built forms predominate; however, studies suggest that multiple 

benefits may be attributed to the presence of nature or natural stimuli 

in urban environments. Vegetation is one of the most obvious and 

consistent natural elements fOUlld in cities (aside from humans) and may 

playa vital role ill contributing to the well being of inhabitants. 

This study focuses on factors which may influence perceptions of and 

preferences for type and quantity of vegetation in Tucson. The purpose 

of the study is fourfold: to investigate the role vegetation plays in 

the development of sense of place; to discover the scale at which 
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vegetation is perceived as most important to people; to determine what 

factors affect preferences for vegetation; and to explore potential 

relationships between people's stated preferences for vegetation and 

what is in their yard, neighborhood or city. 

Organization of the Dissertation 

Chapter 1 discusses the role of nature in cities and reviews 

pertinent literature dealing with urban vegetation including values or 

benefits and costs, management issues, and preference studies. The 

objectives and potential contributions of this research are also 

covered. To provide further background and to describe the general 

setting of the study, Chapter 2 briefly reviews Tucson's settlement and 

vegetation history as well a~ current en~ironmental concerns and 

constraints. Chapter 3 presents the methodology usod in this study 

including sample selection, survey instrument development and 

administration, the use of a yard and street scene preference exercise, 

and analysis methods. Chapter 4 is a summary and analysis of survey 

results relating to attitudes towards street and yard trees. The 

relationship c~ vegetation to place and personal identity, preferred 

locations ana types of vegetation are discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 

6 relates findings about preferences for specific yard or street 

scenes, and reasons for those preferences. Chapter 7 covers the 

relationshIp between expressed preferences and actual behavior 

regarding yard landscaping and neighborhood choice, consistency of 

expressed prefere~ces, and respondents' preferred landscapes. The 
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importance of behavioral constraints is addressed. Chapter 8 presents 

the summary and conclusions. 

Interface of Built and Natural Environments 

Nature in Cities 

Humans are a part of nature, therefore it can be argued that 

things produced and built by humans are natural -- that cities 

themselves are natural. There is ongoing debate about this topic and 

about the use of the words natural and nature. Varying definitions of 

what is natural and what "nature" is composed of are, however, cultural 

~onstructs. Terrasson (1985) claims that the scientific definition of 

the natural environment as "the sum of all biological and physical 

elements of our ecological systems" (298) is inadequate when trying to 

understand what is meant when people speak of a desire or need for 

nature. Nature in that context is an emotional, intuitive response. 

He recognized the need to understand what this response or mental image 

of nature is in order to understand urban dwellers' behavior and 

policies in relation to the natural environment. For the purpose of 

this paper, the terms nature and natural will refer to things neither 

built nor manufactured by man. 

Studies focusing on our relationship to natural elements have 

certain underlying assumptions which can be divided into two 

categories: our resronses to nature stem largely from our 

psychoevolutionary past, or, responses and preferences derive from 

social or cultural conditioning. According to the first school of 

thought, individuals have inherent preferences for certain landscape 
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types or landscape elements due to their evolution in a natural 

environment. Ulrich (1983, 1981, 1979) postulates that our immediate 

affective response to natural elements, resultant behavior, and 

neurophysiological activity had adaptive value in our evolutionary 

past. Appelton's (1975) prospect and refuge theory of landscape 

preference and Kaplan's (1984) emphasiS on the inherent attraction of 

landscape elements such as mystery, legibility, and complexity fall 

into the psychoevolutionary framework. 

Papers in this framework, while claiming that due to our 

evolutionary history there is an inherent need in humans for natural 

beauty, harmony, and patterns (lItis 1973), also recognize the 

importance of social or cultural conditioning in our attitudes towards 

nature. Other work by Kaplan and Talbot (1988) and Zube et al. (1985) 

suggest that the way in which one experiences nature is conditioned 

predominantly by the society in which she lives. In this context, 

Krieger (1973) suggests that people can be taught to accept forgeries, 

fakes, or imitations in place of the "real" thing. Thus, plastic trees 

and astro turf may be more practical and cost-effective than real trees 

and grass lawns. His argument begs the question of whether or not 

there may be values other than experiential, for example, ecological, 

associated with natural elements in an urban setting. Furthermore, 

acceptance, doesn't necessarily reflect preference. 
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Positive Values Associated with Vegetation in Cities 

In response to increased concern over the environmental quality 

of cities there have been numerous studies which have focused on 

benefits associated with urban forests. Values associated with 

vegetation include psychological, ecological, financial, symbolic and 

social, improved visual quality, and noise abatement. 

Psychological Values. Whether there is an inherent need or a 

culturally conditioned desire for nature or not, natural elements, such 

as vegetation, do provide many positive psychological benefits. Kaplan 

(1983) claims that "nature may be necessary for enhancing a sense of 

tranquility, an inner peacefulness, that the rush and confusion of the 

urban environment so readily violates" (157). Mental well being 

affects physical well being, thus, positive eifects of vegetation may 

be physiological as well as psychological. Ulrich (1984) found that 

hospital patients with window views of vegetation had less pain and 

recuperated more quickly than those without. Greenbie (1982) believes 

that the introduction of natural elements into the man-made landscape 

will help us feel more in control of our environment. This work agrees 

with that of Duncan (1973), Anderson (1972), and Ames (1980) who feel 

that vegetation has a beneficial impact on group and individual 

identity as well as increasing feelings of efficacy by providing 

something that can be altered positively in the urban environment. 

This is in keeping with Smardon's (1988) discussion of literature on 

horticultural therapy. Ryan (1984) cites stress and boredom reduction 

as important psychological benefits of vege~ation. 
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Ecological or Physical Value. One of the predominant 

ecological benefits of urban vegetation is as habitat and food source 

for birds and mammals (Beatty 1981, McBride 1976, Sanders 1981, 

Sullivan 1977). According to Shaw et al. (1986) a city's natural 

vegetation or habitat -- and the wildlife associated with it -- may be 

vital to the regional ecosystem. Other positive physical benefits 

associated more specifically with vegetation itself are reducing air 

pollution, preventing soil erosion, providing shade and wind breaks, 

and improving water quality by filtering non-toxic waste water 

(Bartenstein 1981, Beatty 1981, Dorney and Leitner 1985, McBride 1976, 

Robinette 1972, Sanders 1981, Schmid 1975, Sullivan 1977). Recreation 

opportunities afforded by v~getation, for example, grass as a surface 

for picnicking or sports and trees for climbing or shade, are also 

significant physical benefits. 

Micro Climates. Vegetation can have a major influence on 

micro-climatic conditions, and thus affect cooling and heating costs in 

homes. Factors influencine energy use in bildings are: building type, 

heating and cooling habits of inhabitants, insulation and orientation, 

climate, tree location and tree species (Verstraete and Dickinsen 1988, 

Heisler 1986, Wagar 1984). Before the advent of air conditioners, 

trees were essential for providing shade and for cooling homes. 

McPherson et al. (1988a) found that, for an energy efficient home in 

Tucson, AZ, shade trees can reduce cooling costs up to fifty-three 

percent ($249). Furthermore, in a computer simulation study, it was 

found that the reduction in air-conditioning costs outweighed water 
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costs for irrigation (McPherson and Dougherty 1988b). Especially in 

colder climates, deciduous trees are preferred as they lose their 

leaves in winter, thus allowing the sun to warm the homes (Bartenstein 

1981). Thayer and Maeda (1985) point out that recent research 

indicates deciduous trees may have a negative effect on heating costs 

in homes due to shade produced -- even by bare brances. When acting as 

wind break, however, trees have a generally positive effect on heating 

costs. Despite the potential negative effect of trees on home heati~g 

costs, vegetation can still be an important consideration in the 

cooling of homes and buildings. Thayer and Maeda (1985) suggest that 

imporved architectural design and weather prooofing is more cost

effective than tree removal, and that trees "provide many aesthetic and 

psychological benefits which are hard to quantify in relation to energy 

cost" (11). 

Financial Benefits. A major financial benefit of trees and 

vegetation in the city is their effect on property values (Deneke 1983, 

McBride 1976). Real estate value can improve due to tree cover on the 

property itself, or to the proximity of urban forests or park areas 

(Dwyer et al. 1983, Morales 1980, Ryan III 1984, Smardon, 1988). 

Increase in real estate value will also enhance the c;ty tax base, 

which, in turn, may attract new industries and residents. Bartenstein 

(1981) concurs and suggests that a major area where traes can be 

beneficial to a city is by affecting the image of the city, thus 

attracting jobs and new residents. 
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Visual Quality. Biles and Deneke (1982) claim that 

increasingly "there is more consideration being given to the blending 

of the natural with the man-made urban environment" (156). One 

important way to achieve this may be through the use of vegetation. 

Greenbie (1982) feels that the introduction of natural elements such as 

trees and other vegetation into the man-made landscape might relieve 

the "increasing emphasis on harsh, unmodulated shafts and towers -

chimneys, cranes, skyscrapers - with overwhelming dominance of scale" 

(4). Sanders (1981) also feels that vegetation can visually soften the 

harsh geometrical lines of urban architecture, while Seaward (1979) 

suggests that seldom considered vegetation such as bryophytes, algae, 

and lichens may be important in relieving the monotony of architectural 

uniformity often found in cities. Taven (1980) suggests that in the 

built environment trees are the most significant single element that 

links us emotionally and visually with our surroundings and primeval 

past, and that they offer relief from "city stoniness, recapturing the 

great cyclical changes of nature in the devegetated urban environment" 

(18). 

On a somewhat more practical -- if prosaic level -- vegetation 

can be an important visual screen between incompatible land t!ses. It 

can also be used to control the reflection of light and to reduce the 

glare of traffic from nearby residential neighborhoods (Brush et al. 

1979), Robinette 1972, Schmid (1975). Brush et al. (1979) found that 

forest stands with thick understory vegetation are the most effective 

screens. 
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Noise Abatement. The role vegetation plays in noise abatement 

may be as strongly related to visual screening as to the actual ability 

of the vegetation to reduce noise. According to McBride (1976) noise 

abatement varies with species composition, density, height, and width 

of the plant stand. However, vicual screening effect is purported to 

reduce psychological reaction to noise (Herrington in McBride 1976, 

Anderson et al. 1984). Furthermore, trees can provide positive sounds 

such as the wind through leaves, creaking branches, and the potential 

rOl bird song (Appleyard 1980) which can be enjoyed by them~elvo5 and 

also help ameliorate less pleasant urban sounds. 

Symbolic and Social Values. A number of studies indicate that, 

by and large, urban dwellers value trees and other vegetation. The 

value may be symbolic. Taven (1980) said, "When children draw pictures 

of their home, they invariably exaggerate the importance of trees and 

flowers, unknowingly acknowledging the power of plants over the human 

spirit" (17). Hall (1981) considers trees to be of great ideological 

significance. Aside from their economic, aesthetic, and ecological 

value, they serve as a symbol of the "complex web of life which 

sustains mankind" (19). Norberg-Shulz (1979) agrees. To him, in 

vegetation, in a tree, "the meaning of the natural environment is 

condensed" (10). He goes even further to say that vegetation is "the 

manifestation of living reality" (25). Trees may also be seen as 

artifacts, and, as such, used to understand cultural change (Sanford 

and Neumann in Smardon, 1988). 
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Most people prob~bly don't consciously think in terms of 

symbols. However, when people were asked in a poll to select from 26 

items those which they considered to be important to their happiness, 

ninety-five percent of the respondents chosp. plants and flowers, green 

grass and trees because of their aesthetic and psychological qualities 

(Dichter 1976, Ryan 1984). 

Social benefits are attributed to positive aesthetic and 

affective qualities associated with "nature" and trees including visual 

diversity, historic ties to the past, and a sense of place (McBride 

1976, Schmid 1975). According to Smardon (1ge8), trees may become 

"symbolically associated with a particular place, street or community" 

(95). This idea i~ supported by other researchers. Bartenstein (1981) 

sees trees as increasing neighborhood vitality, affecting the image of 

a city and strengthening a city's unique character. Jackovics and 

Saarinen (1978) found, in comparing students' images of Phoenix and 

Tucson, Arizona, that vegetation was a main factor used to 

differentiat~ the two cities. Shaw (1986) stressed the importance of 

preserving indigenous natural elements in a city to help maintain the 

city's identity. Similarly, Sanders (1981) recognizes the potential 

contribution of vegetation to neighborhood image. 

Costs Attributed to Vegetation 

Liabilities, or costs, are a part of urban forests which also 

need to be considered (Nosse 1985). Trees may negatively affect human 

safety by decreasing visibility aL intersections, by blocking traffic 

signs and lights, and by increasing fire potential (McBride 1976, Nosse 
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1985, Ryan III 1984). Trees are attractive to children for climbing. 

If children fall from them, they can be seriously injured. When hit by 

speeding autos they can cause injury or death (Bartenstein 1981). 

Older, unhealthy trees are more susceptible than healthy trees to 

windthrow and breakage which may result in injury to persons or 

property (Anderson 1988, Anderson and Eaton 1986, Evans 1981, Nosse 

1985). Some studies suggest that urban vegetation may be perceived as 

dangerous because it can shelter or hide from view people intending 

harm and increase the difficulty of policing these areas (Barenstein 

1981, Schroeder and Anderson 1984, Talbot and Kaplan 1984, and Westover 

1985). 

Trees' interference with a city's infrastructure can be quite 

costly. According to Tate (1986) in the United States electrical 

utility industries spend one billion dollars each year for removal and 

management (i.e. trimming) of trees. However, much of this cost could 

be mitigated through sensitive placement of the lines away from 

existing trees as well as thoughtful planting of trees. In addition to 

interference with electrical lines, trees interfere with communication 

systems (Nosse 1985). Branches from trees may scrape cars. Trees and 

shrubs often hide views, signs, and the architectural design of 

buildings. Trees provide litter and thus increase the cost associated 

with swp~ping streets and raking leaves. They also may attract unwanted 

animal species (Barenstein 1981, Nosse 1985, Sanders 1981). According 

to Heydt (1988), a property owner or the city may be liable for 

nuisance in connection with a tree if it interferes with "the use and 
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enjoyment of property" (21). The nuisance may be blocking access t~, 

or views from property. 

Certain types of vegetation produce aeroallergens which are 

harmful to some people, for instance, in Pima County, AZ, mulberry and 

olive trees are banned because of the pollen they produce. It is also 

possible that urban vegetation may contribute slightly to photochemical 

air pollution by emitting the reactive hydrocarbons isoprene and 

monoterpene (Miller and Winer 1984). 

Management and Public Policy 

Since the mid 1970s issues related to trees and other 

vegetation within a city have fallen increasingly within the realm of 

urban forestry. Although urban and non-urban forests differ 

significantly, for example, in the proportion of built vs. natural 

elements and ~n the numbers of people they must accommodate, some of 

the traditional forestry concepts and methods are useful in the 

management of urban forests. However, emphasis on sustained yield of 

product or substance such as salable timber needs to be replaced by a 

concern about sustained yield of one or more of the benefits mentioned 

above (Behan 1975). In order to achieve tnis, an understanding of 

forest structure, species composition, tree conditioll, benefits and 

costs, and, perhaps most importantly, community values and attitudes is 

necessary. 

Structure and Species Composition. One of the main advantages 

of the urban forest concept is that it removes the emphasis from 
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individual street trees and encourages a holistic approach to urban 

vegetation. Beatty (1981) recognizes that urban forestry plans should 

be based on ecological considerations, should include all public and 

semi-public trees, and should recognize multiple values. Smardon 

(1988) recognizes urban vegetation as being more than trees, and 

includes shrubs and groundcover in his discussion. Sanders (1984) 

defines an urban forest more broadly than both Beatty and Smardon. To 

him an urban forest is the "assemblage of plant materials above, on, 

and below the ground surface within an urban area" (14). This broader 

definition is more realistic if one is to view an urban forest as an 

ecological unit (Rowntree 1988). 

While it is useful to look at an urban forest as an ecological 

system, Palmer (1984) suggests that it ;s difficult to manage an urban 

forest as a whole due to the great variability of conditions and 

composition within different parts of the city. He therefore suggests 

that rather than looking at the urban forest as an undifferentiated 

unit and trying to manage it on that basis, it makes more sense to 

break it down into neighborhood stands and manage those units according 

to the special needs seen there. This management strategy is quite 

similar to nonurban forest treatment. To Palmer, a neighborhood stand 

is a" ... component of the urban forest compo~ed of contiguous trees, 

along with associated vegetative and environmental components, that 

have relatively homogenous physical, biological, social and perceived 

characteristics" (231). 

Sanders (1984) has a similar but somewhat more complex view of 

urban forest structure. He points out that the vegetation patterns in 
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any city are influenced by three things: 1) the city's history and 

morphology which create specific growing space configurations, 2) 

natural factors including thermal and moisture regimes, soil type, and 

seed sources and their dispersing processes, and 3) human management 

systems. 

An important natural factor, not specified by Sanders, in the 

development of urban forest structure may be the presettlement forest. 

McBride and Jacobs (1986) found that urban forests developed in areas 

with a pre-existing forest show a decrease in crown cover and tree 

density while those developed in savannas show increases in crown cover 

and tree density. However tree species diversity increase in both 

settings. Schmid (1975), on the other hand, found that human 

manipulation of vegetation left little trace of presettlement 

vegetation in his Chicago study area. The extent to which the urban 

forest reflects the presettlement forest may have an effect on the 

degree to which the city's image matches the regional image of the 

area. 

Human management systems have perhaps the greatest effect on 

urban forest structure and species composition. Management systems 

include public policies limiting certain vegetation due to 

aeroallergens, decisions to plant and maintain trees in public spaces 

which require intense irrigation and management, and zoning ordinances 

which determine housing type and density. They also include the 

individual intentions and needs of the city's inhabitants and how these 

are reflected in the residential areas (Sanders 1984). 
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Sppcies diversity is important in urban street trees and other 

vegetation as well because it lessens their vulnerability to diseases 

and insects (Sanders 1981, lItis 1973). Species diversity may be 

affected by a number of factors including availability, promotion of 

cert3in tree species (by magazines, newspapers, or utility companies), 

or a desire to recreate childhood landscapes (McBride and Jacobs 1986). 

Watts (1957) also recognized the important influence of fashion in 

determining species composition surrounding residences. Furthermore, 

Sanders (1981) suggests that vegetation on land owned by individuals 

may have a more regional or individual flavor than that on corporate

owned lands because the latter often reflect a more national, 

professional, and standardized taste in landscaping. He further points 

out that space available to grow plants together with the financial 

means to manage this vegetation are found mostly in higher status parts 

of the city. He also suggests that we might expect to find greater 

proportions of vegetation in those areas of the city than in others. 

Community Support. Community support and understanding is 

essential to successful urban forestry projects (Deneke 1983). There 

are many ways of gaining support. Among them are increasing public 

awareness through media coverage, increasing citizen participation in 

tree selection and maintenance through group meetings or training 

workshops, and keeping individuals informed of planting activities 

through letters and personal contact (Duntemann et a1. 1988, Sievert 

1988). Ames (1980) points out that tree survival is the measure of 

success for a tree planting program and that attempts to "force 



externally conceived goals or programs on people" usually meet with 

failure. Therefore, it is important to understand people's 

preferences. 

Research on Preferences 
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In managing for multiple values or social benefits, it is 

essential to have an understanding of what aspects of vegetation are 

important to people. There have been a number of studies on urban 

vegetation that attempt to determine the variables contributing to 

preferences. A common method in these studies is the use of 

photographs to represent the landscape or landscape elements. Photos 

are either rated individually (Herzog 1984, Lein and Buhyoff 1985, 

Schroeder and Anderson 1984, Schroeder and Green 1985), used in 

combination with a series of open-ended questions regarding the photos 

(Schroeder 1982, Talbot and Kaplan 1984), or with bipolar word pairs 

(Getz et al. 1982). Renwick (1984) used a photo recognition task to 

investigate varying k~owledge of vegetation. Other methods included in 

a variety of studies on attitudes towards, and preferences for, 

vegetation include interviews (Jacovics and Saarinen 1978), interviews 

combined with observation (Westover 1985, Tartaglia-Kershaw 1982), 

surveys (Gilbert 1981), and sensory mapping (Murdrak 1982). Bernaldez 

et al. (1988) investigated "real landscape" preferences through having 

subjects, traveling in a slow-moving coach, state at given moments 

whether they liked views on their left or right. 
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Research Needs 

The majority of studies reviewed are from temperate, humid 

regions. Only Jacovics and Saarinen (1978), Miller and Winer (1984), 

Renwick (1984), and Thayer and Maeda (1985) include semi-arid areas. 

Urban forests in cities in arid or semi-arid regions provide different 

management problems than those in temperate cities. In cities in dryer 

regions, the question of water consumption by vegetation is 

increasingly important. Are there differences in perceived aesthetic 

qualities between desert vegetation and lush eastern or midwestern 

vegetation? Many of the studies discussed above failed to 

differentiate between urban and suburban areas, and are not user- or 

area-specific. There is a need for a more site-specific approach in 

urban forest research. It is important for a distinction to be made 

between forests in the inner-city, those in the suburbs, and those 

surrounding urban areas. Scale and context also need to be addressed. 

Issues associated with vegetation may be quite different depending on 

location -- yard, neighborhood, park, city, etc. -- and type of forest. 

There is a dearth of studies which look at the reasons why 

people prefer certain types of vegetation over others and which try to 

und~rstand the importance of vegetation in people's daily lives. 

Schroeder (1986) points out the need for research which will help 

illuminate the emotional attachment people feel for places and 

associated features such as vegetation. Emotional attachment to places 

and vegetation is directly related to the quality of life and may help 

us understand why people choose to live or remain in certain places. 

It could also help us find ways to improve the satisfaction of a city's 
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inhabitants with their city and neighborhood environment (Bartenstein 

1981). 

Research Goals and Objectives 

The primary objective of this study is to discover the 

importance of vegetation to urban residents in a semi-arid region. A 

major goal is to see whether or not there appears to be a correlation 

between expressed attitudes towards vegetation and behavior as 

reflected in choice of neighborhood and/or landscaping of yard. 

Secondary objectives include investigating the emotional attachment 

people feel for types of landscaping and vegetation, and demographic 

and per~onal characteristics which may affect these attachments. 

There are six main hypotheses to be examined in relation to the 

above goals and objectives which grew out of a reading of the 

literature, and from personal experience and observation. They are as 

follows: 

1. The presence and type of vegetation will be related to 

place identity. 

2. Preferences for types and amounts of vegetation will differ 

at the personal, neighborhood, and city scale. 

3. Preferences will be strongest at the micro-scale and 

decrease towards the macro scale. 

4. Preferences for vegetation will be based on affective 

response rather than perceived ecological or economic values. 



5. Preferences for vegetation will be related to: context, 

past experience, fashion, socio-economic status, culture/ethnicity, 

age, and gender. 
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6. There will be a positive correlation between attitudes 

towards vegetation and the amount of vegetative cover in respondent's 

neighborhood and/or type of yard landscaping. 

Potential Contributions of this Research 

In our increasingly urbanized nation, an understanding of 

factors which help create more humane, livable cities becomes vital. 

It has ~een widely accepted that natural elements in urban environments 

can have positive value. Does vegetation matter to people, if so in 

what context, and how much relative to other physical characteristics 

of a city? Do attitudes towards vegetation differ between inhabitants 

of a city in an arid climate and those in temperate climates? It is 

important to understand people's preferences and perceptions in order 

to develop sound public policies and to understand, given the 

characteristics of a desert city, what sort of educational program may 

be needed in order to find policies which will be sensitive to 

limitation~ and still create a city with a quality environment wherein 

ecological and social values are compatible rather than in conflict. 

Moreover, further in-depth interviews with individuals may suggest new 

or different questions to us in our search for understanding the 

"meaning of trees" and of ways to improve our living environment. 

Someone must listen to the people as well as speak for the trees. 

After all, people have tongues ... we can ask them. 
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CHAPTER 2 

TUCSON, CITY IN A SEMI-ARID REGION 

~enever the earth is clothed with vegetation not too sparse to 
modify its essential outlines. it makes man feel to some extent 
at home because things which. like him. change and grow and die 
have asserted their importance. But wherever. as in this 
region ... living things are no longer common enough or 
conspicuous enough to semnmore than trivial accidents. he 
feels something like terror ... this is a country where the 
inanimate dominates and in lVhic.~ ~ot only man but the very 
plants thmnselves semn like intruders. lVe may look at it as we 
look at the moon. but we feel rejected. It is neither for us 
nor for our kind. (Krutch 1951) 

The location of Tucson, Arizona on the northeastern edge of the 

Sonoran Desert has affected its history, development, and the attitudes 

and perceptions of visitors and residents for over 200 years. Part of 

America's "Sunbelt," Tucson's tremendous growth since World War II, its 

setting in a semi-arid region, and its complete dependence on ground 

water, have exacerbated quality of life and environmental issues 

commonly associated with rapid urban growth. This chapter focuses on 

Tucson's pattern of settlement, landscape and vegetation history, 

current environmental concerns, and, policy constraints related to 

vegetation. 

The Settlement of Tucson 

Beghnings 

Tucson's human history dates back possibly 12,000 years and is 

tied to water available in the Santa Cruz river and springs in the 
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nearby mountains. There is archaeological evidence of continuous 

habitation for the past 1,500 years (Sell 1989). A rancheria of 

Hohokam Pithouses, occupied around 800-900 A.D., located near present 

day Washington and Church Streets, marks the earliest known habitation 

in downtown Tucson (Sell 1989, Officer 1971). Early Sobaipuri Pima 

Indian settlements in the area depended on springs at the base of 

present-day "A Mountain". Indeed, the name Tucson comes from the 

Sobaipuri word "Stookzonac" meaning "Place of Dark Springs". The 

settlement located at the base of "A Mountain" has been known by a 

variety of names over the years; some of which are "Fruson, Fucson, 

Lucson, Teuson, Toisou, Tuboon, Tubso, Tubson, Tucsson, Tuczon, Teuson, 

Tugson, Tuguison, Tuison, Tulquson, Tuozou, Tuquison, Tuson and 

Tuqulson" (Lockwood and Page 1930, 13-14). 

The Spanish 

Tucson was established as a Spanish settlement in 1775. A 

military encampment covering about 10 acres, the Tucson Presidio--Iaid 

out in accordance with the Law of the Indies--was surrounded by adobe 

walls 10 feet high and three feet thick. The walls lay along present

day Main Street to the west, Washington Street to the north, Church 

Street to the east, and Pennington to the south. 

One of 200 presidios which spread from present-day California 

to Texas, the military establishment offered protection from Apaches tc 

three missions and other Spanish settlements in the area. The purpose 

of the northwa!"d extension of Spanish military was to (1) extend the 

frontier, (2) inhibit Indian raids southward into Mexico, and (3) drive 



hostile Indians further north, "depriving them where possible of 

subsistence, killing or capturing their warriors in battle and, 

finally, reducing them to surrender" (Harte 1980, 2). 

The Anglos 
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Anglo occupation of Tucson was precipitated by rapid westward 

migration in the late l840s and early l850s which was due largely to 

the discovery of gold in California. The Presidio of Tucson became 

part of the American-held territory stretching from the Atlantic to the 

Pacific with the ratification of the Gadsden Treaty in 1854 (Bufkin 

1981, Harte 1980). By the l870s Tucson had grown from a small outpost 

or village, to a town of over 3000 straddling the Santa Cruz River. 

Despite a certain amount of racial prejudice eu the part of both the 

"Anglos" and Spanish inhabitants, there was, in general, a congenial 

blending of the two cultures (Harte 1980). 

The advent of the Southern Pacific Railroad into Tucson in 1880 

had several important effects on the development of Tucson. It 

"brought people of all backgrounds and races who had come from every 

part of the world," adding new ethnic dimensions to Tucson and 

increasing the population to over 7000, a number which did not increase 

significantly for another 20 years (Harte 1980, 62i. Located east of 

the city, the railroad pulled Tucson's new commercial and residential 

areas eastward. The new development encouraged a separation between 

the city's two main cultural groups: the Spanish--to the south and west 

of Sixth Street, and the Anglo--to the east and north (Putney 1989, 

Gourley 1989). The railroad also provided less expensive transport of 
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building materials such as wood and brick, which affected the 

architectural styles found in Tucson. It also brought commercial goods 

and vegetation into Tucson. Armory Park, just south of the tracks, was 

an entirely new neighborhood developed as a direct result of the 

railroad. All these factors dramatically changed the appearance of the 

Tucson landscape (Harte, 1980). 

Tucson's continued expansion was made possible by a lack of 

confining topographical features and a nearly unlimited supply of 

inexpensive, suitable land (Bufkin 1981). Early entrepreneurs 

encouraged the eastward growth. A good example is the development 

around the University of Arizona. The new university which opened for 

classes in 1891 was east of the railroad line. In 1897 it "consisted 

of one extremely ugly brick building [old main] and two stone 

dormitories, set down in the midst of the mesquite and cactus about two 

miles from the center of tow~" (Taylor 1943, 30). Dracbman, son of one 

of the "first families" in Tucson, purchased 80 acres of land around 

the university for four dollars an acre. He advertised an auction of 

the land as home lots, and by providing free transportation, lemonade, 

and entertainment, sold all the lots for five to twenty dollars each 

(Taylor 1943). He thus not only "made a killing," but helped 

established a new residential and commercial area east of the tracks. 

Land speculation, development, and growth have been constant in 

Tucson for the past hundred years. Tucson has grown from a Presidio 

covering 10 acres of land to a city spreading approximately 100 square 

miles with an estimated population in excess of 600,000. Tucson's 

growth has been nearly exponential since World War II. Between 1950 
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and 1960 the population quadrupled (see Table 1) and tOLa~ continues to 

grow at what many consider to be an alarming rate. It is estimated 

that by the year 2025, the city of Tucson and surrounding area will 

have a populatio~ 0: ~ver 1.5 million people (Arizona Department of 

Water Resources 1989). 

The form of settlement In Tucson as well as cultural 

background, attitudes towards the desert, and landscape preferences of 

its population, have affected the development and charac~er of Tucson's 

urban forest. The next section provides a short history of Tucson's 

vegetation and attitudes towards the desert and Tucson's landscape. 

Tucson's Landscape 

Fontana (1979) claims that in order to understand where we are, 

we need to understand who we are, for "where we are is largely a 

function of who we are (26)." Abraham Lincoln said "If we could first 

know who we are and whither we are tending, we could better judge what 

to do and how to do it." Essentially, our perception of, and our 

behavior in, a landscape depends upon what we bring to it. It is a 

function of our past experiences, cultural heritage, objectives or 

goals, and our personality. Reactions to Tucson's landscape have been 

varied and often quite strong. To understand Tucson's landscape it is 

important to look at the mixture of both the physical and cultural 

context. 
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Table 1. Population and Area Growth of City of Tucson. 

Year Population Square Miles 

1870 3,224 N/A 

1880 7,007 2.0 

1890 5,150 2.0 

1900 7,531 2.0 

1910 13,193 3.8 

1920 20,292 6.1 

1930 32,506 7.2 

1940 36,818 8.0 

1950 45,454 9.6 

1960 212,892 70.9 

1970 262,933 79.5 

1980 331,506 99.5 

Source: Bufkin 1981, 90. 
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The Physical Context 

Tucson, at an elevation of approximately 2200 feet, lies in the 

Santa Cruz River Valley and is surrounded on five sides by mountain 

ranges: the Santa Catalinas to the north, Rincons to the east, 

Tortalitas in the northwest, and Tucson Mountains to the west and the 

Santa Ritas to the south. Tucson is on the northeastern edge of the 

Sonoran Desert which covers approximately 120,000 square miles and 

contains a variety of plant and animal communities. Temperatures 

fluctuate tremendously between areas, by seasons, and diurnally. Some 

areas receive as little as one inch of rain per year while others 

receive up to 15 inches (Fontana 1979). Tucson experiences distinct 

summer and winter rainfall periods and fall and spring drought. Winter 

r~ins ar~ Ilsually gentle and extensive while summer rains are 

characteristically intense, localized thunderstorms. The average 

yearly rainfall is 11 or 12 inches (USDI 1982). The winter and summer 

rainfall patterns help create what many consider to be a lush desert. 

Native vegetation of the Sonoran Desert near Tucson can be 

divided into three major subdivisions: (1) the creosote bush community 

found on the lower flats, (2) the Palo Verde-Saguaro association found 

on steeper slopes in the foothills, and (3) the desert grassland 

co~~unity in which grasses, yucca, mesquite, hackberry, and agave are 

prevalent. Riparian vegetation, found where surface and sub-surface 

water is available, comprises another, less extensive, vegetation 

community and cont&ins species such as cottonwood, velvet mesquite, 

Arizona sycamore, Arizona Ash, and walnut (Yoklic 1983). 
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The Cultural Setting 

Hornaday, in 1907, exclaimed "How very unlike the desert of our 

expectations! Let us call it, for truth's sake, an arboreal 

desert."(28) This comment was evoked after crossing a creosote and 

mesquite covered plain which: "Instead of being a gray and melancholy 

waste ... like the sage-brush flats of Montana and Wyoming, this great 

garden is green-persistently, cheerfully, even delightfully green! And 

you do not see anywhere even so much as half an acre of perfectly bare 

and verdureless ground" (28). Indeed, in 1911, the geographer, 

Ellsworth Huntington called the Sonoran Desert, "the greenest of 

desercs" (Huntington 1911). 

Although Hornaday (1907) considered the desert flora to be 

"peculiar and economically valueless", he felt that further studies of 

the vegetation, such as those carried on by the Desert Laboratory 

(Carnegie Institute, established in 1902), might provide plants which 

were worthwhile to the American people. He commented, "Water is not 

necessarily the only thing that can make a desert of firt-class use to 

man. Perhaps there is much to be done with plant life alone"(22). 

The Native American Era. This was a forward looking view in 

1907. However, by the time Hornaday made this pronouncement, Sonoran 

Desert plants had been providing food, shelter, drink, and medicine to 

people living in the area for at least a couple of thousand years. 

Rattlesnake-weed was used for medicine and dye. Mesquite provided wood 

for shelters and beans for food or fermenting into beer. The resins 

from the mesquite were used as a food supplement, for sealing 
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waterbottles, and as a cure for sore throats. Agave or mescal buds 

were eaten raw, baked, or made into a potent liquor. The fruit of the 

giant Saguaro, the prickly pear, and barrel cacti were made into syrup, 

brew, and candy. Prickly-pear pads were cooked as a vegetable when 

small and tender (Hall 1908, Rogers 1979). 

Plants were useful for far more than food and medicine. Hard 

earthen floors in adobe houses were made with a mixture of clay and the 

juice from prickly-pear pads which had been pounded and soaked in 

water. Ocotillo was used as a living fence. Saguaro ribs were used in 

the construction of rancherias by the P~pagos (Tohono Oodahms) and for 

roofs by the Spanish. Numerous other plants were used for medicinal 

purposes, for food, and as Zibers for mats and baskets (Hall 1908). 

Rogers (1979) estimates that at least 225 species of wild plants were 

used by the Papago people as food sources and for domestic needs. 

"So, as the desert has its own sources of food, it has its own agents 

of healing, meeting, no doubt, the need of its people as truly as the 

lavish resources of other lands meet the multiplied needs which they 

have fostered" (Hall 1908, 26). 

The Mission Era 1775 to 1850. With the advent of the Spanish 

missions, old world plants were added to plants native to the region. 

Trees included figs, dates, olives, citrus, pomegranates, pepper trees, 

and the California fan palm. Vineyards were developed. Aesthetics 

were also considered. Ornamental flowers such as hollyhock, oleander, 

jasmine, lavender, sweetpea, violets, wallfowers, poppy, and carnation 



were planted. The native prickly pear was planted in hedge rows to 

protect agricultural fields (Rogers 1979). 
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The Santa Cruz River, near which the Tucson presidio was sited, 

was a lush riparian area with cottonwoods, sycamore, ash, walnut, alder 

trees, mesquite bosques, and surface water (Rogers 1979). With the 

presidio and subsequent settlement, the riparian vegetation was 

harvested for fuelwood and building and the floodplains of the Santa 

Cruz converted to productive agricultural land (McPherson and Haip 

1988). However, by 1852, Tucson's population, which had approached 

1000, was reduced to about 300 due to Apacha deprivations. 

The Sonoran Landscape, 1850 to 1880 -- Early Descriptions. 

Anglo descriptions of Tucson and its inhabitants from the l850s to the 

l880s were generally unfavorable, while the surrounding agricultural or 

riparian areas were commented on positively. The recorded descriptions 

were mostly from "outsiders", easterners faced with a different 

culture, way of life, and architectural form. The agricultural fields 

and ~iparian areas, however, were reminiscent of familiar pastoral 

landscapes. A look at some of the early reports is useful for they 

offer a descriptive history of city form and vegetation. Moreover, in 

them lies the seeds of the changes which were to come. They are also a 

reflection of attitudes commonly found in new migrants or visitors to 

the area today. 

Bartlett, the commissioner of the 1848 U.S.-Mexico boundary 

survey was from Rhode Island. In 1852 he gave "an exaggerated 

description of poverty, hardship, and despair" in Tucson while speaking 
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favorably of the nearby Santa Cruz floodplain (Harte, 1980, 34). He 

wrote that Tucson "stands on the plateau adjoining the fertile valley 

watered by the Santa Cruz River ... The lands near Tucson are very rich, 

and were once extensively cultivated; but the encroachment of the 

Apaches compelled the people to abandon their ranches and seek safety 

within the town (Lockwood 1930, 32). He describes the town as follows: 

The houses were all of adobe and most of them were in a sad 
state of ruin. There seemed to be no attempt made to repair a 
house that was going to decay; instead, the wretched tenant 
would creep into some other house not quite so near ruin and 
there continue to eke out his miserable existence. It was hard 
indeed, that those poor people should have been compelled to 
endure such poverty when nature all about them was so 
productive. There were bottom lands a mile wide adjacent to 
the town, well watered by irrigating ditches. The courses of 
these rivulets, or acequias were indicated by rows of willows 
and cottonwoods, and the whole landscape was very agreeable to 
the eye. (Lockwood 1930,33) 

It may be that Bartlett was motivated by a desire to see the 

U.S. military established in Tucson, or simply by the sharp contrast 

between the town of Tucson and towns in Rhode Island. 

The memories of Hilario Gallego who lived in Tucson during the 

same time period indicate a gayer, livelier town. He said that the 

Spanish who lived in Tucson made rag dolls which they traded to the 

Pima and Maricopa Indians for food. They also gathered mesquite beans 

and ate saguaro and prickly pear fruit. For entertainment they had 

music and held dances (Fontana 1979, Harte 1980). 

In 1864, the city. the people, and the vegetation or landscape 

was deplored by John Ross Brown, "sailor, civil servant, and inveterate 

traveler" (Harte 1980, 59; Fontana 1979). He described Tucson as a 

"latter day Sodom and Gomorrah, surrounded by 'scraggly thickets of 



mesquite, bunches of sage and greasewood, beds of sand and thorny 

cactus'" (Fontana 1979, 28). It was, he said -

A city of mud-boxes, dingy and dilapidated, cracked and baked 
into a composite of dust and filth; littered about with broken 
corrals, sheds, bake ovens, carcasses of dead animals, and 
broken pottery; barren of verdure, parched, naked, and grimly 
desolate in the glare of southern sun. Adobe walls without 
whitewash inside or out, hard earth-floors, baked and dried 
Mexicans, sorebacked burros, coyote dogs, and terra-cotta 
children; soldiers, teamsters, and honest miners lounging about 
the mescal-shops, soaked with the fiery poison; a noisy band of 
Sonorian buffoons, dressed in theatrical costume, cutting their 
antics in the public places to the most diabolical din of 
fiddles and guitars ever heard (28). 

Apparently he had little appreciation of Mariachi bands, the people, 

architecture, or vegetation. 
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In 1865, Mina OI1~j', ene of the first "white" women in Tucson, 

(whose husband would six years later lead the Camp Grant Massacre of 

Apache women and children) had, if possible, an even stronger negative 

t"eaction to Tucson. She named Tucson "the most forlorn, dreary, 

desolate, God-forsaken spot on earth" (Harte 1980, 34). 

Bourke, a soldier with Croo~ls "F" troop sent into the Arizona 

territory to help quell the Apache in 1870, had a more positive view of 

Tucson. To him it was the "Mecca of the dragoon, the Naples of the 

desert" (Fontana 1979, 28). He too noted a sharp contrast between the 

townscape and the surrounding landscape which included the Santa Cruz 

River riparian area and floodplain. Bourke (1891) describes 

approaching Tucson in 1870 with humor and with sensitivity to the 

landscape. 



That fringe of emerald green in the "bottom" is the barley 
land surrounding Tucson; those gently waving cottonwoods 
outline the shrivelled course of the Santa Cruz; those trees 
with the dark, waxy-green foliage are the pomegranates behind 
Juan Fernandez's corral ... Here are pigs staked out to wallow in 
congenial mire ... and these-ah, yes, these are dogs, unchained 
and running amuck after the heels of the horses, another most 
charming custom of the country ... - and here are the hens and 
chickens, and houses of mud, of one story, flat, cheerless, and 
monotonous were it not for the crimson "rastras" of chile 
which, like medievial banners, are flung to the outer wall 
(56). 

There is no history or tradition of a sweeping of the 
streets, which were every bit as filthy as those of New 
york .... This filthy condition of the streets gave rise to a 
weird system of topographical designation. "You want to find 
th~ Governor's? Wa'al, podner, jest keep right down this yere 
street past the Palace s'loon, till yer gets ter the second 
manure-pile on yer right; then keep to yer left past the post
office, In' yer'll see a dead burro in th' middle of th'road, 
In' a mesquite tree 'n yer left, near a Mexican 'tendajon' 
(small store), In' jest beyond that's the Gov. 's outfit. 
Can't miss it. Look out fur th' dawg down ter Munoz's corral; 
he's a salviated son ov a gun."(62-63). 
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The landscape described by Bartlett, Brown, Gallego, Oury, and 

Bourke was the Sonoran Landscape (McPherson and Haip 1988, Rogers 

1979). All descriptions have similar themes, were largely negative, 

and reflect easterner's perceptions of a different or new cultural and 

physical landscape. Even so, the perspective differed with the 

individual. 

Vegetation in the Sonoran Landscape. As indicated in the 

previous descriptions, in the Sonoran Landscape of Tucson, the facades 

of adobe homes were flush with the streets leaving little or no room 

for street trees (see figure 1), while the interior portions of blocks 

were used for corrals and gardens (Rogers 1979). According to 

McPherson and Haip (1988), in 1875 "there were reportedly only three 
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trees growing within the city limits" (88), one of which was apparently 

included in Bourke's description. Rogers's article (1979) suggests the 

presence of more trees during this time period. According to Rogers, 

much of Tucson's vegetation during this time period was a continuation 

of species available in the mission era, which were predominantly for 

provision of food and sustenance. Shade trees in back gardens, 

courtyards, early parks, and open spaces included Palo verdes, Arizona 

ash, Texas umbrella, tamarisk, Chinaberry, and California pepper. 

Other trees commonly found were Italian cypress, willows, quince, 

peach, walnut, apricot, plum, pomegranate, olive, fan palm, and orange. 

The Victorian Landscape 1880 to 1920. With the arrival of the 

railroad, and the influx of immigrants, Tucson's landscape took on a 

new look. Ideas, values, and ornamental plants from a flourishing 

nursery industry, were brought from the east, mid-west, and California. 

Houses were built with setbacks from the streets and green grass lawns 

became common (Roeers 1979, McPherson and Haip 1989, Haip 1988). The 

strength of the immigrants' desire for lawn is indicated by the fact 

that the first lawn in Tucson was planted in 1873, before the 

development of a public piped water system (Saarinen 1983). It should 

be remembered, however, that although Anglos began to invest in grass, 

the Mexican populace usually maintained their traditional folk 

landscaping of bare earth with trees and shrubs and flowers in beds or 

pots (Hecht 1978). 

For Anglos, the front yard became a show place and street trees 

were the fad of the day. Setbacks allowed room for yard and street 
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trees to be planted. And, in the late l880s, a nine-year major tree-

planting campaign was initiated by the Arizona Daily Star. The city 

council arranged with Tuc50n Water Company for free water to be 

provided for street tree irrigation (Haip 1988). In 1~90, 3 newspaper 

article proclaimed: "Look in whatever direction you may, up and down 

the streets of this city, and you will see rows of shade trees on 

either side, which three years ago were 'non est'. Besides the 

numerous trees on our streets, there are those in our plazas which 

afford so much comfort to our people" (Arizona Daily Star, 19 July 

1890, in Haip 1988, 3). 

The tree planting fervor continued and can be seen both as a 

reaction to the natural environment of Tucson, the Sonoran Desert, and 

to national attituoes which brought about Arbor Day. A Daily Star 

columnist proclaimed on Arbor Day 1902, 

This arid region craves for plant life. It wants trees and 
shrubs of every variety suitable to this clime. Nothing so 
much beautifies the desert, the plain and the heart of man as a 
bunch of trees. Nothing is so refreshing to the traveler over 
the desert as the sight of an oasis. Tucson might well be 
termed an oasis in the desert; and the more it is freshened and 
beautified by trees, shrubs, and flowers, the more striking it 
will be to those coming here after spanning the desert east or 
west of Tucson (Arizona Daily Star, 7 Feb. 1902, in Haip 1988). 

According to McPherson and Haip (1988) 1,200 trees were planted in 1894 

and 10,000 in 1907. There was extensive planting of umbrella trees, 

Chinaberry, mulberry, and Arizona ash, and Eucalyptus were introduced 

at this time (Rogers 1979). Tree planting so transformed Tucson that 

by 1908 it was reported, "Tucson today, seen from a nearby mountain, 

looks like a young forest ... " (Arizona Daily Star in McPherson and 

Haip, 1988). The transformation of the landscape into what was 
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"understandable ... as a visually recognizable part of the United States" 

offered its citizens "a sense of psychological comfort already enjoyed 

with the [changed] architectural style" (Rogers 1979, 311). 

The transformation must have been complete, for Hornaday's 

description of Tucson in 1907 is dramatically different than those 

given 40 to 50 years earlier. Hornaday called Tucson a "wide

spreading, wide-awake little city on a level, sub-tropical plain that 

is encircled by granite mountains; a city with a strong Mexican accent, 

a city neither fast nor slow; a city with wide, clean streets, good 

buildings, abundant electricity and all the respectable concomitants of 

a metropolis - this is Tucson, Queen City of cactus-land" (Hornad~y 

1907). 

Early Appreciation of the Desert. The first decade of the 20th 

century also saw a growth in the appreciation of the Sonoran Desert and 

its native vegetation. This was to a large extent initiated by the 

establishment of the Carnegie Laboratory for Desert Study in 1902 and 

research and community relations carried on by the ~ew university 

(Saarinen 1983, Rogers 1979). Bulletins were issued by the University 

listing native species which would produce shade as well as an expanded 

list of ornamental plants suitable to the growth in cliche soils and 

the hot, dry climate. These lists included native ash, palo verde, 

ironwood, acacia, yuccas, and agaves. Also instrumental in the growing 

appreciation of the desert was the growing acceptance of desert in art 

and literature (Saarinen 1983). The desert motif was encouraged by 

Charles Lummis, a New Englander living in California, and publisher of 
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Out West magazine. Lummis and a group of avant-guarde Anglos adopted 

non-grass landscaping in the late 19th and early 20th century. Some 

wealthy, well-educated residents living on the outskirts of Tucson also 

had this type of landscaping (Hecht 1978). 

Despite promotion of the desert as a place of interest, beauty, 

and worth, there remained mixed sentiments towards the desert. A 1903 

essay by Sara Newton in Border magazine exemplifies this ambiguity. 

She equates the desert with desolation, barrenness and waste, while at 

the same time claims the desert is the "Lesson of Life". To her the 

desert epitomizes "unattractiveness to human eye", yet, "The brave 

plants that take root in my soil have the most delicate blooms of 

subtle odor undefined; their fruit is the quintessence of sweetness" 

(9). While scorning "the shady places and green nooks and soft 

grasses" as not being places for character building, she talks of 

rearing "temples of trees" and "~ransplanting waste into Paradise". She 

concludes, however, by opting for the desert and says that in it she 

"can discern the possibilitief: of life uncontaminated by too close 

contact with the waste vegetati~n and overproduction of the congested 

places" (9). To her the desert con~~ins "God's breathing places." 

By the 1920s Tucson was becoming increasingly "contaminated" or 

ornamented with exotic vegetation. 

The Bungalow Era, 1920-1945. During what Rogers calls the Bungalow 

Era, Tucson grew to 40,000. Dude ranches, winter vacationers, and 

retirees seeking a healthful climate swelled the population. The 

California Bungalow was the major architectural type and "hundreds of 
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small homes were built with matching ornamental landscaping" (Rogers 

1979, 311). The landscaping inevitably included a grass lawn (usually 

of bermuda grass) and other non-native plant~ consisting of anything 

that would grow in the climate. Junipers, sour oranges, pyracanth a , 

privet and windmill palms became common-place (Rogers 1979). A 

deviation from this pattern was the development of the Colonia Solano 

subdivision in 1928. In Colonia Solano, attention was paid to washes 

and topograpny, the predominant vegetation was native Sonoran Desert 

vegetation, and a parkway heavily planted with native vegetation 

decorated the main entrance and drive (Child 1928). 

Post World War II. Tucson changed dramatically in the decades 

after Wo~ld War II. Both the land area of the city and the population 

increased ten-fold from 1940 to 1980. Major changp.s in the residential 

landscape included: (1) clearing large tracts of land for subdivisions, 

(2) a decrease in planting shade trees in front yards and along street 

edges, and, (3) a decline in the "grass lawn tradition" with an 

attendant emphasis on desert landscaping. 

Subdivisions: Large subdivisions were cleared of all 

vegetation, built with two to three bedroom tract homes, and 

landscaped as a means of offering immigrants to Tucson the American 

ideal--affordable single- family homes. Fast growing eucalyptus, 

Aleppo piiit! and Italian cypress became the typical skyline tree form 

(Yoklic 1983). However, according to Hecht (1978) after 1950 over one 

half of the new homes built did not have shade trees in their front 

yard. 
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Decrease in Tree Planting: Interest in tree planting for 

shade, along streets and in parking lots, decreased due to the air 

conditioning and sun tan revolutions as well as to a change in 

lifestyle and values (Hecht 1978). Hecht cites several additional 

reasons for a decreased interest in tall shade trees in Tucson. These 

include: a desire for increased visibility of surrounding mountains; 

the cost in time and money involved in planting, maintaining, and 

cleaning litter from shade trees is considered to outweigh the 

benefits; and, bare-limbed northeastern type trees are incompatible 

with the Sun-Belt image. McPherson and Haip (1988) offer four 

additional hypotheses to explain why there was a decrease in tree 

plantings after World War II. These are: (1) a lack of landscaping 

ordinances for homes built to house people with "G.I. Bills", (2) 

minimal landscaping in the tract home developed to the east and the 

north, (3) street widening to accommodate traffic caused the removal of 

already established street trees, and, (4) the transito~y nature of 

Tucson's population decreases the likelihood that residents, who now 

probably remain in a home for 3.5 years on average, will invest in 

landscaping. 

Grass Lawns versus Desert Landscaping: Since the 1950s, in 

Tucson, there has been an increased acceptance of "d~sert" landscaping 

and an attendant decrease in grass lawns (Hecht 1978, Saarinen 1983, 

Mouat and Parton 1979, Kerr 1984, McPherson and Haip 1988). Numerous 

reasons for this change have been posited ranging from increased 

acceptance of the desert to a desire to save water and labor. 
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The grass lawn tradition for the front yard of homes was so 

firmly entrenched in American society by the 1930's that "a landscaping 

guide by Frank Waugh declared that if householders wished to be good 

Americans, they would maintain a respectable, open front yard with a 

grass lawn" (Hecht 1975, 6). In Tucson, the lawn was also used to 

emphasize the difference between the Anglo immigrants and the Mexican 

populace. Hecht cites several "local" explanations for the increasing 

change to desert landscaping since the 1950's. They include (1) less 

work and money are required to maintain stone and desert shrubs, 

(2) the cost of water and maintenance for grass lawns is high, 

(3) bermuda grass lawns and rye grass lawns can be a health hazard due 

to pollen production, and (4) there is less need for the cooling 

effects of grass lawns because of widespread adoption of cooling 

systems. While accepting that these are undoubtedly factors in the 

transition, Hecht argues that they are by no means the full 

explanation. For example: (1) a high proportion of non-grass areas are 

found in newer parts of Tucson where water rates were lowest, 

(2) the cost of converting from grass to desert landscaping may be $500 

or more, (3) desert landscaping requires labor to maintain in a weed 

and litter free state, and, (4) "residents least able to affc~d 

maintenance cost - excluding the poorest who do without front yard 

landscaping - have the highest proportion of grass lawns" (Hecht 

1975, 7). 

Hecht (Ibid.) attributes the growing acceptance of desert 

landscaping to changes in lifestyle and to changing cultural values and 

landscape tastes. With an increased emphasis on the climatic amenities 
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and outdoor weekend activities availa~le in the region, there is less 

time to devote to yard maintenance. Because of increased mobility and 

thp. resulting breakdown of sense of neighborhood in some residential 

areas, there may be less pressure to maintain a landscape norm. Most 

importantly, Hecht suggest that more people are "in love with the 

desert" (10), and that stone, shrub, and native veg~tation provide a 

"substitute symbolism" for grass lawns. The increased appreciation of 

the Sonoran Desert is related also to a perception of grass lawns as "a 

symbol of America's waste of water resources" (9). 

Kerr's (1984) telephone survey regp.cding reasons for preferring 

desert landscaping or lawns produc~~ Lesults which would seem to 

contradict some of H3cht's assumptions while supporting others. The 

major reasons given for converting from lawn to desert landscaping were 

cost in dollars and effort associated with maintaining a lawn. Water 

conservation was mentioned by less than a quarter of the respondents 

who had converted, while aesthetics was cited by 18 percent, and health 

reasons by 11 percent. Interestingly, only one person cited a "respect 

for the naturalness of the desert" as a motivating factor. 

Of those who preferred to keep their lawns, over 80 percent 

responded with statements such as "it is pretty", and "I like the green 

color", indicating that visual aesthetics was the primary reason (7). 

The second most frequently given reasons (67 percent) pertained to 

usefulness of grass as a surface for (1) activities such as lying on or 

playing on; (2) an outdoor evaporative cooler; and (3) reducing 

airborne dirt and dust. The third major reason (28 percent) was 

familiarity. Respondents said that the lawn reminded them of the area 
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where they were from (generally a humid climate). An equal number 

preferred lawn because they were native Arizonans. Kerr states that, 

"The belief seems to be that if one grows up in the desert, the 

preferred landscaping will be one that offers a contrast to the desert. 

Lawn ownership appears to spring, then, not only from a desile for the 

familiar, but equally as often from a desire for a contrast with the 

familiar" (8). 

Given the prevalence of the "green grass lawn tradition" in 

Tucson, Phoenix, and other Arizonan towns and cities, one could easily 

argue that native Arizonans may also be seeking familiar landscapes. 

It is probable that they, as well as migrants from more humid climates, 

grew up with a grass lawn. Although frequently given as a major reason 

for maintaining a lawn, only 2.6 percent of the respondents in Kerr's 

study indicated that they kept a lawn to please neighbors or guests. 

The increasing acceptance of a "non-grass la~rn" tradition since 

the 1950's is apparently much mOre of a phenomenon in Tucson than in 

neighboring Phoenix or smaller towns in Arizona (Saarinen 1983). A 

study by Jacovics and Saarinen (1978) comparing student's sense of 

place between Phoenix and Tucson, found ~hat st~dents from Phoenix 

frequeutly commented on the lack of "lush green vegetation in Tucson". 

Similarly, in a recent study, Zube et al (1986) suggest that Tucsonans, 

show a greater acceptance of desert landscaping than do Phoenicians. 

This is evident in Tucson by the use of stone and desert plants in the 

medians of major thoroughfares, desert landscaping in residential 

areas, and a willingness to have a wider range of plant species 

(including desert plants) in parks. Saarinen argues that Tucson's long 
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cultural heritage, the generally positive relations of Hispanic and 

Anglo, and the existence of the Carnegie Institute and Sonoran Desert 

Museum have been major factors in the greater acceptance of desert in 

Tucson than Phoanix. Zube et al (1986) however, attribute acceptance 

of a desert image in part to the relative perceived abundance or 

scarcity of water in the two cities. Others attribute it largely to an 

increase in Tucson water prices (Mouat and Parton 1979, McPherson and 

Haip 1988). 

Tucson's Current Landscape. Fontana (1979) complained that 

because of Tucson's urban vegetation, if a person were blindfolded in a 

suburb of New York, brought to Tucson, and had the blindfold removed, 

she wouldn't be able to tell she wasn't still in Schnenectady, New 

York. According to ~~oklic (1983), however, the degree of their 

confusion would depend on where in Tucson the blindfold was removed. 

Due to Tucson's settlement patterns and vegetation history, different 

areas of Tucson have different vegetation compositions (Ibid., O'Rourke 

1982, Giebner 1979). Typ~ and amount of neighborhood vegetation is 

associated with the age and location of the neighborhood and frequently 

with architectural forms witpin the neighborhood (Rogers 1979, O'Rourke 

1982, Giebner 1979). Socio-economic status and mobility also affects 

vegetation composition and maintenance in neighborhoods. Yok1ic 

reports! 

Stable neighborhoods of middle to upper socioeconomic 
status are typically well kept. Tucson's grass lawn tradition 
is exemplified by these areas. The best examples of "desert 
landscaping" are also present. In neighborhoods of middle 
socioeconomic status, maintenance efforts are present but grass 
lawn condition is only mediocre if not replaced by rocks and 



cacti -- another view of "desert landscaping" -- with survlvlng 
original arboreal planting still apparent. Backyard condition 
is variable, often with evidence of lack of maintenance visible 
in tree species decline. Typically, irrigation and maintenance 
is reduced in middle socioeconiruic neighborhoods. 

Areas of middle to lower socioeconomic status and areas 
with large transient populations ... show further reduction in 
irrigation and maintenance. Arboreal cover is limited to 
species that can tolerate neglect and Bermuda grass is 
generally present in wild condition. "Desert landscaping" of 
the rock and cactus variety is also present, typically with 
bermuda infest~tion (1983, 24-25). 
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From Yoklic's descriptions, there are a variety of "desert landscaping" 

forms which perhaps should not be lumped together because not only the 

forms, but the motivations for having desert landscaping may vary 

depending on the type of neighborhood in which it is found. 

McPherson and Haip (1988) decry the loss of biomass resulting 

from the move to desert landscaping. They suggest that a "reduction in 

biomass can be undesirable because many benefits associated with urban 

vegetation (e.g., interception of airborne particulates and rainfall, 

shading and energy conservation, stress reduction, and visual amenity 

value) increase as biomass increases" (89). They point out that in 

addition to aesthetics and water conservation, vegetation in an urban 

environment should also promote public health, urban ecosystem 

stability, scenic quality and sense of place, and economic stability. 

A "cost-effective ecological design" is called for in which "plantings 

link vegetation structure and function to produce net benefits for 

people" (90). 

Tucson's landscape/vegetation history is long and fairly 

complex. The native Sonoran Desert vegetation and Tucson's urban 

forest have not only elicited varied reactions from residents and 
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visitors, but has been influenced by the physical setting and by 

changing local needs and national attitudes. The form and context of 

Tucson's urban vegetation in the future is being shaped by these 

factors, but also by current environmental concerns and policies at the 

city, county, state, and national level. 

Environmental Concerns and Policy Constraints 

As Tucson continues to grow, the form of its urban forest will 

take on increased importance. Environmental issues and policy 

restrictions pertaining to vegetation need to be considered along with 

the attitudes and preferences of residents. In this section, three 

major environmental concerns related to vegetation are reviewed 

briefly: pollen production, wat~r demand, and a need for increased 

numbers of trees to counteract increases in C02 in the atmosphere. 

City, county, state and national policies related to these issues are 

also discussed. 

A City ~andscaping Ordinance 

Currently there is no cohesive or encompassing landscape 

ordinance for the city of Tucson. Within th€ zoning code for the city 

there are, however sections dealing with landscaping along scenic 

routes; gateway routes, and parking areas. The ordinances pertaining 

to these areas deal primarily with screening requirements. Scattered 

throughout the zoning code are other sections which may pertain to 

landscaping such as requir~ments for dust control in certain situations 

(Susan Bartlett 1989). 
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The Tucson City Planning Department is in the process of 

developing a landscape ordinance which will probably not include single 

family residences, but will include multiple family residences such as 

apartment complexes. Some probable objectives of the new landscaping 

ordinance are (1) requiring the use of drought tolerant vegetation (see 

appendix B), (2) limiting the percent of the site which can be covered 

by turf, (3) limiting turf to areas of use rather than for strictly 

ornamental purposes, (4) limiting the size and number of water features 

such as fountains and lakes, and, (5) encouraging the use of effluent 

or storm runoff for irrigation of vegetation. The new ordinance should 

be ready for staff and public review in the Fall of 1989. Public 

hearings will be required before the ordinance can be enacted. 

Meanwhile, City Planning has enacted an interim ordinance requiring 

the use of drought tolerant species for landscaping of new 

developments. 

County Restrictions on Pollen-Producing Vegetation 

Pima Country has a landscape ordinance which is not applicable 

to the area within Tucson city limits and so will not be addressed 

here. However, there are restrictions on vegetation which are related 

to aeroallergens, enforced by the Pima County Health Department, which 

apply within the city. 

In 1890 a government surgeon suggested sending people with 

severe lung problems to Tucson where lithe living is fine and the air is 

clean" (Franklin 1989, 90). By 1920 one third of Tucson's citizens had 

moved here because of severe respiratory illness which, usually 



diagnosed as consumption or tuberculosis, may have been allergenic 

asthma. In the years between 1943 and 1988, while the population of 

Tucson increased tenfold, airborne pollen increased 35-fold (Ibid). 

Today, Tucson is considered a "Kleenex-littered hell" (Arizona Daily 

Star April 16, 1989, p.l3) and half its citizens have asthma or hay 

fever which is between two and four times the national average 

(Franklin 1989). 
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Most native plants such as saguaros, ocotillo, and other cacti 

do not cause allergies because they are self-pollinators or have heavy, 

sticky pollen which is distributed by insects. Wind dispersed, light 

pollen is the major problems for people who suffer from allergies. In 

Tucson, olive and mulberry trees contribute 75 percent of the air-borne 

pollen in the spring pollen season (Franklin 1989, Sneller 1989a). It 

is estimated that there are 36,000 olive trees within Tucson's city 

limits (Haves in Franklin 1989). 

In an attempt to address or redress Tucson's pollen problem, in 

1984 the Pima County Board of Supervisors passed an ordinance 

regulating the mai~tenance, sale, and planting of "certain pollen 

producing plants". Common bermuda grass, mulberry trees and olive 

trees were cited as "noxious" and as contributing to human disease due 

to the large amounts of allergenic, wind-borne pollens they produce. 

According to the regulations, Bermuda grass is to be mown frequently 

enough to prevent pollination by whomever owns the land on which it 

grows or by the person responsible for maintaining that land. 

Violators are subject to a fine of $300 a day. The sale or planting of 

olive or mulberry trees within Pima County is considered to be a public 
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nuisance. Violators are required to remove the newly planted trees 

within twenty-four hours (Ordinance NO. 1984 - 29). The ordinance has 

since been amended to allow Swan Hill pollenless olives to be planted 

(Jacobs, 1989). 

The Pima County Office of Pollen and Mold Control (OPMC) is 

manned by Mark Sneller. The office has no counterpart in the United 

States although, according to Sneller (1989a), Phoenix and Maricopa 

County in Arizona; Las Vegas and Boulder City, Nevada; Fresno, 

California; Albuquerque, New Mexico; and Denver, Colorado are all 

considering starting programs modeled after Tucson's. OPMC maintains 

the most advanced pollen and mold monitoring system in the world. 

Sneller issues pollen count reports to the public, answers questions 

pertaining to pollen and meld, and, in response to phone calls from 

citizens regarding possible ordinance violations, sends violation 

notices. During a two month period in 1987 OPMC received 2000 phone 

calls and mailed 545 notices to potential ordinance violators (1989b). 

Sneller (1989a) considers pollens to be the most significant 

air pollutant because we have a hereditary disposition to them, they 

are present both indoors and out, present a year round problem, and 

more industrial and school days are lust from health problems 

associated with pollen than with other air pollutants. He would like 

to see several steps taken to help alleviate the problem in Tucson. 

Among these are (1) a prohibition on the sale and planting of bermuda 

grass, (2) trimming or removal of established mulberry and olive trees, 

(3) weed control in alleys and on vacant lots, and (4) increased public 

awareness, education, and participation in pollen-control activities. 
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State Regulation of Water 

Early dependance on surface water and springs in Tucson was 

replaced by use of wells and the pumping of groundwater in the 

beginning of this century. With Tucson's rapid growth, it soon became 

one of the largest cities in the country totally dependent on 

groundwater. By 1976 it was reported that "the decline of the 

groundwater table has averaged in excess of four feet per year over the 

past 25 years and this has accelerated to 6-10 feet per year over the 

past six years" (Bar and Pingery in Saarinen 1983). Throughout the 

years there has been a denial by some that Tucson "has a water 

problem. II The earliest formal denial was by the Tucson Chamber of 

Commerce in 1953 (Saarinen 1983). Since then community opinion has 

remained divided on the issue. Some Tucsonans see a need to conserve 

water in a desert environment so that future generations will have 

opportunities and options. Others consider water conservation and 

management a ploy to encourage unwanted growth and development. This 

is a complex issue which will not be dealt with here except by 

recognizing that Tucson's location in a semi-arid region necessarily 

means there are environmental constraints of which water is not the 

least, and that the existence of exotic vegetation in Tucson is 

directly dependent upon an adequate water supply. It also may affect 

people's landscape preferences. Therefore, it is important to look at 

regulations pertaining to water use in Tucson. 

Arizona Department of Water Resources. State regulation of 

water has both direct and indirect effects on Tucson's vegetation. The 
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Tucson Active Management Area (AMA) Office of the Arizona State 

Department of Water Resources (DWR) has recently written the second of 

five plans mandated by the Groundwater Code. The goal of the Code is 

to elimina~e ~he overdratt of groundwater, attempting to achieve safe

yield by the year 2025. The management plans contain mandatory 

conservation requirements for all sectors of the economy, and plans to 

augment the area's water supply (Jacobs 1989). 

Potential Sources of Water. Water sources to replace, and, in 

some instances recharge groundwater, will come primarily from the 

Central Arizona Project (CAP) and use of effluent. CAP water is 

projected to supply approximately two fifths of Tucson's water in 2025 

(DWR 1988). Others argue that due to probable climatic warming and 

possible unforseen problems, CAP may not be as reliable a source as 

claimed (Ingram 1989). Effluent is an ever increasing supply source 

and Tucson has one of the largest regional reclaimed water systems in 

the country. However, there continues to be a perceptual problem 

regarding health and quality of life issues related to the use of 

"waste water", especially for drinking purposes (Jacobs 1989, Ingram 

1989). Other augmentation options include water transfers from other 

areas, watershed management, and possibly weather modification. Water 

transfers are both economically and environmentally sensitive and raise 

important issues such as how to treat abandoned farmland, the effect of 

water withdrawal on surface hydrology and riparian habitat, and the 

potential impacts of subsidence. There are questions about many 

augmentation options (DWR 1988, Jacobs 1989). Problems associated with 



potential supply sources underline the importance of conservation of 

available water in order to meet objective mandated by DWR. 
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Conservation Efforts. The Department of Water Resources 

regulates municipal, industrial, and agricultural ~at~r-u~c, ~nd i~ 

doing so has an impact on Tucson's vegetation. Turf facilities such QS 

golf courses, parks, cemeteries, and schools in the Tucson area 

comprise over four thousand acres of grass and in 1986 used 17,445 acre 

feet of water (DWR 1988). DWR regulates these facilities directly 

havi~g an impact on both the size and water-use of these facilities. 

The Groundwater Management Act also places a ban on new irrigated 

acreage in AMAs. However, it is through regulation of water companies 

such as Tucson Water that DWR has an important but indirect effect on 

residential landscaping. The DWR management plans will probably have 

their biggest impact on the streetscapes of Tucson through a 

requirement that all landscaping plants within public rights of way be 

low water use species (Jacobs 1989). 

DWR works closely with the Southern Arizona Water Resources 

Association (SAWARA), a private, non-profit group dedicated to solving 

water management problems ia Tucson. SAWARA's Outdoor Conservation 

Committee has put together a low water use plant list which is used for 

regulatory measures by DWR, the city, and the county (see Appendix B). 

SAWARA also plays an important educational role in the community by 

sponsoring low water-use landscaping contests and developing a 

demonstration garden at the Tucson Botanical Gardens. They also have a 

school education progra~. 
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Tucson Water is the primary water company in Tucson. It serves 

85 percent of Tucson's municipal water users. Currently it is not in 

compliance with the management plan's per capita requirements, however, 

Tucson Water has one of the lowest per capita rates in the state. The 

low rate can be attributed, at least in part, to Tucsonan's outdoor 

water use practices. Conservation efforts in recent years have not 

been particularly successful and DWR's requirements will result in a 

more focused effort. There is heavy emphasis on outdoor water 

conservation, since indoor water use results in effluent that can be 

reused (Jacobs 1989). 

Wate~ Conservation and Landscaping. In 1976, Tucson Water 

initiated "Beat the Peak," a program to encourage peak demand reduction 

so they would not have to expand their system. A study by Mouat and 

Parton (1979) compared water use and change in irrigated lawns for two 

time periods, 1972-1976 and 1976-1979, in order to assess the efficacy 

of the peak demand reduction program. They found that in the first 

time period there was a 1.65 percent increase in irrigated lawns, but a 

decrease of 21.6 percent in water consumption. Du~ing the second time 

period, there was a continuing decrease in water consumption (20.6 

percent) as well as a decrease in irrigated lawns (17.54 percent). 

Interestingly there was a significant relationship between 

water consumption and property value, with higher value properties 

using more water. A similar correlation between water consumption and 

a transition from lawns to desert landscaping was not found (27). This 

suggests that perhaps other factors such as water price was involved in 
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overall lower out-door water use, and that in areas of lower property 

values residents used less water, but were unable to afford the 

changeover from lawns to desert landscaping, or had strong emotional 

attachment to lawns. The possible effect of higher water rates is 

substantiated by the fact that coincident with the "Beat the Peak" 

program the newly elected city council in 1976 raised water rates by 

twenty-two percent during one of the highest water consuming months. 

Four of the officials were recalled and water rates were adjusted, 

though they remained higher than previously. 

Mouat and Parton did discover, however, that front yards were 

being converted more rapidly than backyards, and that there was a 

difference in use of 1000 cubic feet of water per month in June and 

July between residences having irrigated lawns in their front and back 

yards and those with irrigated lawns in neither. Their findings also 

suggest that, for their study area, use of water-conservative 

landscaping is not being used to a greater degree in new subdivisions 

than in rIder ones. 

Other trends in Tucson have been noted which suggest that 

residential outdoor water demand is likely to decrease in the future. 

Woodard (1988) found that starting in the 1950s there was a continual 

decrease in mean area of lawns for homes being built (see appendix b). 

He states, 

Not only are lawns becoming increasingly rare in new home 
construction in Pima County, but those persons opting to have 
lawns are generally planting smaller lawns. While the average 
size lawn among all SFRs [single family residences] is about 
1,600 sq. ft, it is only about 600 sq. ft. among newer homes. 



This trend is probably the result of two factors: smaller lot 
sizes in new construction; and turf being displaced by other 
types of landscaping. (35) 
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DWR's mandate for a reduction in per capita water use will probably add 

impetus to this trend. Woodard further states that there is an 

increase in multi-family residences (MFRs) being constructed in Tucson. 

Households in MFRs use 40 percent less outdoor water than otherwise 

identical households in single family residences (Woodard 1988). 

On the surface, a reduction in turf or irrigated lawns looks 

promising for water conservation in Tucson, although Woodard has noted 

an increase in the number of pools, which actually use more water per 

square foot than lawns. Grass and other vegetation can help mitigate 

the urban heat island effect by acting as an outdoor evaporative cooler 

and by providing shade. Woodard reports that the heat island effect 

dces exist in Tucson and will undoubtedly "increase municipal water 

demand over the next two decades. This trend will be accelerated if 

concerns over air quality, urban sprawl, open space and mass 

transportati0n as well as escalating land prices lead to higher-density 

development [including MFR's]" (13). Not only will there be an 

increased need for coolers, but lawns that do remain may be overwatered 

because watering of lawns and other vegetation tends to be 

anthropocentric -- if the weather is hot, people water their 

vegetation; more because they are uncomfortable and assume the 

vegetation needs water, than because it actually does (Woodard 1988). 
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At the National Level 

On October 12 1988, "Global Releaf", a national campaign to 

encoul~ge hnericans to plant 100 million trees, was launched. Unlike 

the Arbor Day campaign which was primarily for "beautification", 

"Global Releaf" is part of a "massive public policy effort aimed at 

reversing the 'greenhouse effect'" (American Forestry Association, 

1988). The main thrust of the program is to encourage planting trees 

in urban areas. An American Foresters Association fact sheet points 

out that: 

· World energy use is the main contributor to atmospheric 
carbon dioxide. 

· The United States, with only one-twentieth of the world's 
populatio~, produces nearly one quarter of the annual global 
carbon dioxide from burning fossil fuels. 

· Urban areas, with their expanses of concrete, build up "heat 
islands" that are 3-5 degrees (Celsius) hotter than their 
surroundings. 

· Currently, only one tree is planted for every four that die 
or are removed in American cities and towns. 

· Trees can absorb carbon dioxide at the rate of 48 pounds per 
year - about 10 tons per acre per year. 

· Urban trees that shade "heat islands" are 15 time more 
important in reducing carbon dioxide build-up than rural trees. 

· If current opportunities to improve tree growth were taken, 
this new growth would reduce atmospheric carbon dioxide by 450 
million tone, about one-quarter of what the United States is 
estimated to release annually from burning fossil fuels (see 
Append ix B). 

These are convincing arguments why trees should be planted in cities. 

The program does not, however, take location and context of the city 

into account, nor does it specify the most effective types of trees to 

be planted. 
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At the turn of the century, Tucson was gripped in a tree 

planting freazy LUCal conditions and cultural 

preferences, but national attitudes as well. If national ~rograms such 

as "Global Releaf" flourish due to popular concern over climatic 

warming, as we enter the next century a renewed interest in planting 

trees in Tucson could develop. If this should occur it would be 

important to select trees that are consistent with Tucson's desert 

heritage and need to conserve water yet provide a maximum of shade. 

Summary 

Tucson is a city in a s~mi-arid region. The location of its 

initial settlement was related to available surface water. The native 

Sonoran Desert vegetation which surrounds Tucson is varied and supplied 

the needs of indigenous people. As Spanish and Anglos settled in 

Tucson, new species of vegetation were introduced and the landscape was 

transformed. Lush riparian vegetation was cut and used as fuel wood 

and the land along the Santa Cruz River turned into a productive 

agricultural site. Eventually, a dropping water table and stream 

entrenchment turned the Santa Cruz into a dry wash, full only during 

floods. 

The city of Tucson has had several different "landscapes": 

Mission, Sonoran, Victorian, Bungalow, Post World War II, and 

Contemporary. The landscapes have blended into one another and 

remnants of all exist today. Different vegetation species were 

predominant or were introduced during each landscape era. Landscape 

transformations were attempts by immigrants and residents to create an 
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e!O"!ironment which filled their need for aesthetics, food, shelter, and 

physical ccmfort. A conflict which runs throughout Tucson'a l~~J~~d~~ 

history is that between living with and 4ppreciating the desert or 

transforming it into something reminiscent of a more humid, temperate 

climate. 

Today Tucson has a well developed urban forest. This forest 

has been affected by settlement patterns, individual preferences, 

national fads, and recently - by city, county, and state ordinances. 

As in the pa.st, Lhe future type and form of veg~tation in Tucson will 

depend upon residents' perception of the vegetation; their aesthetic, 

emotional, and physical needs; and their awareness of environmental 

issues associated with vegetation such as water-use, pollen production, 

and climatic amelioration. The following chapter addresses residents' 

attitudes towards vegetation in Tucson. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

This study is an exploration of the importance of vegetation to 

urban residents in a semi-arid city. A major goal is to assess the 

relationship between expressed attitudes towards vegetation and 

behavior as reflected in choice of neighborhood and/or landscaping of 

yard. Secondary objective~ include an investigation of the emotional 

attachment people feel for types of landscaping and vegetation, and of 

the demographic and personal characteristics which may affect these 

attachments. 

Methodology Summary 

A combination of methods were used to test the hypotheses 

including air photo int~rpretation, mail survey, face-to-face 

interviews, and a projective technique employing color slides. In 

keeping with Palmer's (1984) concept of neighborhood stands, Tucson 

neighborhoods, or a combination thereof, are the basic geographic units 

from which a stratified, random sample was selected. Air-photo 

interpretation was used in initial neighborhood selection. A mail 

survey (MS) was sent to 400 hou~eholds to gain basic quantitative data. 

In order to achieve a qualitative understanding of the issues and to 

help interpret the mail survey results, 34 residents in the chosen 

neighborhoods wer~ interviewed and a landscape inventory of their yard 
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and street edge was completed. Fifty-eight additional questionnaires 

and a slitie presentation were administered to a beginning cultural and 

a physical geography lab class for comparison purposes with 

neighborhood responses. The study began in March, 1987 with the 

neighborhood unit selection and ended in May 1988 with the last 

interview. 

Study Areas Selection 

lwo study areas were selected for the survey consisting of two 

or more neighborhoods each. Criteria used in the selection of the 

primary study area were to find three neighborhoods of comparable size 

with (1) sparse, medium, or heavy tree cover respectively; (2) 

comparable housing density; and (3) populations relatively homogeneous 

in socio-economic, ethnic, and home-ownership characteristics. A 

relatively homogeneous population was desired to facilitate the 

assessment of possible relationships between expressed attitudes 

towards vegetation preferences and actual behavior in choice of 

neighborhoods or choice of yard landscaping. The second study area was 

comprised of two additional neighborhoods where residents with 

different socio-economic characteristics than those in the primary 

study area neighborhoods. The second study area was intended to 

broaden the foci of the study and enable a comparison of the two 

populations. 
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Procedures Used 

The 1984 Tucson Neighborhood Statistics compiled from the 1980 

U.S. Census of Population and Housing were consulted and neighborhoods 

within the central part of "urban" Tucson were identified. 

Neighborhoods in the foothills, the northwest, the extreme south, and 

any east of Swan Road were eliminated as they are suburban in context 

and the focus of the study is on vegetation in the urban residential 

areas. 

Statistics on mean household income, median age, percent high 

school graduates, number of housing units, percent owner occupied 

housing, and ethnic composition were listed for each neighborhood. 

Aerial photography of Tucson (scale 1:1000) was consulted in 

conj~nction with the neighborhood map of Tucson to assess vegetative 

cover. Using a dot grid, sample neighborhoods with heavy, medium, and 

sparse vegetation were selected and percent of cover determined. 

Neighborhood 5 with 12 percent c~ver and Yaqui Village (Unit 6) with 4 

percent coverage were considered to be sparsely vegetated. Sam Hughes 

Neighborhood with 23 percent cover was selected as the standard for 

medium. And Old Fort Lowell Neighborhood with 57 percent vegetation 

cover was considered heavily vegetated (see Figure 1). Easing 

selection on related grey tones, the remaining neighborhoods within the 

city limits were classified as having heavy, medium, sparse, part

medium and part-heavy, or medium-to-sparse vegetation ccver. 

Neighborhoods were then sorted into groups based on statistical 

descriptions to identify those with similar demographic 

characteristics. Two study areas were selected, one "uptown" or away 
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Figure 1. Map of Tucson neighborhoods with three neighborhoods used 
in initial vegetation cover- density classification. 
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from the urban core and the other "downtown" in or near what passe::; in 

Tucson for an inner-city. Neighborhoods with varying vegetation cover 

were selected within those study areas. 

Study Area 1 

The following parameters were used for the selection of 

neighborhoods in the primary study area. 

1. At least 60% owner occupancy 

2. At least 66% high school graduates 

3. At least $12,000 median annual household income - no more 

than $21,000. 

4. At least 60% Whitp. population 

There were no neighborhoods meeting these criteria near Tucson's older 

downtown section. However, heavy, medium and sparsely vegetated 

neighborhoods or half neighborhoods, located near major business 

districts and in close proximity were combined to form areas of 

comparable geographic size. These three units form the primary study 

area. A group of neighborhoods meeting the above criteria are located 

east of Reid Park. They are bounded on the north by Speedway 

Boulevard, east by Swan Avenue, south by 22nd Street, and west by Reid 

Park and Alvernon Boulevard (see figure 2). The heavily vegetated unit 

is comprised of neighborhoods 74 (Winterhaven), 64 (San Clemente

Country Club Heights), and the west half of 25 (Howell). Winterhaven 

is separate from the other neighborhoods but is similar 

socioecouomically and located near a commercial strip along Ft. Lowell 

Boulevard. Neighborhoods 48 (Palomar and Gabriel) and 32 (Linden) were 
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selected as the unit with medium vegetation cover, and neighborhood 5 

and the east half of Howell were selected for having sparse vegetation 

cover. Each of the three units are three-quarter square mile in area 

and have comparable numbers of housing units and d~nsity. This is 

important in that it allows approximately the same space for 

landscaping -- a major factor controlling the amount of urban 

vegetation. (See Table 1, Appendix A for pre-survey statistics on 

neighborhoods in the primary study area.) 

Study Area 2 

The primary study area was predominantly white and middle class 

(note: people of Hispanic origin may be of any race, however in this 

study people were categorized according to their response on 

questionnaires). Although the units were located near major business 

areas, they were not near Tucson's downtown area (central core). 

Because I wished to also ~nvestigate the effects of socioeconomic and 

cultural factors on vegetation preferences, a second set of parameters 

were developed for neighborhoods which were more centrally located. 

1. 19-45% owner occupancy 

2. 40%+ high school graduates 

3. Median household income between $6,000 and $11,000 

4. 46 to 80% Anglo 

A higher percent of high school graduates was desired, because it was 

deemed easier for persons with a higher formal education level to 

complete the questionnaire, therefore it was more likely to obtain a 

higher response rate. The extremes were considered to be most useful 
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for comparative purposes, therefore, neighborhoods with either sparse 

or heavy vegetation cover were chosen for the second study area (see 

Figure 3). The only neighborhood meeting these parameters with heavy 

vegetation cover was no. 9 (Armory Park), and the one with sparse cover 

was no. 70 (Unit 6). (See table 2, appendix A for pre-survey 

statistics). 

Sample Selection 

Mail Survey Sample 

The Tucson Street Directory was consulted for the names of the 

streets in the neighborhood. Cole's Directory was consulted for names 

and addresses of residents living on those streets. Only streets in 

the cor~ of the neighborhood were included in the study areas. Border 

streets are frequently transition zones and have mixed land uses rather 

than being strictly residential. For the mail survey, a random sample 

of 100 was drawn from each of the three neighborhood units in study 

area 1, and 50 each from the two neighborhoods in study area 2. Thus, 

the sample for the combined areas totalled 400. 

Interview Sample 

The sample for in-depth interviews was taken from the heavily 

and sparsely vegetated units in study areas land 2. Twenty-eight 

interviews were with mail-survey respondents and an additional six were 

eith~r neighbors of those respondents or were referred to me by them. 

Respondents who had stated on the mail survey that they felt street 

trees were either very important or unimportant were chosen for 
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personal interviews to allow for a comparison of extremes. However, 

because of the limited number of persons considering street trees 

unimportant, and their hesitancy to agree to an interview, the sample 

of twenty-eight was completed by randomly calling respondents in the 

heavy and sparse units thanking them for their response on the mail 

survey and re~uestlllg an interview with them. A balanced namber of 

respondents from heavy and sparse areas were selected. Table 2 shows 

the number of respondpnts interviewed from heavy or sparse units, and 

whether or not they had also completed the mail survey. 

Table 2. Number of Interview Respondents by Vegetation Cover 
and Completion or Non-Completion of Mail 3urv~y. 

Mail Survey Interview Only 

Heavy Veg. Cover 15 6 

Sparse Veg. Cover 13 o 

Total Respondents 28 6 

Student Sample 

In landscape preference studies, students (usually psychology 

students) are often used as surrogates for the general populace 

(citations). Geography students from a beginning cultural geography 

class and from an introductory physical geography lab were used in this 

study. The students both filled in an age gap in the general sample 

~nd provided a group of individuals most of whome had been in Tucson 

less than five years. The students who were new to Tucson provided an 

opportunity to explore the different perceptions of non-residents and 

residents, the assumption being their attitudes towards vegetation and 
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preferences for types of landscaping might reflect those of populations 

of their home regions more than that of long-time Tucsonans. 

Survey Desisn 

Some questions used in this study were adopted from urban 

forestry studies carried out in humid areas. Others were developed 

specifically for the Tucson area. Themail survey was comprised of 

closed-ended, forced choice, and scaled response questioll$. Several of 

these questions were included on the student and interview survey 

instruments to provide comparative links. In addition, the 

questionnaire for students and the interview schedule contained a 

series of open-ended questions dealing with personal and qualitative 

issues. Pretests of both the mail survey and the interview schedule 

were conducted to assure that the questions were easily understood and 

addressed the desired issues. Table 3 shows the topic categories for 

questions and which instruments contained them (see Appendix C for 

copies of questionnaires and landscape inventory). 

Questions regarding factors respondents considered to be 

important indicators of the quality of a city, characteristics of th~ 

street on which they live, and the importance to them of various yard 

characteristics were designed to elicit a sense of the relative 

importance respondents placed on street trees and/or yard trees. 

Respondents were also asked how important they considered street trees 

to be as well as what positive and negative qualities they associated 

with trees. 
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Table 3. Question categories found in questionnaires. 

MAIL STUDENT INTERVIEW 

QUALITY INDICATORS/CITY X 

NEIGHBORHOOD QUALITY X X 

STREET TREES X X X 

VEGETATION, GENERAL X X 

LOCATION OF VEG. X X 

DESERT/NON-DESERT X X X 

TYPE OF VEG. X X 

PLACE IDENTITY X X 

VEGETATION & IDENTITY X X 

IMPORTANCE OF YARD X X 

CONTRIBUTING FACTORS 

KNOWLEDGE OF VEG X X X 

TYPE HOME X X X 

DEMOGRAPHICS X X X 

TIME IN TUCSON X X X 

VEG. COVER/HOME X X X 

ENVIRONMENTAL/AFFECTIVE X X X 

PHOTOGRAPH EXERCISE AND 
INVENTORY 

YARP/STREET SCENE 
PREFERENCES X X 

LANDSCAPE INVENTORY X 
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Respondents were asked a series of questions pertaining to 

vegetation including: whether or not they had any positive or negative 

memories associated with trees or other plants; what their favorite 

tree or plant was; and what they felt their preferences for different 

kinds of plants or trees were based upon. A list of places where one 

might expect to find trees or think there should be trees in Tucson was 

given, and respondents were asked to rank those places according to how 

important they thought having trees or vegetation in those places was 

to the~ personally. The purpose of these questions was to explore the 

issue of context and past experience as it relates to 7egetation. 

The issue of desert versus non-desert types of vegetation was 

addressed initially by a street- and yard-scene preference exercise 

(discussed in the next section). Other questions pertaining to this 

issue were: "Do you feel that the plants in the city of Tucson should 

contrast with or be a continuation of the surrounding Sonoran Desert 

vegetation? Why or Why not?," "If you were in charge of a program to 

select trees and other vegetation to be planted in Tucson, what are 

seme of the kinds you would select?," and "Do you feel landscaping with 

native plants is most appropriate at the yard, street, or city level"? 

The landscape inventory of respondents' yards and street views 

indicated whether respondents' views were congruent with their 

surroundings. 

The pot~ntial relationship between vegetation and place 

identity was addressed at the beginning of the interview and student 

survey -- prior to discussion of vegetation. Respondents were asked, 

"Are there any things (including sights, smells, and sounds) or places 
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t~at identify Tucson to you, that make it different from other cities? 

For example, if you go on a trip away from Tucson and then return, do 

you notice things upon your return that symbolize Tucson for you? If 

yes, what are they?" The underlyin~ assumption was that if vegetation 

were mentioned frequently, it may contribute significantly to Tucson's 

"sense of place". 

Questions regarding the type of landscape respondents felt most 

completely themselves in, or most comfortable in, were asked to elicit 

information on the relationship between personal identity and 

vegetation. Persons interviewed were also asked whether or not they 

felt their yard expressed anything about them, and why or why not. 

A set of standard questions regarding demographic 

characteristics as well as the type of home they live in, whether they 

are buying or renting, the length of time they have been in Tucson and 

in their home, as well as their knowledge of plants and how much they 

had thought about the issues being addressed was asked. It was felt 

that any of these factors could influence a pers(n's preferences as 

well as type of vegetation found surrounding their homes. 

Whether attitudes towards vegetation tended to be based on 

ecological, affective, economic, or safety considerations was implicit 

in the list of positive and negative qualities associated with trees 

respondents were asked to choose from. For analysis and discussion 

purposes, characteristics associated with trees were grouped into 

categories. In an attempt to lessen interjection of my biases into the 

categorization, definitions were drafted for the categories, and three 

individuals were asked to place each of the characteristics into the 



most appropriate category. Additional qualitative information was 

gathered from the tenor of responses to open-ended questions. 

Street and Yard Scene Preference Exercise 
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Interview respondents were shown two groups of nine 

~hotographs mounted on folding boards and numbered sequentlally. One 

was of street scenes with different types of street trees. The other 

showed yards landscaped witr different kinds and amounts of vegetation. 

An approach was used which combined Q-sort (sorting and ranking of 

photographs) and projective techniques as well as a series of open

ended questions regarding preferences for types of vegetation and 

landscaping portrayed in the photographs. Respondents were asked to 

order the photographs from best liked to least liked. They were then 

asked what there was about the vegetation in the best and least liked 

photographs that they liked or disliked and if there were any feelings 

or thoughts they would associate with each picture, including memories. 

The purpose of this exercise was to elicit preferences for types and 

amounts of vegetation as well as additional qualitative information 

regarding their attitudes and background. 

The approach used is similar to that used by Herzog (1984), 

Lein and Buhyoff (1985), Schroeder (1982), Schroeder and Anderson 

(1984), Schroeder and Green (1985), Talbot and Kaplan (1984), and Zube 

et al. (1974). Use of modified Thematic Apperception Tests (T.A.T. a 

projective technique) are described by Saarinen (1973, 1976) and have 

been used successfully by geographers such as Saarinen (1966), 

Sims and Baumann (1976), Mitchell (1974), and Kennedy (1985). The 



purpose is to avoid the power of suggestion inherent in more direct 

questioning. 
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The photographic experiment was repeated with students wh~ were 

shown a series of nine slides (in the same order as displayed on the 

folding boards) showing the street scenes used for the interview. They 

were asked to rate ~ach slide on a five point scale from 1="like it a 

lot" to 5="don't like it at all." Each slide was projected for 10 

seconds. The scenes were then shown again in reverse order 4 seconds 

each while students answered the questions, "Of these nine pictures of 

street scenes, which do you like the best" and "Which do you like the 

least." The series was shown forward one more time and students 

a~swered what it was about the vegetation in the scene they liked best 

and the scene they liked least as well as "are there any feelings or 

thoughts you would associate with this picture ... memories etc.?" The 

same procedure was repeated for the yard scenes. Students were then 

asked to complete the rest of the questionnaire. 

Use of Air Photos and Landscape Inventory 

Air photos of the sample areas at a scale of 1:200 were used to 

det.ermlne tree cover in front and back yards and number of street trees 

on particular streets. These data were then correlated with responses 

from mail surveys on a house-by-house basis. Ground-level photography 

and the landscape inventory developed by Parton and Hecht (1979) were 

used to document type and quantity of vegetation for homes of interview 

respondents. 
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Survey Administration and Response Rates 

Mail Survey 

Procedure used in administering the mail survey were based on 

Dillman's (1978) Mail and Telephone Surveys. In October of 1987, a 

letter explaining that the survey was an attempt to understand the 

importance of different physical elements affecting the quality of 

residential ar~as to Tucson residents was sent with the mail survey 

instrument and a stamped, self-addressed envelope. One week later a 

postcard thanking the respondents if they had returned the 

questionnaire, or requesting they do so if they hadn't, was mailed to 

the sample. Two weeks after the postcard, a seco~d letter, 

questionnaire, and return envelope was sent to persons who had not yet 

responded. Follow-up telephone calls were made approximately ten days 

l&ter on two consecutive evenings. Respondents with Hispanic surnames 

were contacted by a person who spoke Spanish as well as English. 

Respondents requesting a new questionnaire were sent one. 

Response Rate. The total sample consisted of 400 addressees of 

which 70 were undeliverable due to relocation from the address or to 

death. The r2sponse rate for the deliverables was 70 percent. 

As indicated in Table 4, the response rate in the first area 

was consistently higher than that in the second. According to 1980 

census data, both the sparsely and heavily vegetated neighborhoods in 

Study Area 2 had a fairly high proportion of non-white and lower income 

residents. This was probably reflected in the lower response rate. 



Table 4. ne~ponse Rate for Mail Survey by Area and Neighborhood. 

M.S. SENT 

AREA 1 

SPARSE 100 

MEDIUM 100 

HEAVY 100 

SUBTOTAL 300 

AREA 2 

HEAVY 50 

SPARSE 50 

SUBTOTP.L 100 

TOTAL 400 

Interviews 

Interviews 

place of business, 

UNDELIVERABLES 

19 

21 

8 

48 

14 

8 

22 

70 

RETURNED 

55 

63 

73 

191 

20 

21 

41 

232 

% RESPONSE, 
DELIVERABLES 

68 

80 

79 

76 

55 

50 

53 

70 

were completed either at the respondent's home, 

or in a local restaurant, whichever they felt 
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comfortable with. The majority were conducted at home. The interview, 

landscape inventory, and photography of yards and street landscapes 

took from one to one and one-half hours. When interviews did not take 

place in the home, respondents were asked for their permission to 

inventory and photograph their yard. Only one respondent did not wish 

to have her back yard photographed. It was tern up due to some 

landscaping they were planning to have done. 

After completion of the interview respondents were asked if I 

cO'lld take pictures of their yard and jot down some notes. All 
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respondents were cooperative and pleasant and seemed interested in the 

project and in the issues being discussed. 

Student Survey 

Due to constraints placed by the instructor, students in the 

cultural geography class were allowed approximately 35 minutes in which 

to do the yard and street scene preference exercise and to ~omplete the 

rest of the questionnaire. They were given the option of returning the 

questionnaire dUI"ing their discussion section if they had not finished 

by the end of the period. Forty-six of the seventy-five questionnaires 

were returned. Students in the physical geography lab were given 50 

minutes in which to complete the exercise and questionnaire. All 

twelve turned in questionnaires. Total student response rate was 66 

percent. 

Analysis of Data 

In order to test the hypotheses regarding the relationship of 

neighborbood vegetation cover and attitudes, sparse and heavy areas in 

Study Areas 1 and 2 were combined. However, statistical analyses were 

also run on the individual units within the study areas. Frequencies, 

Chi-square tests and Pearson's correlation were performed. 

Relationships of attitudes to demographic and other contributing 

factors were also determined. Significant Chi-square relationships of 

p < .05 are noted on tables with an *. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE IMPORTANCE OF TREES 

Ah-ha! ~ favorite topic ... trees and vegetation in Tucson. 
I feel trees are important, but we should use caution in the 
type and plac~ent. ~at [ don't rec~end is a replication of 
the midwest tree ethic, i.e. rows of identical trees along 
streets. [prefer native trees, low water usage is mandatory. 
Used wisely, trees in Tucson could be a major asset in 
softening our over-built look. In addition, large shrubs can 
provide as much or more softening and require less care, less 
water. I ~ay 'on with Desert Landscaping!'" (Respondent). 

Tucson appears to be a nice place to live. In answering how 

they felt about living in Tucson, 40 percent of the mail survey (MS) 

respondents claimed "I love it" and another 44 percent, "I like it." A 

disgruntled three percent either "don't like it" or "hate" living in 

Tucson, the rest were neutral about the matter. With placa 

satisfaction or living satisfaction consistently high, nearly 85 

percent of respondents either liking or loving Tucson, the question 

naturally arises, why is Tucson such a satisfying place to live? This 

will be examined more closely in Chapter 5. At this point, the 

question addressed, is whether or not the presence of trees is 

important to respondents of the mail survey. Responses of students are 

used for comparative purposes on some questions. Relationships between 

attitudes towards trees and (l)different scale settings, (2)preference 

for affective, ecological or economic qualities, (3)amount of 

vegetation in the neighborhood, and (4) demographic characteristics are 

initially explored in this Chapter. 
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An Issue of Scale 

It was hypothesized that preferences for vegetation would be 

strongest at the micro-scale (the yard) and decrease towards the macro 

scale (the city). A sense of the relative importance to mail survey 

respondents of trees at different scale settings can be gained through 

comparison of responses to questions pertaining to trees at the yard, 

the street, and the city level. Respondents were asked to rate the 

importance of "large shade trees around the house" and "street trees 

for creating pleasant streets" on a scale of 1 to 5 (extremely 

important to not at all important). They were also asked how important 

they felt "street trees are in a desert city like Tucson" on a I to 4 

scale (extremely important to unimportant). For comparison purposes 

the 5-point scale was reduced to 4, 3 being neutral (see table 4). 

Table 5. Mean ratings of the importance of trees (n=222). 

Scale setting 

Large shade trees around 
the house. 

Street trees in a desert city 
like Tucson. 

Street trees for creating 
pleasant streets. 

Mean Rating 

1.93 

2.13 

2.37 

On average, trees are considered important at all three scales. 

The presence of large shade trees around the house, at the most 

personal scale, appears to be most valued. Street trees at both the 



street and city gcale were also perceived as being important by a 

strong majority of respondents. Contrary to expectations, however, 

more respondents considered street trees to be important at the city 

scale than at the street scale. 

Street Trees on the Street 
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Further explorations of the specific questions pertaining to 

trees on the street and trees in a desert city offer insight into the 

strength of preference at these scales. People were asked to indicate 

on a 5-point scale "How important do you personally feel street trees 

are for creating pleasant streets?" (See table 6). Nearly two thirds 

(63.3%) of the total sample feel street trees are either extremely or 

very important for creating pleasant streets. Student response was 

more positive, with four-fifths feeling street trees are quite 

important compareci with approximately 60 percent of the residents. 

Similarly, although 15 percent of the residents responded with either 

unimportant or not at all important, none of the students held that 

opinion. 

Response to the question "In general, how important do you 

think street trees are in a desert city like Tucson (4-pt scale) was 

even more favorable (see Table 7). Over three-quarters of the mail 

survey sample considered them at least somewhat important, with one

fifth saying street trees are unimportant. Again, student response was 

generally more favorable than that of the MS sample. However, 

it is interesting that although there was a statistically significant 

difference between student and MS ~espons~s on the question of the 



Table 6. Importance of street trees in creating pleasant 
streets. 

Mail Survey Students 
(n=222) (nI:56) 

Extremely Important 17.6 19.6 

Very Important 41.6 60.7 

Neither Important nor 
Unimportant 25.7 19.6 

Unimportant 9.0 0.0 

Not at all important 5.9 0.0 

Chi Square 12.56 4df P("" .025 

Table 7. Importance of street trees in a desert city like 
Tucson. 

Mail Survey Students 
(n=222) (n=53) 

Extremely Important 29.7 26.4 

Somewhat Important 47.3 58.5 

Unimportant 19.4 9.4 

No Opinion 3.6 5.7 

Chi-square 4.12 3df Not significant. 
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importance of street trees in creating pleasant streets, this was not 

the case regarding perceived general importance of street trees in a 

desert city because MS response was more positive in this instance -

matching that of students. 

Summary 

The response to trees in the yard and street trees at r~th the 

street and city level was quite positive. As hypothesized, preference 

was strongest at the yard scale. However, preference for trees was 

moderate at the street level, but stronger again at the city scale. In 

the next section, values associated with trees will be discussed. 

Values Associated with Trees 

Each individual has his or her own reasons for feeling 

vegetation is important or unimportant. It is necessary to understand 

why vegetation is valued, as well as why it is seen as creating 

potential problems. Doing so will contribute to wise planning for 

urban vegetation -- planning which both considers individuals' needs 

and mitigates problems attributed to vegetation. An assessment of the 

relative importance of amenities and problems associated with 

vegetation, e.g., trees, is vital in understanding the role vegetation 

plays in cities. Hypothesis 3 suggests that preferences are based on 

affective response rather than perceived ecological value. In order to 

investigate reasons why trees are perceived as important or 

unimportant, respondents were given a list of positive qualities and of 
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drawbacks frequently associated with trees. They were asked to select 

the three from each list that were of greatest importance to them 

personally. 

For analysis and discussion purposes, characteristics 

associated with trees can be grouped into the following categories for 

positive qualities: (1) affective/aesthetic pertaining to emotions 

and/or beauty; (2) ecological -- pertaining to the relationship of 

vegetation to the physical systems or cycles in the environment; (3) 

financial -- spacifically related to dollar cost or gain. For the 

drawbacks associated wit~ trees, the categories are: (1) safety 

affecting the physical well being of persons; (2) ecological 

pertaining to the relationship of vegetation to the physical systems or 

cycles in the environment; and (3) financial relating to loss of 

dollars or time either directly or through corrective measures. There 

is overlap between some categories for certain qualities. For instance 

the qualities "give shade" and "attract birds and small animals" have 

affective, ecological, and financial elements. Similarly, "Hide 

buildings and signs" has both financial and aesthetic attributes. 

Tables 8 and 9 list the positive qualities and drawbacks in order of 

frequency chosen as one of three most important characteristics of 

trees. Some of the differences in the importance of specific qualities 

as related to neighborhood and demographic characteristics are 

addressed later in this chapter. 
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Trees as Amenity 

Overwhelmingly, the amenities associated with trees chosen as 

important were affective or aesthetic in nature (see Table 8). Four of 

the five most frequently selected as being important to respondents 

(shade, make an area more beautiful, are pleasing to the eye, and 

increase privacy) are related directly to human interaction with 

trees or landscapes including trees rather than to the physical 

environmental processes or financial benefits that can be gained from 

trees. 

Shade was clearly the amenity most frequently considered to be 

important. It was selected by over two-thirds of the respondents, 

while the next most frequently cited positive quality "make an area 

more beautiful" was selected by just less than half. In a desert area 

such as Tucson, shade gives not only physical coolness and comfort, but 

also is a relief visually in the white heat of summer. Although the 

fifth attribute (attract birds and small animals) although categorized 

as ecological, also has a strong affective element when one considers 

the pl~asure many people gain from the presence of birds and animals in 

an urban setting. The amenities which were considered most important 

cannot be said to belong to any particular scale (except for privacy) 

and are important at the city and street scale as well as in private 

yards. 



Table 8. Positive qualities associated with trees 
consiuered important by mail survey sample (percent 
circling quality as one of three most important to them 
personally n-232). 

Amenity Percent 

A Give Shade 68.5 
A Make an ~~e~ Mere Beautiful 47.8 
A Arp Pleasing to the Eye 43.1 
A Increase Privacy 20.3 
E Attract Birds and Small Animals 18.5 
E Improve Air Quality 14.7 
A Make Area Look More Natural 14.2 
F Increase Property Value 14.2 
E Provide Food Sources and Shelter 

for Birds and Animals 13.8 
E Reduce Noise 12.9 
A Provide Nice Color in Fall 

and Spring 11.6 
F Help Save on Energy Cost 11.2 
E Control Water Runoff and Help 

Prevent Soil Erosion 10.8 
A Reduce Stress and Boredom 8.2 
A Provide a Place for Children 

to Play 6.9 
E Slow Wind Speed 6.5 
E Help Reduce Glare 6.0 
A Help Make This Area Different 

From Others 6.0 
A Screen Unpleasant Sights 6.0 
A Help Provide a Sense of 

Seasons Passing 5.2 
A Give a Sense of History 3.9 

None .9 

A Affective/Aesthetic 
E Ecological 
F Financial 
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Trees as Potential Problem 

Unlike response to trees as amenity, drawbacks associated with 

trees ran across all three categories of safety, ecological, and 

financial as well as across all three scales (see Table 9). 

Seven potential problems associated with trees were identified 

as important by more than eighteen percent of the sample (decrease 

visibility at intersections, produce pollen, roots interfere with 

sewage systems, use a lot of water, block traffic signs and lights, 

cause leaf and bark litter, and interfere with utility lines). Three 

of those, decreasing visibility, blocking traffic lights and signs and 

interfering with utility lines all have safety elements and the 

potential problems can be easily mitigated through proper planting and 

management at a street and city scale. Roots interfering with sewage 

systems and causing leaf and bark litter can be seen as drawbacks at a 

more personal scale. The cost of time raking leaves etc. and the 

financial cost of replacing sewage lines or septic tanks affected by 

tree roots are experiences fairly common to homeowners at the yard 

scale. 

Th~ concern that trees use a lot of water and produce pollen 

can be construed basically as ecological concerns, but have strong 

economic or "health/safety" elements as well. A woman from one 

neighborhood volunteered -

This property had good lawn and privet which was let die when 
cost of water got to high. Many properties of the area fell 
too the same fate. The most beautiful lawn in Tucson went the 
same way. 



Table 9. Drawbacks associated with trees that are 
considered important by the mail survey sample (percent 
circling potential problem as one of three most 
important to them personally. n-232). 

Drawback 

S Decrease Visibility at Intersections 
E Produce Pollen 
F Roots Interfere with Sewage System 
E Use a Lot of Water 
S Block Traffic Signs and Lights 
E Cause Leaf and Bark Litter 
F Interfere with Utility Lines 
F Roots Damage Sidewalks and House 

Foundations 
S Branches May Fallon Houses or People 
S Hide Dangerous People from View 
E Attract Unwanted Insects 
S Children May Fall from Them 

None 
* Hide Buildings and Signs 
F Branches May Scrape Cars 
S When Hit at High Speed in Car May 

Result in Injury or Death 
F Block the Sun So Other Things Don't 

Grow 
Increase Energy Costs for Heating 

Homes 

S Safety 
E = Ecological 
F Financial 

* Wasn't categorized ... is an aesthetic issue. 

Percent 

36.6 
34.5 
33.6 
26.3 
25.0 
24.1 
18.5 

12.9 
10.8 
10.3 
7.3 
5.6 
4 . ., 
4.3 
3.9 

3.4 

3.4 F 

0.0 
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Although not specifically referring to trees, this statement highlights 

financial constraints associated with high water-usage. Other 

respondents seem very aware of water-usage/water-shortage as an 

eco~ogical problem. One man pointed out "We are not a city with a lot 

of water. I am for trees that use very little water and [are] low 

pollen producers." Another said, "I think street trees do create very 

pleasant streets but I believe it is unfair to have a lot of trees on 

the streets of Tucson because of our critical shortage of water. If 

trees are to be planted they should be either fruit bearing and/or in 

back yards." 

The issues of water-use and pollen production can be of concern 

at all three scales, and can also, as pointed out by respondents, be 

mitigated through planting drought-tolerant trees and trees which do 

not produce significant allergens. 

Positive Qualities Versus Drawbacks 

In order to determine the relative importance positive 

qualities and drawbacks associated with trees, respondents were asked 

which was most important to them, or, whether they were both of equal 

importance (see Table 10). 

The positive qualities associated with trees were 

overwhelmingly considered to be important to respondents, even more 

strongly so for students that for the mail survey sample. Only 15 out 

of the combined sample of 268 (6%) considered drawbacks associated with 

trees to be most important although potential problems related to trees 



Table 10. Importance of positive qualities versus negative 
qualities associated with street trees. 

Mail Survey Students 
(n-215) (n-53) 

Positive Qualities 60.9 88.7 

Equal Importance 34.0 3.8 

Drawbacks 5.1 7.5 

Chi-square 19.22 2df P >-.005. 

were broadly recognized by respondent for the question which listed 

drawbacks. One respondent wrote, "I have very few trees but I have 
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tall hedges on one side for sound and privacy - 3 very large mesquite 

trees which cause pollen and the mess of cleaning up but would not part 

with them." This exemplifies valuing positive qualities over drawbacks 

as well as the strength of affective elements compared to ecological 

issues. 

Relationship to Neighborhood 

One of the major rationales in environmental perception 

research for studying attitudes and preferences is to determine if 

there is a relationship between attitude and behavior. The degree to 

which behavior and expressed attitudes match may vary between 

individuals and is, to varying degrees, limited by physical, financial, 

social, and emotional or psychological constraints. In this study it 

is suggested that there will be a positive correlation between 

attitudes towards vegetation and yard landscaping or the amount of 

vegetative cover in the respondent's neighborhood. The assumption is 
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that people either chose a home or neighborhood which has the type and 

amount of vegetation they like, change their yard environment, or adapt 

to and learn to prefer the setting they find themselves in. 

Validity of Neighborhood Unit Classification 

As discussed earlier, neighborhood units in the two study areas 

were assigned, based on air photo interpretation, one of three 

vegetation cover categories: sparse, moderate, or heavy. Respondents 

were asked whether they felt their street could best be described as 

having few trees o~ many tr.ees (on a five-point scale, reduced to 

three-points). The relationship of the a-priori classification to 

respondents self-report of street vegetation was investigated through 

crosstabulation. The relationship was positive and significant beyond 

the .001 level (2df). Respondents living in heavily vegetated 

neighborhoods reported their street could best be described as having 

many trees, while those from sparsely vegetated areas described their 

streets as having few trees. The strength of the relationship suggests 

that the a-priori classification was valid in respect to residents' 

rprceptions. In this section analysis of attitudes towards 

neighborhood and vegetation are based on the a-priori classification 

unless otherwise noted. 

Due to wide differences between study Areas 1 and 2, in 

neighborhood appearance and structure as well as respondents' 

demographic characteristics, responses from similarly categorized 

neighborhoods in different study areas generally were not combined 

unless otherwise stated. This section looks at the relationship of the 
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amount of vegetation cover found in a neighborhood unit and the 

perceived attractiveness and "goodness" of the neighborhood, the 

importance of trees at different scales, the relative importance of 

positive values and drawbacks associated with trees, and the specific 

values associated with trees. 

Vegetation and Neighborhood Attractiveness 

In both study areas there is a strong relationship between 

vegetation cover and perception of neighborhood as attractive or 

unattractive (see Table 11). 

Table 11. Amount of vegetation and neighborhood 
attractiveness. 

Area 1 (nz I82) 

Attractiveness 

Cover Attractive Neither Unattractive 

Heavy 80.0 18.6 1.4 

Sparse 54.2 33.9 11. 9 

Moderate 26.4 43.4 30.2 

Chi-square 40.86 4df P)=.OO 

Area 2 (n=35) 

Heavy 43.8 43.8 12.5 

Sparse 15.8 15.8 68.4 

Chi-square 11. 09 2df P)=.004. 

Residents from Area 1 considered their neighborhoods generally 

much more attractive than those from the inner city neighborhoods. 
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However, it also appears that despite these differences there may be a 

relationship between vegetation cover and neighborhood att=activeness. 

It should be pointed out that the heavy neighborhood in Area 1 and the 

sparse one in Area 2 are at polar ends of the economic scale in this 

study. Therefore Winterhaven etc. have many more amenities in addition 

to vegetation than Yaqui Village which can be related to the 

attractiveness of the neighborhood. 

As might be expected, over three-fourths of the respondents 

from neighborhood units with heavy vegetation cover in study area 1 

considered their neighborhoods to be attractive, while only one percent 

considered them unattractive. The relationship between vegetation 

cover and attractiveness is not as clear cut in areas with sparse and 

moderate cover. Over half the respondents from the sparsely covered 

neighborhood considered it attractive. Somewhat surprisingly, only a 

quarter of respondents living in moderately covered neighborhood felt 

their neighborhood was attractive and nearly a third thought it 

unattractive. The largest percentage of respondents from the 

neighbcrhood with moderate vegetation cover seemed to consider their 

neighborhood rather Ho-Hum, neither attractive nor unattractive. 

Perhaps there is a correlation between mediocre amounts of vegetation 

and mediocre vegetation or lack of a distinct landscaping style. No 

doubt factors other than vegetation are {nvolved also such as the 

neatness and condition of the yards and buildings. 
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Neighborhood "Goodness" 

It is interesting that although there was a strong relationship 

between the amount of vegetation and perceived neighborhood 

attractiveness, the amount of vegetation cover had little to do with 

whether or not a neighborhood was considered to be a "good" or a "bad" 

0ne. Respondents were asked to rate their neighborhood on 

characteristics listed as polar adjectives. Table 12 shows the 

significant relationships between the polar adjectives "good-bad" and 

the ethers. As can be seen, a good neighborhood is apparently 

friendly, uncrowded, allows for privacy, is attractive, has well kept 

yards and buildings, is quiet, and safe. Whether or not a neighborhood 

had few or many trees or was predominantly composed of yards with la~T.s 

or desert landscaping had little to do with the "goodness" or "badness" 

of the neighborhood, except indirectly as attractiveness of 

neighborhood is dependent upon tree cover. 

Trees at Different Scales 

Trees in Yards. Eighty percent of respondents from both areas 

considered having large shade trees around the house to be important to 

them. There was apparently no strong relationship between vegetation 

cover and wish for shade trees in the yard. Interestingly though, in 

Area 2 eighty-five percent of the respondents from the neighborhood 

with few tree~ felt shade trees were important compared with just over 

three quarters (77.8) of those from the one with many trees. This 

pattern was reversed in Area 1 with nearly ninety percent of those in 



Table 12. Relationship of neighborhood ratings of 
"good-bad" with other polar adjectives on the semantic 
differential. (significance of relation~hip with 4df) 

Word Pair Signif icance 

Friendly - Unfriendly .0000 

Privacy - No Privacy .0000 

Yard Kept - Yards Unkept .0000 

Buildings Kept - Buildings Unkept .0000 

Quiet - Noisy .0000 

Attractive - Unattractive .0000 

Safe - Unsafe .0106 

Crowded - Uncrowded .0114 

Lawns - Desert .2311 

Few Trees - Many Trees .4019 
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the heavily vegetated neighborhood unit and three quarters (76.3) of 

those in the sparsely vegetated one ~.pressing a desire to have shade 

trees. 

There is a strong relationship between vegetation cover and the 

perceived importance of street trees for creating pleasant streets in 

stuoy area 1, but not in study area 2 (see Table 13). However, similar 

to study area 1, more respondents in the neighborhood unit with heavy 

vegetation cover than those in the sparsely vegetated neighborhood 

considered street trees to be important. 

Table 10. Importance of street trees for creating 
pleasant streets by amount of vegetation cover. 

Area 1 (n ... 186) 

Importance of Trees 

Veg. Cover Important Neither Important Unimportant 
nor Unimportant 

Heavy 70.8 23.6 5.6 

Moderate 51.9 22.2 25.9 

Sparse 55.0 28.3 16.7 

Chi-square 11.39 4df P<=.012 

Area 2 (n=36) 

Heavy 62.5 31.3 6.3 

Sparse 50.0 30.0 20.0 

Chi-square 1.46 2df P<=.481 



III 

There was no significant difference between neighborhood units 

or areas in responses to the question "In general, how important do you 

think street trees are in a desert city like Tucson?" Area 1 and 2 

were combined and responses in all areas were strongly positive with 

slightly more from heavily vegetated areas (84%) considering them 

important than those from areas with less vegetation (78%). Eighty 

percent of the total sample felt that street trees are important. 

Positive Qualities and Drawbacks Attributed to Trees 

Although not statistically significant, the relative importance 

of positive qualities or the drawbacks associated with street trees 

shows a positive directional relationship with the amount of vegetation 

cover found in neighborhoods. 

As can be seen in Table 14, more respondents from heavily 

vegetation covered neighborhood units than from sparsely covered ones 

considered positive qualities associated with trees to be more 

important to them than drawbacks. There was a statistically 

significant difference in attitude between responses from the sparse 

neighborhoods in study areas 1 and 2. Over half the respondents from 

the uptown neighborhood unit as compared with less than a quarter of 

those from the inner-city neighborhood, considered positive qualities 

to be of most importance to them. The differences between the relative 

importance of positive qualities and drawbacks as related to vegetation 

cover suggests that perhaps it is, to some extent, by choice that 

people live in neighborhoods with differing amounts and types of 

vegetation cover. 



Table 14. Relative importance of positive or negative 
attributes of street trees and vegp.tation cover of 
neighborhood units. 

Area 1 (n-l79) 

Cover 

Heavy 

Moderate 

* Sparse 

Chi-square 5.48 

Area 2 (n=36) 

Heavy 

* Sparse 

Chi-square 5.81 
* P(.05 

Positive 
Equal 

Importance 

73.6 23.6 

64.7 27.5 

55.4 35.7 

4df P(-.241. 

58.8 41. 2 

21.1 71. 7 

2df P( .... 055. 

Drawbacks 

2.8 

7.8 

7.1 

0.0 

5.3 

Values and Drawbacks. There was a relationship between 

the amount of vegetation cover in a neighborhood and positive 

qualities or drawbacks important to respondents on only a few 

items as shown by Table 15. Appreciably more respondents from the 

neighborhood unit with heavy cover than those with less vegetation 

in study area 1 felt the beauty afforded by trees and potential 

increase in property value to be very important to them. They 

also, were quite cognizant of the problem of leaf and bark litter 

associated with trees .•. apparently spending a portion of their 

time dealing with that aspect of trees. 

The only valued qualities of trees that were related to 

neighborhood in Area 2 were that they provide nice color in fall 
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Table 15. Important attributes of trees by area and 
neighborhood unit. 

Positive Qualities 

Area 1 
* Make area beautiful 
* Increase property value 

Area 2 
** Provide nice color in 

fall and spring 
* Increase property value 

Drawbacks 

Area 1 
* Cause leaf and bark 

litter 

Area 2 (none) 

Neighborhood 
Sparse Moderate Heavy 

38.1 
7.9 

42.9 
28.6 

19.0 

40.0 
10.9 

20.0 

58.9 
21. 9 

57.1 
0.0 

35.6 

** >.01 significance * >.05 significance 
Area 1 2df Area 2 Idf 

and spring and again, that they increase property value. 

Interestingly, in both instances more respondents in the sparsely 
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vegetated neighborhood than the one with heavy cover considered these 

aspects to be important. 

Neighborhood Summary 

The results from study area 1 and study area 2 suggest that in 

Area 1 either people have self selected an area which has attributes 

which they consider to be important, or, that living in an area with 
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certain characteristics may influence one's preferences towards 

vegetation. Comments volunteered on the back of returned 

questionnaires appear to substantiate this idea. A man from the 

sparsely vegetated neighborhood proclaimed, "Tucson is a desert 

community. All visitors to my house notice the difference between 

Tucson and Phoenix. If people want non-desert vegetation, I personally 

wish they'd move to Phoenix. Tucson should be a desert town, for 

water, pollen, aesthetics, heritage, and what makes Tucson great. Our 

desert is disappearing so fast, let's not kill off what little we have 

left in the city. That would be a crime against nature." Another 

said, "People who like trees, grass, etc., etc., should go back to 

where they came from. People who come to Tucson should be content with 

the natural environment." 

On the other hand, while some comments from the neighborhood 

unit most tree-covered showed an awareness of the natural environment 

in Tucson and the problems of water-use, there also was a strong 

appreciation of trees. For example, one woman originally from France 

favored planting pine trees "allover" Tucson claiming that not only 

are they beautiful and clean the air splendidly, they use little water 

when established and the roots do not bother plumbing. She continues, 

"We are very fortunate here in San Clemente, we have many of them 

[pines] as well as other trees - that is why we bought our home in this 

section of the town for all the trees were here." Another woman 

writes: 



In the town where I grew up, trees arch over and shade 
streets with names like Mulberry, Oak, and Elm. In the winter, 
one can lie in bed and admire the patterns of their naked 
branches against the grey, mottled skies or delight in the 
crusty whiteness of the twigs after a snowstorm. 

To try to have streetside trees in Tucson is ludicrous. We 
moved to the desert, we live in the desert, and the desert 
cannot be denied. That temperate-climate effect can never be 
duplicated with mesquite and eucalyptus. Why not strive for 
what we can do best here -- desert landscape -- rather than a 
poor imitation of what some other climate does best? 

We have two huge eucalyptus on our city lot. They are very 
dirty; nothing else grows; and they drop large branches and 
constant litter on our expensive roof. Nonetheless, we feel 
fortunate to have them. They provide some environment that 
isn't white heat, and they shade much of the house from the 
beating sun. To plant them in rows along the sides of streets 
would, however, be labor intensive for maintenance and look 
stupid. 

Although she is aware of climatic constraints and advocates desert 
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landscaping, she obviously values the amenities associated with trees 

and at a very personal scale, the three near her home. 

In Area 2, the picture is not as clear. It seems probable that 

because of the extremely low income of respondents from Yaqui Village 

their selection of neighborhood as well as options for landscaping are 

related to largely to economic constraints. A majority consider shade 

trees in the yard and street trees to be important. They also do value 

specific aesthetic and economic benefits they associate with trees. 

The strength of their response to drawbacks associated with trees may 

be due, again, to awareness to the cost of water or to the fact that 

they live in a neighborhood in which the maintenance of vegetation on 

tn3 city or neighborhood level is inadequate. 
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Relationship to Demographics 

One of the ways in which demographic characteristics are used, 

in social science, is as a substitute for personal history. The 

assumption is that persons who are similar demographically will have 

had some like experiences due to the pattern of social interactions and 

institutional relationships in our society. Nevertheless, personal 

histories are ccmplex as is the structure of our society. The 

interplay makes it difficult to pullout one characteristic, such as 

gender, and say, "this is the reason individual holds that opinion." 

In this study it is suggested that preferences for vegetation will be 

related to demographic characteristics. To better understand the 

possible effect that factors such as age, income, gender, education, 

and ethnicity might have on attitudes towards vegetation, a series of 

crosstabulation and Pearson's correlation analyses were run. 

Table 16 shows the pattern of relationships between demographic 

characteristics and perceived importance of trees as well as import&nce 

of positive qualities or drawbacks associated with trees. In the 

following sections the relationship between attitudes towards trees and 

each demographic characteristic will be considered individually. 

Gender 

Gender differences were negligible. Results showed 

statistically significant differences between men's and women's 

responses to the mail survey on only two items relevant to this study: 

the relative importance of positive or negative qualities associated 



Table 16. Relationship between demographic characteristics and 
perceived tree attrioutes. 

POSITIVE QUALITIES 

Place for kids 
to play 

Relieves stress 
and boredom 

Provide color 

Increase prop
erty value 

Improve air quality 

Food and shelter 
for birds & an. 

Prevents erosion 

Makes area beautiful 

Reduces wind spepd 

Makes area more natural 

Makes area different 

DRAWBACKS 
Children fall from 

Branches fall 

Use Water 

Bad to hit with car 

Produce pollen 

Age 

-.16* 

X.08 

.14* 

Gender Ethn. Educ. 

.14* X.20* 

X.2S* .21* 

X.I0 

X.17* 

X.29* 

X-.21* 

.17* .19* 

-.13* X.32* .27* 

X.28* 

X-.17* X-.17* 

X.18 

X-.22* 
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Income 

X.17* 

X.18* 

X-.ll 

X.20* 

X indicates where signific~nt (P<.OS) relationship is indicated in Chi
square test. 

Numeral is "r" value and shows the order or strength of correlation. 

* indicates "r" value significant at P<.OS. 
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with trees, and the importance of trees as source of shelter and food 

for birds and animals. 

Women seeme~ to have more definite opinions than did men 

regarding the relative importance of assets or drawbacks related to 

trees. Two-thirds of the women, but only half of the men, considered 

positive qualities associated with trees to be more important to them 

personally than the drawbacks. Nearly half the men and a quarter of 

the women felt positive and negative attributes to be of equal 

importance. Few respondents considered drawbacks associated with trees 

to be of more importance than positive qualities, but of those who did, 

more were women than men (see table 17). 

Table 17. The relationship of gender to importance of 
positive or negative qualities associated with trees. 
(percent response) 

Gender Positive c Importance Drawbacks 

Female 65.1 26.6 8.3 
(n=109) 

Male 56.7 41.3 1.9 
(n=104) 

Chi-square 8.17 2df. P(=.OI68 

Despite this fairly strong differences between men and women on 

this issue, of 21 positive qualities and 18 drawbacks attributed to 

trees there was no statitistically significant differences regarding 

which attributes were important except for one, "Provide food sources 

and shelter for birds and animals." Of 31 respondents w~o chose this 

as being one of three qualities most important to them personally, 71 

percent were women and 29 percent men. Possible explanations are that 
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nurturing is a quality expected of women in our society, or that women 

in the sample may spend more time at home and be entertained by the 

birds and animals more often than men. Without further investigation, 

however, this remains supposition. 

Of 23 people (10% of the total sample) who considered the 

possibility of trees hiding "dangerous people from view" to be of major 

importance, 11 were women and 12 were men. Not only was personal 

vulnerability not a major concern for the vast majority of respondents, 

but was of no more concern to women than to men. 

Income 

Income and Neighborhood. For ease of analysis, income 

categories were collapsed into three: equal to or less than $20,000, 

$20,000 to $40,000, and equal to or greater than $40,000. Income was 

positively correlated with education level and home ownership, as would 

be expected. Because annual household income was requested and marital 

status of respondent was not, no inferences regarding the relationship 

between gender and income can be drawn from the data. There is a 

strong relationship between income and neighborhood (Table 18), but no 

statistically significant one between income and ethnicity. 

Approximately two to three times as many of respondents in the heavily 

covered area have incomes of over $40,000 per year than those living in 

areas with moderate or sparse v~getation cover. A similar economic 

hierarchy, exists in study area 2. Nearly three-quarters of the 

respondents in the heavi1y vegetated neighborhood have annual household 
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incomes of over $20,000 compared to only six percent of those living in 

the sparsely vegetated one. 

Table 18. Annual household income($) by neighborhood. 
(percent in neighborhood with given income) 

<20,000 

Study Area 1 

Heavy (n=62) 22.6 

Sparse (n .. 54) 37.0 

Mod. (n=51) 47.1 

Study Area 2 

Heavy (r~=17) 29.4 

Sparse (n .. 17) 94.1 

Chi-square P<=.OOO 

20,000 to 
40,000 

33.9 

37.0 

37.3 

58.8 

5.9 

>40,000 

43.5 

25.9 

15.7 

l.i. . 8 

0.0 

The difference between incomes of respondents living in 

sparsely covered neighborhoods in study area 1 and study area 2 needs 

be noticed. In study area 1 much of the landscaping is desert 

landscaping, and a minimal or specific type of vegetation cover is 

intended, a matter of choice. However, in study area 2, lack of 

vegetation cover is more likely related to income and attitudes towards 

vegetation as well as lack of money for landscaping, water use, etc. 

than to choice of desert landscaping. 

Income did not appear strongly related to attitudes towards 

vegetation. Despite the rather glaring differences in income levels of 

the different areas, there were income-related differences with respect 
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to only five items. These were: (1) whether or not respondents 

considered their neighborhood attractive or unattractive; (2) the 

possibility that kids might fall from trees; (3) the fact that trees 

might "help make this area different from others"; (4) trees "reduce 

stress and boredom"; and (5) trees "ma~~ an area look more natural." 

As might be expected, over three-quarters of the respondents 

with annual incomes over $40,000 considered their neighborhood to be 

attractive, 22 percent neither attractive nor unattractive, and only 

two percent that it is unattractive. Conversely, nearly one-third of 

the respondents with less than $19,999 per year feel that their 

neighborhood is definitely unattractive. This is probably due to the 

wider range of residential choices open to individuals with higher 

incomes. 

Less than ten percent of the sample indicated that kids falling 

from trees, or trees making an area different or reducing stress and 

boredom as being of personal importance to them. Of those indicating 

these attributes were important to them, ninety percent citing 

"children may fall from them," and nearly sixty-five percent citing 

"help reduce stress and boredom" were from the lowest income group. 

Just over thirteen percent considered trees making an area look more 

natural was important, of these over half (53.8%) were from the highest 

income group, approximately a third (30.8%) from th~ lowest and the 

remaining (15%) from the middle income group. None of these attributes 

appear to be often considered characteristics of trees. 
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Ethnicity 

For analysis purposes, only Hispanic and Anglo responses were 

considered as there were not enough responses from blacks, Asian 

Americans, or American Indians to use in analysis. The subsample of 

Hispanics is small, only ten percent (21) of the total sample, and 47 

percent of them were from the sparsely vegetated downtown neighborhood, 

Unit 6. While this group is probably not representative of Tucson's 

Hispanic community, the fact that some interesting differences and 

similarities were found suggests that further investigation and 

comparison of ethnic groups would be worthwhile. 

There we~e significant differences between the two groups were 

in regard to certain characteristics of trees, whether or not they felt 

their neighborhood was attractive or unattractive, which neighborhood 

they lived in, and education. The fact that nearly half of the 

Hispanic respondents are from Unit 6 probably explains why nearly half 

of them (44.4%) compared with only 14.3 percent of the anglos 

considered their neighborhood to be unattractive. There are 

differences in formal education levels between Hispanics and Anglos. 

Nearly three-quarters (72.2%) of the Hispanics, but less than a quarter 

(22.7%) of the Anglos, have a high school or less education level. In 

Unit 6, three-quarters (75.0%) of the respondents have a formal 

education level of high school or less. 

As can be seen in Table 19, among Hispanic respondents there is 

a strong bias towards values that relate to activities associated with 

trees found in the qualities seen as important. Trees are not only 

important places for children to play, but because they are used as 
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such also create a hazardous situation because children can fall from 

them and be hurt. Branches falling on houses or people, children 

falling from trees, and driving into trees at high speeds appear to fit 

into a concern for safety rather than liability. It is liability, 

however, that is generally given in urban forestry literature ac the 

reason for concern. These data indicate concern of the user, rather 

than the manager, or urban forester. Prevention of erosion would be 

considered more an ecological process than being related to human 

activities. However, similar to concern for safety, it is a practical 

concern. 

Appreciation of color is an important aspect of Hispanic 

culture. Husband (1985), describes the use of colorful vegetation or 

plastic flowers to decorate yard shrines in Tucson. Valuing the Spring 

and Fall color of trees seems a logical extension of a more general 

appreciation and may help explain why more Hispanics than Anglos 

considered color associated with trees to be important. 

Concern that trees may use a lot of water, was related only to 

ethnicity and to education. Pearson's correlation test indicated that 

it was most strongly related to education. The education levels of the 

Hispanics and Anglos in this sample seem to bear out this finding. 

This is the only attribute which was important to relatively more 

Anglos than Hispanics. 

As important, or perhaps mo~e important than these few 

differences between the Anglo and Hispanic subsamples, are the 

similarities. The majority of both groups considered street trees to 

be important at both the street and city level. A higher percentage in 
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both groups considered positive qualities to be more important than 

drawbacl~s associated with trees, although slightly over half the 

Hispanics (52.9 %) said they were of equal importance to them, compared 

with less than a third (29.1%) of the Anglos. There were no 

statistical differences regarding home ownership, or perception of 

neighborhood as having many or few trees. 

Table 19. Ethnic differences in the per~eptions of tree 
qualities. (percent considering important). 

Qualities 

Positive 

*Prevent erosion 

*Provide nice color in 
Fall and Spring 

*Provide a place for 
children to play 

Negative 
*Children may fall from 

them 

*Branches m~y fallon 
houses or people 

*When hit at high speed 
in car may result in 
injury or death 

*Use a lot of water 

Anglo 
(n .. 190) 

7.9 

7.9 

5.8 

2.1 

8.4 

2.6 

29.5 

Chi-square, *P<=.05 significance. 1df. 

Education 

Hispanic 
(n=21) 

38.1 

33.3 

23.8 

23.8 

38.1 

14.3 

4.8 

There appears to be no relationship between education level and 

perceived importance of street trees at a street or a city level. 
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There is, however, a strong relationship (.0284 sig. 4df) with whether 

or not positive qualities were deemed more important than drawbacks. 

Over two thirds (68.2%) of respondents with some college education 

compared with under one half of those with high school or less 

considered positive qualities associated with trees to be more 

important than drawbacks. 

Values associated with trees were related to education in a feY! 

instances as can be seen in the following Table 20. 

Table 20. Education by tree qualities (percent considering 
important) 

QUALITIES 

Positive 

* Improve air quality 

**Makes area beautiful 

Nesative 

**Use lots of water 

**Produce pollen 

Chi-square, *P<=.05 

High 
School 
(n=61) 

16.4 

32.8 

11.5 

21.3 

**P<=.01 

EDUCATION 

College 
(n=114) 

20.2 

50.0 

31. 6 

34.2 

Grad. 
Degree 
(n=40) 

2.5 

62.5 

30.0 

52.5 

Nearly half the sample (47.4%) considered the beauty an 

important attribute of trees. The higher the level of education, the 

greater the proportion of respondents who deemed beauty important. 

This raises some interesting questions. Is appreciation of "natural" 

beauty a learned response or is it just verbalized more by those with 

more formal education? Do respondents with a lower education level 



care less than those with more education about the perceived beauty 

trees contribute to an area, or are they simply more concerned with 

other attributes of trees. 
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While a negligible number of respondents with graduate degrees 

considered trees improving air quality to be important, a 

proportionately high number of persons with high school educations or 

some college did. This may be because the popular belief that trees 

significantly affect air quality which is not as strongly borne out by 

research. Or, perhaps it is that those with graduate degrees simply do 

not consider that to be a major factor to them personally ... they may 

live in areas where air quality does not appear to be such a major 

concern. 

There also appears to be a strong directional relationship 

between education and the deemed importance of pollen production as a 

drawback to trees. One-third of all respondents considered pollen 

production to be an important drawback. However, this varied with 

education level. Less than a quarter of respondents with high school 

educations considered it a problem, but one-third of those with one to 

four years of college, and a half those with graduate degrees felt it 

was an important drawback to them personally. Either more people with 

graduate degrees have watery eyes, drippy noses, and wheeze than do 

those with high school educations, or education plays a strong role in 

informing people of potential drawbacks associated with trees. 

The role of education seems substantiated by the fact that 

while only a quarter (25.6%) of the total mail survey sample cited "use 

a lot of water" as an important drawback, of those who did, nearly 
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ninety percent (87.3%) had gone to college. As conservation of water 

will continue to be a major issue in Tucson, it seems imperative that 

conservation education programs be implemented to reach indivi~~als 

with lower as well as higher formal educational levels. 

Age 

Age appeared to have little relationship with attitudes towards 

trees or the important attributes of trees. However there is are 

interesting patterns of responses regarding the importance of street 

trees and positive qualities associated with trees which suggest both 

street trees and positive qualities may decrease in importance as one 

moves towards older age cohorts. Table 21 shows the relationship of 

age to street trees at a street and city level as well as stated 

importance of positive attributes of trees. 

Table 21. Age and importance of trees. (percent considering 
important or unimportant) 

Issues 

St. trees on the street 
(% considering 
important) 

St. trees in the city 
(% considering 
unimportant) 

Importance of Positive 
Qualities (% considering 

important 

15-29 

80.0 

7.1 

71.4 

Age Cohort 

30-49 50-69 70+ 

62.0 52.8 57.5 

17.6 21. 4 24.3 

67.4 54.2 54.3 
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The one attribute of trees that was correlated with age is 

"trees make an area more beautiful." Half the total sample (48.2%) 

considered this to be of importance to them personally. Positive 

response of persons in the age categories 30-49, 50-59, and 70+ all 

closely approximated that of the total sample (43.6%, 4e.7%, and 43.9% 

respectively. However, nearly ninety percent (86.7%) in the 15-29 age 

cohort said that trees adding beauty to an area was important to them. 

Demographic Summary 

Gender and education are personal characteristics that are most 

strongly related to perceived relative importance of positive qualities 

or drawbacks associated with trees. Women and persons with a higher 

formal education are more likely to consider the positive qualities 

associated with trees than are men or people with education levels of 

highschool or less. There appears to be, however, little relationship 

between demographic characteristics and attitudes regarding the 

importance of street tre~s at either the street or city scale -

although frequency patterns suggest perceived importance of street 

trees may decrease in older age cohorts. 

There are relationships between demographic characteristics and 

the importance of specific values or problems associated with trees 

which deserve notice. Of the five amenity values attributed to trees 

which were most frequently cited, "makes an area more beautiful" is the 

one related to personal characteristics, namely education and age. The 

higher the education level and the younger the age cohort, the greater 

the apparent concern for beauty. Education also significantly affects 
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the perceived importance of two of the seven potential drawbacks which 

were most ofte~ circled as important -- "produce pollen" and "use a lot 

of water." Education apparently either increases awareness of these 

problems or increases their importance relative to other drawbacks. 

Where there are differences on other specific positive 

qualities or drawbacks whose apparent importance are related to 

demographic characteristics, the relationships show some interesting 

patterns. Some of the differences are as follows: 

1. More women than men appear to be concerned about issues 

which require a certain amount of nurturing, concern for places for 

children to play and then for children's safety while playing. More 

women also value trees as sources of food and shelter for birds and 

animals than do men. 

2. Lower income groups also showed concern for the safety of 

children playing in trees also, yet saw trees positively as a means of 

reducing stress and boredom; while higher income groups did not appear 

concerned about safety or the reduction of stress and boredom. 

However, the definition of an area provided by trees such as "make 

an area different" and "make an area look more natural" were considered 

important. 

3. Hispanic respondents, with the excepti~n of the issue of 

water use, more often cited ecological and safety issues (improve air 

quality, prevents erosion, reduce wind speed, children may fall from 

them, and branches may fallon houses and peopl~) than did Anglos. In 

the realm of aesthetics, Hispanics appreciated the color provided by 

trees. Ethnicity, education, and income, appear to be intercorrelated, 
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therefore, many of the respondents indicating "children may fall from 

them" as a problem associated with trees may have been Hispanic mothers 

with lower income and educational levels. 

4. Older people appear to be more likely than respondents from 

Y0vnger age cohorts to be concerned about the possibility of branches 

falling on their house and the increase in property value afforded by 

trees. 

Summary 

Trees are very important to a majority of respondents. Yard 

trees, trees in the immediate home environment, were seen as most 

important. The expected systematic perceived decrease in the 

importance of trees as one went up the scale from yard, to street, to 

city did not materialize, however. Although yard trees were most 

important, street trees were seen as less important than "trees in a 

desert city." This may be more of a reflection of the importance of 

the term "desert" used in relationship with the city level than an 

indication that the city level is more important as a place for trees 

than the street level. 

Because trees were generally valued highly, it is net 

surprising that positive attributes associated with trees were 

overwhelmingly considered to be more important than were the drawbacks. 

Attributes such as pleasing appearance, providing shade, and enhancing 

privacy were qualities most frequently selected as being important. As 

hypothesized, these were aesthetic and affective attributes rather than 

environmental or financial ones. Although attitudes towards trees were 
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generally positive, there was still a recognition of problems 

associated with them. The most significant of these were pollen 

production and water use. There was also concern that trees can create 

safety hazards if they block views at intersections and traffic lights 

or signs. 

The relationship between the amount of vegetation cover and 

neighborhood vegetation cover density was more obvious in study area 1 

than in study area 2. It is probable that residents in Yaqui Village 

(the sparsely vegetated neighborhood in study area 2) had not chosen 

the neighborhood because of the landscaping and other amenities -- or 

lack thereof -- but because they had few other options. Respondents 

from Yaqui Village highly valued shade trees both in the yard and 

street even though, or because they are practically non-existent in the 

neighborhood. they also considered a variety of financial and 

aesthetic attributes of trees to be important. 

Some of the apparent relationships between vegetation cover 

density and attitudes in study area 1 follow. Respondents from the 

n~ighborhood with heavy vegetation cover density were more likely than 

those from neighborhoods with neighborhoods with either moderate or 

sparse vegetation cover density to: (1) consider their neighborhood to 

be attractive; (2) think street trees are very important; and 

(3) consider positive qualities associated with trees to be more 

important to them than drawbacks. There were also neighborhood-related 

differences regarding which qualities or drawbacks were deemed 

important. 
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Unlike the differences in attitudes attributed to neighborhood 

differences, there was no apparent relationship between demographic 

factors and the perceived importance of street trees at varying scales. 

There were however, some interesting relationships between demographic 

characteristics such as education and gender and the relative value 

placed upon various attributes of trees. Differences which might be 

attributed to ethnicity, age, and income were also found. 

Mail survey results show that trees are important to the 

majority of respondents. The next chapter investigates the factors 

which influence preferences as well as the context in which trees and 

other vegetation are considered either to be or not to be important. 

It also looks at the issue of what type of vegetation is preferred. 



CHAPTER 5 

ATTITUDES TOWARDS VEGETATION: THE IMPORTANCE OF CONTEXT 

I like the desert. I ~s born ana raised in the Southwest. 
I love to be away and around trees but like to come back. 
(Tucson resident) 

I notice the shapes of the nwuntains as I drive back in [to 
Tucson] ... the saguaros ... Then 1 start recognizing Sonoran 
D~sert plants. the vegetation change. and then the traffic 
sounds. (Tucson res iden t) 

Identitv, Place Making, and Image 

This chapter investigates the role vegetation plays in 
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contributing to the positive attitude most respondents had towards 

Tucson as a place to live. As suggested in several studies, Tucson 

appears to have a definite identity, personality, or "sense of place" 

(Barowzowski 1984, Peterson 1984, Saarinen 1978, Shaw et a1. 1986). 

Norberg-Schultz (1979) and Tuan (1977) suggest that belonging to 

meaningful places is important in the development of people's identity. 

Relph (1979) believes places to be a synthesis of nature and culture. 

As such, vegetation, as a representation of nature could be a 

significant factor in a places' image or personality. Research in 

other cities has identified vegetation as contributing to sense of 

place by increasing a city's or neighborhood's unique character or 

identity (Barenstein 1981, McBride 1976, Schmid 1975). This chapter 

discusses findings from the personal interviews and student survey on 
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(1) the role vegetation appears to play in shaping Tucson's identity, 

(2) preferred types of vegetation at the city level, (3) the degree to 

which residents yards were perceived to be reflections of themselves, 

and (4) where respondents considered it important to have vegetation. 

Things and Places That Identify Tucson 

At the beginning of each interview and the administration of 

the questionnaires to students (prior to questions regarding 

vegetation) respondents were asked, "Are there things (including 

sights, smells, and sounds) or places that identify Tucson to you, that 

make it different from other cities? For example, if you go on a trip 

away from Tucson and then return, do you notice things upon your return 

that symbolize Tucson for you?" By asking this question early, the 

possibility of leading respondents to focus on vegetation was minimized 

(although not entirely absent as they were already aware of the general 

subject of the survey). 

Eighty-eight percent of the total sample answered that there 

were things or places that identified Tucson to them. They were then 

askeG what things or places made Tucson different from other cities. 

Responses included both positive and negative attributes, but were 

predominantly positive. 

The majority of responses dealt with visual aspects of Tucson, but 

distinctive smells and sounds as well as "feelings" were also reported. 

One resident notices " ... the cactus and the palm trees. Tucson doesn't 

look like very many other places. The mountains are beautiful," 
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another, "There is an attribute of the air that is unique; something 

about the way it looks. There is a golden quality to the air." A 

student pointed out that "the four surrounding mountain ranges are an 

easy landmark to symbolize Tucson." 

Smells were important in making Tucson different from other 

places for some people. Unique smells mentioned were " ... in the 

summer, the smell of the monsoon season, the wet dusty 

smell"(resident), "the smell of greasewooci [creosote] after a rain" 

(resident), and "the smell of orange trees and the palm 

trees"(student). Another student com.rnented, "There are some plant 

smells that I can't identify" which suggests that smells -- although 

not specifically identified -- can contribute to place identity. On 

the negative side, one resident felt that Tucson "is just like Phoenix 

for smog. There are no distinctive odors except cars." 

Some students mcnti~ned sound as something that identified 

Tucson to them. One commented on the noise of the police helicopters 

as they patrol with spotlights at night, another on the roar of jets 

during overflight from or to Davis Monthan Air Base. A third, however, 

noticed that Tucson is quiet at night. Only two residents mentioned 

sound. One complained of noise pollution, but another said that a 

sound which really made Tucson unique to him was the sound of "mourning 

doves cooing" -- a sound associated with vegetation as needed habitat. 

A few respondents talk about feelings or more ephemeral 

phenomenon such as "the shadows on the mountains at sunset" or "the 

desert atmosphere" and the physical sense of "heat" and "in the winter 

it is warm and comfortable," 
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There was a strong response to vegetation by both residents and 

students. The residents' responses were quite positive in character. 

One mentioned " ... the desert growth around here ... the growth on the 

desert here has its own atmosphere, everything blooms." Another 

commented on "palm trees, the desert plantings you see a lot of places, 

and the palo verdes in spring." "The cactus at the airport" were 

important to one resident and several others commented on generic cacti 

or specifically on the uniqueness of saguaros. Only one mentioned the 

"lack of grass" as something that identified Tucson to them. 

Students also frequently mentioned cactus as being something 

that makes Tucson different. However, there was also a fairly strong 

and possibly negative awareness of "dirt," "sand," "sand and gravel," 

and "lack of vegetation." Some students appreciated the "variety of 

vegetation," "flowers in winter," and the smells of certain plants. 

Regardless of whether in a positive or negative manner, vegetation, or 

lack ~hereof, was seen as something which made Tucson different from 

other places. 

Content Analysis. In order to view patterns of responses and 

determine the relative importance of various descriptors as they relate 

to Tucson's identity, a content analysis of responses was performed 

(see Tdble 22). The single item or word most frequently mentioned by 

both students and residents as making Tucson unique was mountains. 

However, when attributes of vegetation are combined, vegetation was 

most frequently mentioned by students. Weather was the third most 

frequently mentioned identifying characteristic of Tucson. These 

three, mountains, vegetation (cactus), and weather (sun) are three of 
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the six symbols identified by Saarinen (1982) in his paper on Tucson 

symbols. 

Although the only statistically significant difference on any 

item between the responses on the two groups is that relating to urban 

issues, there are some interesting differences between the pattern of 

responses of students and residents. There is a difference in ordering 

of most frequently mentioned places or things that identify between the 

student and the resident groups as shown in Table 23. 

Students more frequently mentioned weather, cactus, lack of 

water, dirt, sand, and gravel, as well as attributes of the sky than 

did residents. These are aspects which may be more noticeable to 

peopie when they are relatively new to the desert. Students also 

appear to be more sensitive to the low-slung architectural style, urban 

sprawl, and "suicide lanes" on major thoroughfares and "terrible 

driving" than are residents. 

A higher proportion of residents than students mentioned 

mountains, the desert itself (including plant smells and the smell 

after a rain) as well as specific places within the Tucson area such as 

the University, the Arts District, Finger Rock in the Catalina 

Mcuntains and South 6th and 4th Avenues (see Table 23). This suggests 

they may be more sensitive to, or aware of, these aspects of Tucson 

than are most students. However, one student commented that what made 

Tucson different to him was "The University campus being the 

'highlight' of Tucson -- most other places are 'dumpy' except the 

foothills." 



Table 22. Things that identify Tucson to residents and 
students (percent of respondents mentioning characteristic). 

Discriptor 

Vegetation 
cactus 28.6 
desert veg 10.2 
lack of veg 8.2 
plant smells 6.1 

Mountains 
Weather 
Desert 
Traffic 
Urban Issues 

(architecture 
urban sprawl) 

Air Quality (positive) 
Dry, Lack of Water 
Dirt, Sand, Gravel 
Sky Attdbutas 
Smog 
Specific Places 
Mexican Heritage 
Animals or Animal Sounds 
Openness, Vistas 
Smell After a Rain 
Other 

* Chi-square 4.22 1df 

Students 
(n=49) 

53.1 

44.9 
32.7 
18.4 
18.4 

18.4 
12.2 
10.2 
10.2 
10.2 
6.1 
4.1 
4.1 
4.1 
2.0 
2.0 

20.4 

P<=.05 

14.7 
11.8 

2.9 
14.7 

Residents 
(n=34) 

44.1 

55.9 
17.6 
23.5 
5.9 

0.0 * 
11.8 

0 
2.9 
2.9 
2.9 

11.8 
2..9 
5.9 
2.9 
5.9 

11.8 
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Table 23. Characteristics of Tucson. Most frequently 
mentioned to least frequently mentioned. 

Students Residents 

Mountains Mountains 

Weather Desert 

Cactus Weather 

Desert Cactus 

Traffic Plant Smells 

Urban Issues Desert Vegetation 

Air Quality Air Quality 

Desert Vegetation Specific Places 
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There was a surprising lack of mention from both groups about 

the Mexican Heritage of Tucson or the open vistas. One student 

commented on the presence of "Mexicans" and "people speaking Spanish," 

another on "lowriders," and a third said that what made Tucson 

different from other places was " ..• probably the mexican heritage of 

the town and the types of buildings (adobe houses/bungalow style 

housing). Only one resident mentioned "our basic Mexican heritage" as 

contributing to Tucson's ido~tity for them. 

Summary 

Vegetation, an important important reflection of "nature" in 

the city, apparently contributes to Tucson's image. Results indicate 

that Tucson does indeed have an identity or "sense of place" for nearly 

ninety percent of the respondents. Answers regarding what things or 

places identify Tucson offered a rich variety of descript.ors to dra~11 
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from, but indicate that vegetation or attributes of vegetation and/or 

mountains contribute to Tucson's identity for half the respondents 

(49.4% each). A quarter (24.1%) of the respondents mentioned weather, 

and a fifth (20.5%), some aspect of desert. Somewhat surprisingly, 

Tucson's Mexican Heritage was mentioned by few respondents as 

contributing to Tucson's identity. Next, preferences for types of 

vegetation will be discussed. 

Desert versus Non-Desert 

As seen above, vegetation was considered important in making 

Tucson different from other cities. While desert vegetation may help 

make Tucson special, the history of settlement in Tucson and the types 

of vegetation planted suggest that exotic vegetation may be preferred 

to Sonoran Desert vegetation. Although the difference in response 

between students and residents to the question "Do you feel that the 

plants in the city of Tucson should contrast with, or be a continuation 

of, the surrounding Sonoran Desert vegetation?" was not statistically 

significant, they are quite interesting (Table 24). 

Table 24. Percent who think Tucson vegetation should 
contrast with or be continuation of Sonoran Desert 
vegeation. 

Total Student Residents 

Continuation 47.8 42.9 55.9 

Contrast 43.3 51.8 29.4 

Both 8.9 5.4 14.7 
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Over half the students, compared with less than one third the 

residents, felt that Tucson vegetation should contrast with the 

surrounding desert vegetation. This may be due to the short time they 

have spent in Tucson. While the majority of residents felt that 

vegetation should be a continuation, nearly 15 percent felt we needed 

both native and exotic vegetation in Tucson (this option was not 

available in the questionnaire). 

Reasons for a Continuation or Contrast 

To facilitate discussion, reasons given by respondents for 

either preferring vegetation which was a continuation of, or contrast 

to, the surrounding Sonoran Desert vegetation as the type to be planted 

in Tucson were sorted into categories (Table 25). Student and resident 

responses were essentially similar regarding what they felt the 

important issues to be. Twice as many residents as students indicated 

a need for variety, and twice as many students as residents said that 

they did not like the desert or did not like desert vegetation. 

Continuation. For residents; continuing the desert image in 

Tucson was the most frequently given reason for feeling that plants in 

Tucson should be a continuation of the surrounding Sonoran Desert 

vegetation followed closely by a concern for water issues, the fact 

that desert plants are natural to the area, and that people should 

adapt to their natural surroundings as well as a belief that desert 

plants are easier to grow and maintain in Tucson ~han are exotics. One 

respondent said of continuing Sonoran Desert type plantings in Tucson, 

"It enhances the whole area and makes it unique -- that's what we are, 
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desert. II Another said, "It appears false if you put big flowering 

stuff in the desert." One person, seeking to balance the need for a 

city image and personal preferences suggested using Sonoran Desert 

iants "in public places like the music hall, convention center, or 

airport for image" but added "in residential areas and recreation areas 

or things like that, I like green grass and trees -- like pine trees." 

The reason why plants should be a continuation of surrounding 

vegetation was expressed as simply as "because that's where they 

belon~" by one respondent, and elaborated on by another to include 

concern for water usage related to plants, a recognition that "it is 

such a struggle to grow what is not indigenous," and the attitude, "if 

you're going to live in a desert you should have that kind of plants. 

If you want pine trees and grass you should live where it's easy to 

grow them." 

The attractiveness of desert plants and desert landscaping was 

recognized by several residents, and examples such as Ventana Canyon 

and El Encanto were given. The aesthetic contribution of colorful 

native plants was also recognized: "I like the way the city has 

brought in color with native desert plants." 

Contrast. The desire for vegetation that contrasts with the 

surrounding Sonoran Vegetation was, for residents, apparently mostly a 

desire for variety but was also tied in with a personal preference for 

green grass or trees and a dislike of the desert or desert vegetation. 

Aesthetics was also a consideration. One person said "I don't think 

they need to make a statement that Tucson is a desert area. They 



Table 25. Reasons given for preferring vegetation in Tucson to 
be a contrast to, or continuation of, the surround;"e Sonoran 
Desert vegetation (percent mentioning). 

Reason 

Continuation 
Continue Desert Image 
Natural to Area 
Concern for Water Issues 
Desert Plants are Easier 

to Grow and Maintain 

Contrast 
Like/Need Green Grass or 

Trees 
Need for Variety 
Not like Desert or Desert 

Vegetation 

Both 
Aesthetics 

Other: like desert or desert 
vegetation, exotics make 
allergies, need for shade, 
need for oasis 

Total 
(n=87) 

22.3 
20.7 
18.4 

10.3 

17.2 
16.1 

13.8 

12.6 

11. 4 

Residents 
(n=33) 

27.3 
24.2 
24.2 

21. 2 

15.2 
24.2 

8.8 

14.7 

18.1 

Students 
(n .. S4) 

20.4 
18.5 
14.8 

3.7 

18.5 
11.1 

16.7 

11.1 

7.5 

Note: (1) Words included in dislike of desert or vegetation 
are dry, dirty, boring, poorly done, harsh. (2) Continue 
desert image includes a concern for preserving the desert. 
(3) The open-ended format allowed for multiple answers. One 
person may have responses in several categories. 
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should do what makes it look better." The implication being that 

exotic vegetation is more attractive than native vegetation. The need 

for variety was expressed as "Human beings like change. If you only 

saw desert you wouldn't appreciate the desert" and, "personally, I 

don't find the desert very appealing except when it is in full bloom. 

It seems very harsh to me. I enjoy green grass and trees and plants." 

Type of Vegetation to Plant 

I'd plant whatever is native to the area so that it would 
coincide with the area and not put up a false image of what we 
are and what our area is like. We make enough changes in 
nature putting up streets and buildings without changing the 
vegetation. (resident) 

I would plant natural vegetation. Lots of Saguaro and Barrel 
cactus ... they're gorgeous when they bloom. I'd plant them for 
the beauty of the cactus and the enormous sizes to which 
Saguaro grow. They're absolutely awesome to look at if they 
are very mature. (student) 

In order to discover what kind of vegetation respondents feel 

should be planted in Tucson, respondents were asked "If you were in 

charge of a program to select tr~es and other vegetation to be planted 

in Tucson, what are some of the kinds you would select?" The types of 

vegetation named by respondents were then divided into water use 

categories by Katherine L. Jacobs, Director of the Tucson Active 

Management Area of the State's Department of Water Resources. As shown 

in Table 26, there were some significant differences between the types 

of vegetation the two groups would choose to be planted in Tucson. 

The major differences were related to water use. Residents most often 

said they would plant trees which can be categorized as using little 

water such as palo verde, mesquite, and eucalyptus. Conversely, few of 
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the trees named by students were low water-use, those most frequently 

mentioneci were palms, pines, and oaks. Following in the same vein, 

more of the students identified shrubs and ground cover which require 

larger amounts of water as something they would like to see planted. 

None of the residents did. 

Table 26. Vegetation chosen for Tucson, comparison of 
residents and students. 

Trees 

*1 Native Low Water-Use 
Native High Water-Use 

*2 Non-Native L Water-Use 
Non-NativA M Water-Use 
Non-Native H Water-Use 

Cactus 

Ground Cover 

Low Water-Use 
*3 H~gh Water-Use 

Shrubs 

Low Water-Use 
*4 High Water-Use 

Other (i.e. flowers, etc) 

Students 
(n .. 48) 

12.5 
4.2 
2.1 

48.3 
19.0 

12.1 

3.4 
13.8 

5.2 
12.1 

15.5 

Residents 
(n=34) 

55.9 
2.9 

47.1 
52.9 
17.6 

5.9 

2.9 
0.0 

5.9 
0.0 

5.9 

*P<=.05 Chi-Squares: 1) 15.67, 2) 21.84, 3) 4.53, and 
4) 3.71 Odf). 

See Tables ?? and ?? Index B for complete listing of plants 
grouped into the above categories as well as thG types of 
vegetation and percent frequency mentioned by students and by 
residents. 

Table 27 shows a comparison of the total number of low 

(including cactus) and high water use plants identified by students and 
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residents. While it is important to remember that this was a multiple 

response question and that one individual may have been responsible for 

naming four or five plants while another named only one or two, it is 

interesting, but not surprising, that the student sample, who on 

average have been in Tucson far less time than the resident sample, 

would plant much higher water-use vegetation than residents in the 

city, if given the opportunity. It is also likely that some 

respondents, especially those new to the area such as students, may 

have had misconceptions regarding relative water use of different trees 

and other vegetation. 

Table 27. Comparison of frequency of naming high 
water-use plants versus low water-use ones. 

Plants 

Low Water-Use 

High Water-Use 

Total 

Chi-square 18.208 1df 

Students 
(n) (%) 

19 40.4 

28 59.6 

47 100.0 

P<=.005 

Residents 
(n) (%) 

40 85.1 

7 14.9 

47 100.0 

This raises the question whether or not water-use was 

considered when respondents were making their selection. As can be 

seen in Table 28, low water-use was the second most frequently given 

reason (24.3%) when respondents were asked why they chose the plants 

they did. Chi-square tests were run on each comparison and it should 

be noted that there is not a statistically significant difference 
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between students and residents related to water-use on this question. 

However, student response (17.6%) was lower than regidents (30.3%). 

There were also striking differences between student and resident 

responses in the following categories: low maintenance and cost, grows 

well and easily, concern for environmental factors, and allergies. 

Responses indicate the importance of other reasons -- affective, 

environmental, and economic -- for plant selection, in addition to, or 

aside from, ~ater-related issues. 

Yard as Reflection of Self ... Personal Statements 

[My yard] is me. Rugged. Outdoorsy. The composition from a 
vertical point of view ..• [it's] a statement of composition and 
aesthetic values. It's like a painting. (artist) 

It's a reflection of myself. I feel comfortable in it. 
(resident) 

Research by Duncan (1973) and Ulrich (1988) suggest that the 

yard can be a reflection of its owners' social standing, political 

affiliation, or personality. Respondents in this study, when asked "Do 

you think your yard expresses anything about you?" The majority 

(58.8%) said that it did. Of those who said their yard ~eflected 

something about them, several merely said that it reflected that th~v 

didn't have enough time to work on it or that they were busy or didn't 

like yard work. Others, however, felt very strongly about their yard 

and saw it as a reflection of themselves, for example, "It's what I 

like. I like freedom and privacy and just like to be out there. 

Sometimes I go out there twenty times on Saturday morning." Another 

said in response to what it was about her yard that expressed something 

about her, "The flowers -- I love color. I lov~ birds, and this yard 



Table 28. Reasons given for selection of vegetation to 
plant in Tucson. (Percent of respondents giving reason) 

Aesthetics 

Low Water-Use 

Low Maintenance or 
Low Cost 

Native/Natural Plants 

Emotional or Personal 
Preference 

Grows Well or Easily 

Produces Shade 

Appropriate to Desert 
and Surroundings 

Concern for Environ
mental Factors 

Fami1iarity,is Like 
at Home 

Allergies 

Concern for Image 

Other 

Total 
(n-S4) 

25.7 

24.3 

lS.7 

lS.l 

17.5 

14.2 

14.3 

12.5 

12.4 

12.3 

7.3 

2.0 

9.5 

Students 
(n-51) 

21. 6 

17.6 

7.S 

19.6 

19.6 

3.9 

13.7 

9.S 

13.7 

13.7 

2.0 

2.0 

9.S 

R~sidents 

(n-33) 

30.3 

30.3 

24.2 

15.2 

12.1 

17.6 

15.2 

12.5 

3.0 

12.3 

7.3 

0.0 

9.1 
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really encourages birds. It also shows a lack of ability to visualize 

as a whole. It seems haphazard. I'm not comfortable with that. It's 

unorganized." To others, their yard was "just a yard" or "it expresses 

more about the former ~wner than us." A few respondents pointed out 

that while the front yard did not reflect them in anyway or even that 

they intensely disliked their front yards, they felt their backyards 

(or in one case a balcony) were reflections of themselves. 

The tenor of some responses suggests that the ya=d may be an 

important reflection of personal identity for so~e people. 

Relationships to our surroundings are complex, and there ar~ many 

constraints of time and money and skill in landscaping ones immediate 

surroundings. Often people may not think about their yard in terms of 

whether or not it expresses something about them and are nonplussed by 

such a direct question. People may also be uncomfortable talking about 

personal qualities except in a superficial manner. They find it easier 

to judge other people's qualities on the basis of their yards than to 

look at their own. This topic is discussed in the next chapter. 

Vegetation in its "Proper" Place 

Urban forestry studies have tended to look at the relative 

importance of vegetation in different areas of the city, the preferred 

density, or the form of vegetation, but seldom at all these variables. 

This study addresses these variables. In this section the following 

issues are addressed: (1) preferences for both type and amount of 

vegetation will be explored at the yard and street level; 2nd (2) 

where, at the city scale, respondents would expect to find, or think 
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there should be, vegetation. The preferred types of vegetation at the 

city scale has been addressed in an earlier portion of this chapter. 

Front Yard -- Back Yard 

I have a desert atmosphere in front and a green atmosphere in 
back, with fruit trees, flowering bushes, and shade trees 
(resident) 

The context in which we find vegetation may determine, to a 

large extent, whether we like a type of vegetation or whether we feel 

it is appropriate. Areas which are used differently may call for 

different kinds of plantings. Front yards are often show-places. They 

may be planned for the benefit of others in the neighborhood or for 

passer-byes more than for the owner (Anderson 1972, Duncan 1973). To 

investigate the possibility of differences in the purposes of front and 

back yards, residents weLe given a list of functions that might be 

associated with yards and asked to circle their importance on a 3-point 

scale (l=important, 3munimportant) for the front yard and for the back 

yard. Mean values for each function are shown in Table 29. 

The results substantiate other findings regarding the front 

yard. Only three possible functions of the front yard were considered 

important by over half the respondents: improving the appearance of the 

neighborhood (73%), expressing personal taste (65%), and protecting the 

home from heat and wind (56%). Of these three, only improving the 

appearance of the neighborhood was considered more important as a 

function of the front yard (73%) than of the back yard (29%). The 

front yard was also seen as an important place to spend leisure time 

gardening by about a third (35%) of the respondents, but the seven 
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other functions were considered to be important by less than 15 percent 

of the respondents. 

Table 29. Relative importance of functions for front 
yard and back yard. (mean values: I-important, 
2~neutral, 3-not important) 

Function Front Yard Back Yard 

Provide more living space 

Enable more activities 

Express personal taste 

Provide a private space 

Protect home from heat and wind 

Spend leisure time gardening 

Improve appearance of neigh
borhood 

Use as utility area 

Space for growing fruit and 
vegetables 

Provide space for social 
gatherings 

Use as a work area 

2.5 1.1 

2.6 1.1 

1.4 1.3 

2.6 1.0 

1.5 1.5 

2.0 1.9 

1.3 2.2 

2.7 1.8 

2. 7 1.5 

2.7 1.1 

2.9 1.5 

Not surprisingly, the back yard was important for a greater 

range of functions than was the front yard, the primary one being to 

provide "a private space." This was important to nearly all (97.1%) of 

the respondents. The least important function, in contrast to the 

front yard, was to "improve the appearance of the neighborhood." Other 

back yard functions considered to be important by two-thirds or more of 
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those interviewed were "to enable more activities," "provide space for 

social gatherings," "provide more living space," "express personal 

taste," "be used as a work area," and "provide space for growing fruit 

and vegetables." 

It is apparent that for this sample, back yards and front 

yards, in general, serve quite different purposes. Types of vegetation 

preferred for the front and back yard also differed. Responses to a 

question asking how the plants and/or trees preferred in front and 

backyards would differ coalesced into one main and two lesser themes. 

The primary attitude was that desert landscaping is fine for the front 

yard, but the back yard should be more luxuriant, green, and shady and 

could be more water intensive. Secondarily the back yard was seen as a 

good place for gardening and growing food producing plants and trees, 

but that these things were inappropriate in the front y~rd. And 

finally, that the front yard should be attractive. One woman with 

desert landscaping in the front yard commented, "the back yard is what 

I was used to before. The front yard is for appearance and to make 

things nice. I have flowers and shade in the back." Another 

respondent said, "I would not put colored rocks or cactus in the back 

yard. I would not put grass in the front yard. 

Street Trees versus Yard Trees 

Within possible constraints such as money, time, deed 

restrictions, personal ability, space, and climate, people's 

preferences for landscaping may be reflected by the vegetation they 

have surrounding their home. Presence and type of yard trees are 
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obvious landscape elements. In order to investigate the relative 

importance of yard trees to other home characteristics, MS respondents 

were given a list of characteristics, often considered important, and 

asked to indicate how import~nt each home characteristic was to them 

personally (1 was very important and 5 not important at all). Table 30 

lists the characteristics of those rated from most important to those 

rated less important. 

Table 30. Importance of home characteristics (mean 
rating and percent listing as very important n~223) 

A yard or outdoor space that is 
yours to do with as you like 

A one-family house that is not 
attached to any other house 

Some kind of fence, hedge, or 
barrier that separates your space 
from the one next door 

An energy efficient house that has, 
for example, heavy insulation 

Large shade trees around the house 

Trees along the street 

A place for a garden 

Within walking distance of a major 
park 

Mean Percent 

1. 39 69.8 

1. 48 65.3 

1.50 62.5 

1. 63 50.9 

1. 95 31.0 

2.43 22.6 

2.49 20.9 

2.55 15.1 

The fact that the mail survey was targeted towards people who 

lived predominantly in single family dwellings must be considered when 

looking at these results. Responses from apartment or condominium 

dwellers might be quite different. However, in this sample, it is 
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obvious that the American dream of one's own home and yard, with the 

attendant sense of territoriality, is alive and well. Of most interest 

to this study, however, are the characteristics "large shade trees 

around the house" and "trees along the street." Having large shade 

trees in the yard was considered important on average, while street 

tre~~ were somewhat less important, somewhere between being important 

and being "neither important nor unimportant." One of the respondents 

volunteered this comment: "Curb-side trees are totally unnecessary for 

the desert. They should be banned. They do nothing for a street that 

is beneficial. Yard trees are different. Properly placed yard trees 

help the environment. The water used for them can be justified. You 

know we do have water problems in the desert!" At least a third of the 

respondents would strongly disagree with her regarding the importance 

of curb side trees, however the issues of context and water 

conservation are important. 

When the relative importance of street trees and yard trees 

are explored further a significant difference is found (see table 31). 

Over three quarters (80.3%) of the MS respondents considered large 

shade trees in the yard to be either important or very important 

compared with just over half (54%) who felt the same about street 

trees. 

Student, and resident interviewees were asked directly, which 

seemed most important to them for creating pleasant streets or 

neighborhoods, trees in yards or trees lining the edges of streets. 

The qualifier "for creating pleasant streets or neighborhoods" shifts 



Table 31. Relative importance of yard trees and street 
trees, MS sample (percent). 

Important Neutral Unimportant 

Trees on streets 54.3 32.6 13.1 
(n-221) 

Trees around house 80.3 13.9 5.8 
(n-223) 

Chi-square 34.05 2df significance <.005 

the emphasis toward the neighborhood rather than the yard. The 
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majority of the residents considered yard trees most important, which 

agrees with responses to the mail survey. A majority of the students, 

however, felt street trees were most important. 

Table 32. The importance of street trees or yard trees 
for creating pleasant streets and neighborhoods 

Total Residents Students 
(n=88) (n=34) (n=54) 

Street tree::; 48.9 35.3 57.4 

Yard trees 46.6 58.8 38.8 

Neither 4.5 5.9 3.8 

Although there is not a significant difference in the 

responses, the question is raised why student responses should differ 

so markedly from those for the mail survey and the resident interviews. 

This may be related to the fact students often rent apartments or homes 

and have a more transitory existence than the residents interviewed. 

Yard trees require time and care, which students may not feel they can 
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give. Street trees can contribute to quality of a neighborhood and are 

usually the responsibility of the city or the neighborhood as a whole. 

Vegetation Location 

The location of trees and other vegetation may influence 

whether or not it is seen as being important. Resident and students 

were given a list of eight locations to rank according to where they 

either expected to find, or thought there should be, trees and other 

vegetatlon. As seen in Table 33, parks and yards topped the list. 

Table 33. 
important. 
important) 

Place trees and other vegetation deemed most 
(Mean value of ranking; 1= most im~ortant, 8=least 

Place 

Parks 

Yard 

Residential areas 

Schools 

Lining street edges 

Near commercial 
establishments 

Medians of streets 

Along washes 

Total 
(n--SS) 

Students 
(n=54) 

1.9 

2.8 

3.0 

4.4 

5.0 

6.3 

6.3 

6.6 

Residents 
(n=34) 

1.8 2.1 

2.8 2.9 

2.9 3.1 

4.3 4.5 

4.5 5.7 

6.3 6.4 

6.8 5.6 

7.0 5.8 

Yards are private spaces, parks are public, but both are places for 

relaxation and/or recreational activities. If one excludes parks, the 

perceived importance of trees at these locations decreases from the 

personal scale of the yard toward the city scale of commercial areas or 
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medians of major streets, witn washes being the least important to a 

majority or respondents. One might claim that to some respondents 

washes are not really seen as being in the urban setting. This is 

suggested by comments such as "washes are on the outskirts of town." 

Why Yards and Parks are Important Places for Trees 

Reasons given for considering one's yard the most important 

place for trees and other vegetation were ~'~edominantly based upon a 

sense of territoriality or personal space; followed by the yard as 

source or reflection of identity, sanctuary, or personal enjoyment; 

liking trees; aesthetic considerations; and shade or coolness (see 

Table 34). 

The reasons given for considering the yard, the most important 

place for there to be trees and other vegetation are strongly affective 

and/or aesthetic. Statements such as "That's my own personal use -

I'm being selfish about it" and "That's your territory -- where you'll 

be most" show the importance of the personal scale. However, why the 

yard may be considered the most important place to have trees and other 

vegetation is expressed more dramatically in the following statements: 

"Because it [the yard] reflects me. I don't have much control over 

anything else." and "It is my haven. It is where I spend most of my 

time. If I'm happy at home, when I go out to places where I'm not so 

comfortable, I take that with me." The quality of the personal 

environment is apparently vital to the well-being of these individuals. 



Table 34. Reasons for considering yard most important 
place to have trees. (percent giving reason) 

Reason 

Personal space/territory 

Total Student Resident 
(n-26) (n-ll) (n-15) 

53.8 36.4 66.6 

Identity, sanctuary, enjoy-
ment 23.1 18.0 26.7 

Like trees 23.1 36.4 13 .3 

Aesthetics 15.0 13.3 18.0 

Shade/coolness 15.0 13.3 18.0 

Multiple responses were possible. 
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Reasons given for considering parks to be the most important 

location for trees and other vegetation were not as strongly affective 

as those given for yards (see Table 35). Reasons such as trees 

provided shade and coolness, parks are a place to relax, parks are 

supposed to have trees, they are available to everyone, and trees are 

important in parks for children to play on are more recreation and 

community oriented. 

The awareness that parks provided an escape for people who 

might not otherwise have access to pleasant areas with vegetation was 

recognized. For example one resident commented, "That's where families 

go, and if children live in apartments, they should have a nice area to 

play in. Parks are also for recreation for adults. It is not easy to 

be cooped up in a little place." Another recognized that a park may be 

"the closest thing many people know about a wood or forest, and we 

don't have many anymore" 



Table 35. Reasons for considering parks the most 
important place for trees and other vegetation. 
(percent giving response) 
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Reason Total Students Residents 
(n-43 ) (n .. 27) (n-16) 

Trees provide shade and 
coolness 34.8 25.9 50.0 

Trees contribute to relax-
ation 23.3 14.8 37.5 

Parks are supposed to have 
trees 16.3 18.5 12.5 

Parks are available to 
everyone 14.0 11.1 18.0 

Need trees for children to 
play on 9.3 11.1 6.2 

Other: 16.3 

Multiple responses possible 

Although one respondent claimed that in Tucson "Parks should 

represent what the Sonoran Desert. is like," a general attitude that 

grass and shade trees in parks was preferable to desert vegetation 

prevailed. This was exemplified by the comment: "The more trees, the 

more beautiful. When you go to a park it well leave you with a lasting 

impression .•. that is if a park is going to be a park. There is nothing 

uglier than a desert park in Tucson." While another summed the 

situation up with, "When I go to the park I want to sit in the grass or 

under a shady tree, not in the dirt under a cactus." 

Who Needs Trees in Medians, Commercial Areas, or Washes? 

The three locations which were consistently considered least 

important as places for trees and other vegetation were in medians of 
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major streets, near commercial establishments, and, in washes (even 

though these are ideal places in which to bring the desert back into 

the city). A look at reasons why trees in these areas are considered 

unimportant, or at least less important, is instructive. 

The major reason given why medians are not suitable places for 

trees was that of safety (see table 36). Respondents were concerned 

that "drivers would run into them," "it would make drivers even worse," 

or "it's hard to see cars when crossing the street." Others felt that 

trees "don't really serve any purpose," or that maintaining trees in 

medians was expensive and maintenance difficult. One respondent 

commented that medians were "just linear areas -- I would rather have 

nothing than saguaros in lines and rows. It is unnatural. They look 

lonely stuck in the traffic and dying from the fumes," while another 

said "1 just don't think we need it. It is expensive -- very 

expensive. On the plus side, it is pretty when they are kept up." 

Table 36. Reasons why medians of major streets are least 
important locations for trees and other vegetation. (percent 
giving reason) 

Reason 

Concern for driver or pedestrian 
safety 

Trees are expensive to plant and 
maintain 

Trees serve little or no purpose 

Multiple responses possible. 

Percent 
(n=18) 

50.0 

33.3 

27.7 
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In commercial areas there was not only a sense that trees ssrve 

little purpose, but there was also an almost resentment that trees be 

used, or rather "wasted" on business enterprises or for strictly 

decorative purposes. As one respondent exclaimed "why waste good trees 

on useless businesses?" or another queried, "What do they need them 

for????" There was also a strong feeling that they were unimportant in 

those areas because the respondent spent little time there or went 

there with a specific purpose which did not include enjoying trees 

"They are places you go to do something and then come back. Not 

someplace you'd go and loll around and enjoy the shade." Others were 

concerned with water use or lack of care, "trees by commercial 

establishments are useful for decoration only, and that is the least 

justifiable use of water I can think of." A couple of respondents, 

however, commented that they preferred that trees and vegetation be 

everywhere and simply had to choose someplace to be least important. 

Although washes were considered least important, there was a 

difference between resident and student perception of the importance of 

wash vegetation. Nearly two-thirds (61%) of the students, compared 

with one quarter (24%) of the residents, who ranked the locations 

considered washes the least important place for there to be trees or 

other vegetation. Yet when undisturbed, wash~s are among the more 

heavily vegetated areas in the Sonoran Desert. Vegetation along washes 

is important as wildlife habitat and in limiting lateral erosion during 

flooding. Reasons given for choosing washes as a least important place 

to have trees and other vegetation are shown on table 37. 



Table 37. Reasons why washes are least important 
locations for trees and other vegetation. (percent 
giving reason) 

Reason 

Washes are not used or seen 

Trees are not necessary 

Vegetation is there naturally 

Washes are merely for water 
flow 

Other 

Total 
(n-33) 

45.4 

18.2 

15.2 

12.1 

6.1 

Student 
(n=25) 

48.0 

20.0 

16.0 

12.0 

8.0 

Reasons were strongly anthropocentric and 

Resident 
(n=6) 

50.0 

16.6 

16.6 

16.6 

0.0 

showed a 
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lack of 

awareness of ecological values asso~iated ~ith wash vegetation. It was 

clear that to approximately half the respondents "because washes are 

not major areas of human congregation," "they are not recreation 

areas," and "nobody notices the washes" washes are not places where it 

is import~nt to have trees and other vegetation. Some recognized that 

washes have vegetation naturally and felt "the natural environment" 

should be left alone. Others were oblivious to the fact that washes 

are areas where one might expect there to be trees and other vegetation 

and that this vegetation serves important functions. Examples of this 

type response are: "what are washes?", and "washes would look awkward 

with trees around them." Or still others saw washes as "nothing but a 

means to carry water away." 
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Summary 

Identity 

The type, quantity, and attributes of vegetation found in 

Tucson are major contributors to its identity. For some people the 

vegetation is perceived in positive terms, for others in negative or 

ambivalent ones. The length of time a person has been in Tucson 

appears to be a contributing factor, with long-term residents tending 

to have more positive attitudes than short-term ones to Tucson's 

"desert" vegetation. 

Residents in general responded more favorably than students to 

desert vegetation, plant smells such as "the smell of creosote 

[greasewood] after a rain," and general characteristics of the desert 

environment. Vegetation apparently contributed to the positive 

attitude resident's have towards living in Tucson. Although students 

identified cacti, desert vegetation and a lack of vegetation as making 

Tucson unique, they perceived lack of vegetation and cacti were 

disliked by some. Students' ambivalent attitude towards ~ucson's 

native vegetation is reflected by the fact that nearly twice as many 

students (51.8%) as residents (24.9%) thought vegetation in Tucson 

should contrast with the surrounding Sonoran Desert vegetation. This 

desire for contrast was based on a dislike of the desert or desert 

vegetation and a preference or need for green grass and trees. Reasons 

given for thinking that Sonoran Desert vegetation should be continued 

in Tucscn reflected concern for the city's desert image and for water 
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conservation, as well as a recognition that because desert plants are 

native, they are easier to grow than are many exotics. 

Attitude differences between students and residents were 

further reflected in their selection of vegetation they would like to 

see planted in Tucson. Plant selection was based on aesthetic, 

affective, environmental, and economic considerations. Water use was 

also an important factor. It is possible that differences between 

students and residents may be due, in part, to knowledge, or lack of 

knowledge, regarding the water requirements of plants rather than 

reflecting concern for water conservation. In either case, considering 

students' other responses, it is not surprising that they tended to 

chose exotics with moderate or high water requirements, while residents 

chose ones with low water needs. 

Just as vegetation contributes to Tucson's identity, vegetation 

or yard landscaping also seemed to be tied in with personal identity 

for some respondents. Over half the residents interviewed said that 

their yards did reflect something about themselves (58.8%). The 

findings are suggestive rather than definitive. 

Context 

Tucson's vegetation, in general, was considered to be important 

by a strong majority of MS respondents, residents, and students. A 

further exploration of context -- the where and why vegetation is most 

valued -- increases our understanding of urban vegetation. In general 

the importance of vegetation to the respondent decreased from the 

personal scale (yard) to the neighborhood (street) and city scale. 
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The Personal Scale. The yard was deemed the most important 

place for trees, primarily ~ecause it is a personal space or territory, 

but also be=ause it provides ind.ividual~ with sanctuary and enjoyment, 

and also enhances S0me respondents' identities. Aesthetics, the shade 

and coolness trees provide, and simply liking or loving trees were also 

given as reasons. Significantly more MS respondents considered yard 

trees to be important (80.3%) than street trees (54.3%). Residents and 

students saw front yards and back yards as having different functions 

or purposes, and many stated that different types of vegetation should 

be planted in each. Desert landscaping was seen as being more 

appropriate in front yards, while vegetation which provided an oasis 

was preferred for the back. 

The Neighborhood Scale. Both yard and street trees were seen 

as being equally important for creating pleasant streets and 

neighborhoods by respondents of the in-depth surveys. However, 

students and residents differed. The majority of students (57.4%) 

considered street trees important, while the majority of residents 

(58.8%) felt yard trees were more important. 

The City Scale. Parks were considered to be the most important 

place for trees and other vegetation. A major reason was because 

"parks are supposed to have trees." Trees were seen as contributing to 

relaxation as well as providing shade and coolness in parks. As public 

spaces, parks were seen as offering amenities to everyone -- especially 
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to people who might not have a place with grass ann trees at home in 

which to re-create. 

Schools, street edges, near commercial establishments, medians 

of major thoroughfares, and along washes were seen as being important 

places for vegetation in decreasing order. The reasons given for 

choosing an area as the most important or least important location 

tended to be more anthropocentric than ecological. They were 

reflective of the type use expected and whether or not vegetation would 

contribute to those uses, or, whether it would even be noticed. 

Trees and other vegetation were seen as important, more so in 

some locations and in given contexts than in others. Yards and streets 

were two areas of importance. The type of vegetation preferred, 

attributes and landscape elements valued, as well as reasons for those 

preferences are explored in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 

YARD AND STREET SCENE PREFERENCES 

Thi~ yard brings thoughts of coolness, even ~ter. Brings back 
m~ries of being a child back east, when we would play in the 
grass. The people living here might be from back east, trying 
to recapture m~ries of home. Se~s as though they might be 
rich -- to pay for the water bill. (Student) 

I like the trees along the street. [I's a very natural desert 
setting but there is a lot of green. [t fits with the 
environment. ['m a firm believer that you can fit in with your 
environment and it can still be attractive. This scene looks 
welcoming and beckoning. (Resident) 

This chapter presents findings from the photograph eva!uation 

exercise. The purpose of the exercise was to elicit preferences for 

types and amounts of vegetation, and to discover what attributes or 

landscape elements were valued, as well as the reasons for preferences. 

Using photographs and slides as 3ubstitutes for actual 

landscares is common in landscape preference studies (see chapter 1). 

Generic landscape scenes are evaluated or rated based on a-priori 

categories or qualities. For this study, Tucson-specific photographs 

of street-edge and front-yard landscapes were used to assess 

preferences. Respondents were shown two groups of nine photographs 

each, one of street-edges -- the other of yards. The photographs 

varied on the basis of amount and type of vegetation (sparse to 

abundant, and, desert-like to grass lawns with large exotic trees), and 

water use requirements (low to high). Preferred landscape elements and 
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qualities of vegetation were discovered by asking open-ended questions 

about the best-liked and least-liked photograph in each group. The 

methodology is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. 

Content analyses were performed on responses to why photographs 

were best-l~k~~ or least-liked. Responses fit into the following major 

categories: (1) affective qualities; (2) aesthetic qualities -- or 

lack thereof; (3) presence, absence, or type of vegetation; (4) 

environmental issues; (5) desert or non-desert attributes; (6) concern 

for citizenship; and (7) health of vegetation. 

In order to eliminate personal bias in classification and 

description of photographs, the ones used in the evaluation task were 

mixed with pictures of respondents' streets and front yards for Q-sort 

by four individuals. Katherine Jacobs, Director of the Arizona 

Department of Water Resources in Tucson, classified the yards in all 

photos as being either low, moderate, or high water-use. Three 

lands~ape professionals sorted the photograph sets -- street, front 

yard, and back yard -- into groups and gave a general description of 

the common qualities of the groups. These descriptions are used for 

the initial discussion of each photograph as a counterpoint to 

respondents' comments. 

This chapter describes the street landscapes used in the 

exercise and then the landscape elements and qualities which were 

either liked or disliked. Front yard landscapes are treated in the 

same manner with an added analysis of presumed characteristics of 

persons responsible for the portrayed yarda. Tables indicating best

and least-liked street and yard scenes are included. 
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Street Landscapes 

Bases of Preferences and Dislikes 

Street photographs, an accompanying description, and selected 

reasons given for preferences or dislikes are now provided in order to 

show what residents and students were responding to. 

Mature Aleppo pines and grass with a dense upper story as well 

as abundant ground cover was the street landscape preferred by most 

respondents (no.S). The landscape shows a humid climate theme, and the 

vegetation is continuous the length of the street (see Figure 4). 

Shade was a major reason given for preferring this photo. For example, 

~It gives a cool feeling" and "if you're going to have trunks, you 

should have nice shade. [It] looks cool. Shade is very important." 

The landscape produced a "feeling of great serenity" for one resident 

and for other respondents evoked positive memories of other places: 

~Reminds me of my childhood," "I like trees .md grass. They make me 

think of my home in the East," and, "I have a book called The Tree with 

an Ilex on the front. It is low and spreading out. This looks most 

like that." 

Few people chose this landscape as the one least liked, but 

comments of those who did reflect a sense that pine trees and grass are 

inappropriate in Tucson: "Too much vegetation. It could be Wisconsin 

or what have you. It doesn't say Tucson." And: "Pine trees always seem 

like they are out of place." 

The second most preferred street landscape (no.4, Figure S) is 

of large, well-established palm trees. It was classified as being 
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Figure 4. No.5, Mature Aleppo pines and grass. 

Figure j. No.4, Large, w~ll-established palm trees. 
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similar to no.5 except that it shows a Californian influence -- what 

one would expect to find in a more Mediterranean climate. This fact 

was reflected by respondents' comments: "I associate palm trees with 

California. Also, palm trees make me think of the islands I've 

vacationed on in Hawaii," and "I enjoyed this best because of the palm 

trees and shade. I really enjoy palm trees -- they remind me of the 

trips my family and I took to San Diego every summer." Others 

a~sociate palm trees with the Southwest and feel that, "they look like 

Tucson." Only one person didn't like the palm trees, and their comment 

indicated concern that palm trees wouldn't fit in with their own 

particular neighborhood. 

Mature Palo Verde trees near the Arizona State Historical 

Society (no.7, Figure 6) provided another favorite street scene. 

Although similar to the first two photographs in terms of upper story 

density and continuous planting the length of the street, it indicat~s 

an "oasis in nature" provided by a desert species. The quality of 

shade, aesthetic qualities, and preference for a native species were 

reasons this scene was selected as favorite: "They're desert trees and 

don't make solId shade. I like palo verdes. They have pretty flowers 

in the spring and I'm not allergic to them;" "Neat, well cared for. 

Shows Southwest charm without being overdone;" !'The tall desert trees -

- I like palo verde trees. They're very graceful and more Southwesti" 

and finally, "The natural vegetation is sensible -- have shade but not 

much else." A couple of respondents did not like the palo verdes and 

considered these "poorly trimmed ... not pretty or attractive,1I or, felt 

that they "looked sick or out of place." 



Figure 6. 

Figure 7. No.1, Eucalyptus trees. 

1·") 
1-
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The eucalyptus in (no.l, Figure 8) and pepper trees in (no.2, 

Figure 9) were classified the same as the palo verde trees. The 

eucalyptus wore liked predominantly because people were partial to the 

species and because they evoked positive memories: "I like eucalyptus 

trees. I remember the eucalyptus on the hills in Berkeley," and, 

"Eucalyptus trees are important to me because I spent a year in 

Australia ... they give a sense of quiet and shade." The eucalyptus were 

disliked primarily because of bark and leaf litter they produce. 

Preferences for the scene with pepper trees seemed to be based 

mainly on aesthetic or affective qualities and the trees' 

appropriateness to Tucson. One resident commented, "I just like the 

feeling of the trees. I like the airiness. They seem more tropical or 

desert like. Unlike the pines they seem to fit here.". Another 

said, "The trees themselves are billowy and look luxurious. A well 

manicured landscape -- as if people in ~he area care about their 

surroundings." There were no negative remarks about the pepper trees. 

Mulberry trees (no. 9, Figure 9) with a groundcover of grass 

provided a more open appearance than the previous scenes, but, as with 

the Aleppo pines, reflected a humid climate. The neatness of the 

landscape -- "well groomed and clean" -- and the shape and size of the 

trees were appreciated by some respondents. Others objected to 

mulberry trees because they "need a lot of water and are imported from 

a wet climate. It doesn't look like Tucson. There is nothing wild 

about it. It is civilized, suburban. Could be in Minneapolis ... or 

anywhere;" and because "mulberry trees cause a lot of sneezing." 
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Figure 8. No.2, P0pper tr8es. 

Figure 9. No.9. Hulberry trees with a groundcover of grass. 
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Reactions to the landscape with prickly pear cactus, oco~illo, 

and bermuda grass along the street edge (no.3, Figure 10) were 

negative. There were no positive comments, but there were a few strong 

objections based on "lack of care ..• scruffy," "no shade, and cactus 

looks like its in bad shape," and "It is grubby, not well cared for. 

The desert part looks worst -- doesn't look like they are watering 

their cacti. Reminds me of the older part of El Paso. Italian cypress 

is really big over there. it is like a neighborhood I remember from 

when I was a kid. People there didn't care for their neighborhood." 

One resident simply hated cacti, "I don't like the cactus. I've lived 

in Arizona so long -- I hate cactus in a yard. Its also unkept. I 

hate weeds and cactus. I like things tidy." 

No.6 (see figure 11) is of a heterogeneous grouping of trees 

along the street edge. It has both a dense upper and lower story, is 

continuous along the street, and has a Californian or Mediterranean 

influence. The scene was neither preferred n~r disliked by many 

respondents. A couple of respondents felt that the "more trees the 

merrier" and liked the diversity they provided. Others, however, 

considered the vegetation to be "ugly, heterogeneous, and crappy" or 

felt that the foliage was "too close to the ground. If you tried to 

walk there the branches would be in your face." The photograph showing 

a space of bare dirt between the road and sidewalk and with a dried 

lawn on the other side of the sidewalk was the most disliked of the 

street landscapes (no.8, figure 12). It was described by one landscape 

expert as being open and as having a CalifoLnian influence. Another 

put it ir- a special class of its own, commenting, "It is indicative of 



Figure 10. 
grass. 

Figure 11. 
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\c. j, ;"rickl:1 pc.:i.lr Cdctus, ocotillo, antI bermuda 

No.6, Heterogeneous grouping of tr08S along street. 
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urban sprawl. It was planned at one time, but it has dried up and 

beenleft. No one has made an effort to return it to either a natural 

condition or to maintain it. This is the street of people who rent 

rather than own. There is no continuity or flow from one place to the 

other." 

Respondents complained about the "lack of vegetation" and 

"sterility." To some it looked "warm" and "hot" and the vegetation was 

"dry and brown." Others objected to the apparent "neglect" and 

"suburban appearance." One commented "It's bleak -- like people don't 

~are enough to plant pretty things even desert plants." Apparently 

she considered desert plants to be marginal, but better than what was 

shown in the photograph. 

Landscape Elements and Qualities 

A content analysis of responses was performed to better compare 

responses of residents and students and to determine the relative 

importance of various descriptors of vegetation found in preferred 

street scenes. Responses were further grouped into categories -- such 

as affective, environmental issues, aesthetic qualities, non-desert 

qualities, concern for citizenship, and preferences for trees or types 

of tree -- to facilitate identification of common elements and types of 

responses. 

Content Analysis on Likes. Street landscapes which were 

preferred by most respondents (1) reminded them of other places in 

which they had lived or been, (2) had large trees providing shade and 

coolness, (3) were well-planned and maintained, and (4) were green. 
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Figure 12. No.8, Bare dirt between sideWRi~ and street. Dry 
lawn on far side of sidewalk. 
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Table 38. Reasons given for liking street landscapes 
(percent of respondents listing attribute). 

Attribute 

Reminiscent of 
elsewhere 

Shade, cool feeling 

Trees 

Green 

Neat, organized 

Type trees 

Appropriate to 
Environment 

Grass 

Familiarity related 
to desert 

Size of trees 

Total 
(n'"'88) 

31.8 

26.1 

23.9 

19.3 

16.8 

16.8 

14.8 

12.5 

11. 4 

9.1 

! Multiple responses probable. 

Residents 
(n .. 33) 

21. 2 

36.4 

15.2 

9.1 

18.2 

27.3 

27.3 

U.O 

27.3 

9.1 

Students 
(n=55) 

38.2 

16.4 

30.9 

25.5 

16.4 

10.9 

7.3 

20.0 

1.8 

9.1 

Other attributes of vegetation given by fewer than 9 
percent of the respondents were: aesthetics; cared for 
appearance; arrangement of vegetation or trees; requires 
little care or water; activity associated with 
vegetation; tropical, lush or luxurious appearance; and 
the vegetation is a place for birds. 
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There are some interesting differences between students and 

residents. To students the most important characteristics of the 

street scenes were that the landscape evoked memories of some other 

place, had trees and grass, and was green. Shade, neatness, and 

organization were also important, but less so. Residents, on the other 

hand, placed a high premium on shade, cn specific type of trees, and on 

the appropriateness of the trees to the Tucson environment. Although 

the fact that some scenes or vegetation reminded r.esidents of other 

places was valued, familiarity in terms of a desert environment was 

even more important. As might be expected, the residents appeared to 

have more invested in Tucson and its environment -- in positive terms -

- than did the students as a group. 

Preferred characteristics of vegetation or street landscapes 

were further categorized as follows: 

Affective Qualities -- feelings or familiarity 

Environmental Issues -- care cr water requirements and 
vegetation fits in with the environment (appropriateness, 
natural to desert, desert type). 

Concern for Citizenship -- cared for (ie. people care about 
their surroundings). 

Aesthetics Qualities -- neat, clean, organized, green, 
arrangement, spacing, beautiful, or pretty. 

Non-Desert Attributes -- grass, tropical or luxurious, lush. 

Preference for Trees or Types of tree -- presence of trees or a 
preferred type of tree. 

Other -- natural landscape, sound, character, established 
neighborhood, privacy, not allergic to vegetation, allow 
visibility, diversity, activity. 
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Some interesting patterns emerged from the responses as is shown in 

Table 39. Half the respondents had an affective element in the reason 

they gave for preferring a particular scene. Aesthetics were the 

second most frequent element, followed by preference for trees and by 

concern for environmental considerations. 

Table 39. Common elements found in reasons for 
preferring street landscape vegetation (percent of 
respondents including element in response). 

Element 

Affective 
Qualities 

Aesthetic 
Qualities 

Presence or 
Type Trees 

Environmental 
Issues 

Non Desert 
Attributes 

Concern for 
Citizenship 

Other 

Total 
(n=86) 

50.0 

47.6 

39.5 

34.9 

18.6 

7.0 

12.8 

Residents 
(n=31) 

54.8 

48.4 

48.3 

54.8 

9.7 

3.2 

12.9 

Students 
(n=55) 

47.3 

47.3 

36.4 

23.6 

23.6 

9.1 

12.7 

Student and Resident responses are essentially the same except 

in regards to environmental considerations. Twice as many residents as 

students considered desert vegetation to be appropriate or were 

concerned about water use and care. Again, it is probable that this 

awareness or preference may be related to length of time in Tucson and 

knowledge of environmental issues related to vegetation. 
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Content Analysis on Dislikes. Reasons why vegetation is 

disliked may be as, or perhaps even more, informative than reasons why 

it is liked. Content analyses were done on qualities of vegetation or 

landscape disliked by respondents in their least preferred street 

scene. Disliked street scenes lacked trees and vegetation, or, the 

vegetation was uncared for, messy, cluttered, dead, or appeared to be 

dry. 

Table 40. Reasons given for disliking street landscapes 
(parcent of respondent listing attributes). 

Attribute Total Residents Students 
(n~8S) (n=32) (n=S3) 

Messy, dirty, cluttered 22.4 25.0 20.8 

Lack of vegetation 20.0 9.4 26.4 

Not cared for 15.3 25.0 9.4 

Poor area/slum 14.1 6.3 18.9 

Ugly, unattractive 12.9 12.5 15.1 

Dead brown vegetation 12.9 3.1 18.9 

Bad feelings 10.6 12.5 9.4 

Inappropriate to Tucson 7.1 15.6 1.9 

Type of Tree or Veg. 5.9 15.6 0.0 

Barren 7.1 0.0 11.3 

Attributes or words which were given by less than 10 
percent of either students or residents were not 
included on the table. They are: cactus, dry, lack of 
shade, lack of green, too much vegetation, dislike 
grass, vegetation not healthy, lack of planning, bland 
or boring, and uses too much water. 
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As in reasons given for preferences, there are some interesting 

differences between students and residents. Both disliked messy, dirty 

or cluttered appearing landscapes, but residents were more concerned 

than students about factors such as whether or not the vegetation was 

cared for, its appropriateness to Tucson, and specific types of 

vegetation. Students, on the other hand, disliked what they perceived 

as a lack of vegetation; dead, brown vegetation; or, what reminded them 

of a poor or slum area. 

Disliked characteristics of vegetation or street landscapes 

were further categorized as follows: 

Affective Qualities -- associated with feeling: hot, 
depressing, harsh, uncomfortable, bleak; also, bland or boring. 

Environmental Issues doesn't fit in Tucson, imitation of 
somewhere else, lack of shade, needs too much water. 

Concern for Citizenship -- not cared for; seems like a poor 
areaj slummishj like Mexico or Bakersfield. 

Negative Aesthetic Qualities -- cluttered, messy, dirty, 
overgrown, ugly, unattractive, lack of green, lack of texture 
or form, too much vegetation or too taIlor too close to 
the ground. 

Desert Attributes -- cactus, desert, dry. 

Lack of vegetation -- bare, barren, needs trees. 

Health of vegetation -- dead or brown vegetation, 
vegetation not healthy. 

Other -- lack of planning, suburban, middle class, type of 
tree or vegetation in general. 

The affective element was not as frequently mentioned in these 

responses as in those pertaining to the preferred photographs. The 

attribute of the vegetation in the disliked street scenes most 

frequency mentioned was aesthetics -- from the negative perspective 
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(see Table 41). This was followed by the obvious lack of good 

citizenship evinced in given photographs and by the lack of vegetation. 

These qualities are no doubt interrelated. 

Table 41. Common Elements found in reasons given for 
disliking street landscaping or vegetation (percent of 
respondents including element in response). 

Element Total Residents Students 
(n-SS) (n-32) (n .. 55) 

Negative Aesthetic 
Qualities 40.0 43.S 37.7 

Concern for 
Citizenship 25.9 25.0 26.4 

Lack of Vegetation 24.7 9.4 34.0 

Health of Veg. lS.S 12.5 22.6 

Desert Attributes lS.S 9.4 24.5 

Affective 
Qualities 15.3 15.6 15.1 

Environmental 
Issues 8.2 18.8 1.9 

Other 11.S 28.1 1.9 

Students and residents seemed in accord regarding aesthetics, 

citizenship, and affective qualities. Students, however, appeared more 

strongly affected than residents by a lack of vegetation, desert 

attributes, and the apparent health of vegetation. Residents on the 

other hand were again more concerned than students about environmental 

considerations and vegetation type (included with "other"). 
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Street Landscapes: Preferences and Water Use 

The three most preferred street landscapes (table 42) had 

mature, well maintained street trees in a continuous line along the 

street edge that provided ample shade. The two street landscapes that 

were most disliked (table 43) had no street trees, were not well-

maintained, and, did not have a continuous type of vegetation the 

length of the street edge -- thus lacked flow or continuity and 

appeared to be "hot" and "dry." 

More residents (29.4%) than students (10.6%) chose scenes of 

low water-use. Similarly, fewer residents (41.1%) than students 

(52.7%) chose high water-~se scenes. Although the difference is not 

significant, it may indicate a greater acceptance of low water-use 

vegetation by long-term than short-term residents. 

Table 42. Best-liked street landscapes (percent 
indicating photograph most preferred) 

Photo H2O Total Students Residents 
no. Use (n=91) (n=57) (n=34) 

5 high 40.7 47.4 29.4 

4 mod. 18.7 22.8 11.8 

7 low 11.0 5.3 20.6 

1 mod. 8.8 '/.0 11.8 

2 mod. 6.6 7.0 5.9 

9 high 6.6 5.3 8.8 

3 low 3.3 1.8 5.9 

6 low 3.3 3.5 2.9 

8 high 1.1 0.0 2.9 
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The elements most commonly found in reasons for liking street 

scenes were Rffective, aesthetic, presence or type of trees, and 

concern for environmental issues. Preferred street scenes were green, 

had large trees, were well planned and maintained and reminded 

respondents of either where they grew up or of other places where they 

had been and liked. 

Responses to the question of which street scene was most 

disliked were not simply the inverse of Table 42. Table 43 lists the 

most disliked street scenes in order from thQ~e disliked by most 

respondents to those disliked by fewest. As was the case with the most 

preferred street scenes, there are differences between residents and 

students related to attitudes towards high or low water-use scenes. 

The landscape in No.8 was classified as high water use due to 

presence of turf in yard. However, based on comments of respondents it 

is probable that the landscaping was perceived as a being low water-use 

because of a lack of vegetation between sidewalk and street and yard 

turf being more yellow or brown than green. If so, nearly nine-tenths 

of the students (87.7%) compared with less than two-thirds of the 

residents «60.7%) chose dry appearing, low water-use landscapes as 

least liked. 

A generic disliked street scene in Tucson could be described as 

largely lacking trees and other vegetation. What vegetation was 

present, would be uncared for, messy, cluttered, dead, or dry 

appearing. As with reasons for liking street scenes, aesthetic 

qualities -- only now in the negative sense -- were frequently 

mentioned. There was also concern that a disliked scene reflected poor 
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citizenship and a lack of pride in neighborhood. A lack of vegetation, 

unhealthy vegetation, and desert attributes were viewed negatively. 

Table 43. Most disliked street landscapes. (Percent 
indicating photograph as most disliked) 

Photo H2O Total Students Residents 
No. Use (11-89) (n",S7) (n=32) 

3 low 40.4 42.1 35.7 

8 high 38.2 45.6 25.0 

9 high 5.6 5.3 6.2 

7 low 5.6 5.3 6.2 

5 high 4.5 1.8 9.4 

1 mod. 3.4 0.0 9.4 

4 mod. 1.1 0.0 3.1 

6 low 1.1 0.0 3.1 

Front Yard Landscapes 

Reasons Given for Preferences 

Again it is important to understand what respondents were 

reacting to when they chose a yard scene as their favorite, or another 

as one they didn't like at all. It is commonly held that through front 

yards we project an image to the world (Ames 1972, Duncan 1973). If 

so, then it follows that people may form an opinion about others who 

they don't know based on their front yard. In order to explore this 

issue, respondents were asked what kind of people they thought lived in 

the portrayed houses and yards. Some of the responses are included 

with other comments regarding the yard. The photographs, descriptions, 



and respondents' comments follow. Comments include descriptions of 

people associated with specific yards. 
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It is important to note that in the Q-sort, one of the main 

themes used by all three landscape experts was the presence, or lack 

of, shrubs or hedges in the front yard. This was something overlooked 

in my original selection of yard scenes, but which may have influenced 

respondents in their preferences or dislikes. 

Pine and dense shrubbery hiding the house was the yard 

landscape preferred by most respondents (no. 7, Figure 13). There was 

variability and diversity in the plant species. This provided a 

"natural" feel. Trees vere the most important visual aspect, and the 

landscaping considered to be free and expressive. The sense of privacy 

offered by the vegetation was valued: "[the house is] screened from the 

street with blooming trees and a tall pine. Seclusion. Privacy;" and 

"it's green and established -- its affording privacy." Shade, green, 

and beauty were other favored elements. Comments included: "[I like] 

the beauty of the trees, the neatness, the clean beautiful look and 

shade. I like green and trees -- shows someone cares," and, "I like 

the lush green trees, kept grass, clean sidewalk, and cool atmosphere." 

For some rspondents, these qualities were reminiscent of other places: 

"Reminds me of being in California," and "It reminds me of the East. I 

love the look, feel and smell of green grass and of trees with leaves." 

Positive qualities were attributed to people living in this home. They 

were seen as "high class," "meticulous," "warm, welcoming people," 

"friendly," "professional," "private," and as probably having money. 
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Figure 13. No.7, Pine and d~nse shrubbery hiding house. 

Figure 14. No.8. Well-order.ed desert landsc;-lpe. 
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On the negative side, some respondents objected to both the 

amount of vegetation apparent in the picture and the associated high 

water use. One complained, "There's too much [vegetation]. Its 

overgrown. It reeks of water. There's no organization there 

whatever." Another said, "[It's] too dense. Wouldn't be safe. No 

character. Just a dense mass of shrubs and trees. It doesn't make any 

statement except you can hide behind there." The people were seen as 

oldpr, or as busy people who "have let thlfig~ get ouL of hand," are 

"very confused people who like privacy," or do not "really give too 

much thought to home." 

The second most preferred yard landscape (no.8, Figure 14) is 

of a tidy, well ordered, desert landscaped yard. It was grouped with 

yards having hedgy looking plants -- hedges or shrubs without lawn -

and which were reported as appearing somewhat artificial or as though 

the people are trying to protect themselves with the hedges. 

Respondents favored the "neat and well cared for" appearance and the 

fact that it is a low water-use landscape. Further examples of reasons 

why the landscape was liked are: "Responsible. Natural vegetation. No 

lawn!" "Very clean, very beautiful, nice plants, bushes, and rocks 

assorted nicely.," and "Neat, orderly, desert, attractive." The people 

living there were seen as being "friendly," "professional," "tidy," 

"most meticulous," and as "organized people who like neatness and 

orderliness and are concerned about desert landscaping." They w~re 

also seen as having "pride in the community and themselves." 

There were few negative comments about this scene. However, the 

one pithy comment given covers the situation -- It "looks so 'landscape 



architecture. I The design really calls attention to itself. Anal 

retentive people live there -- an attorney or CPA." 
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Another favored yard landscape had mature palms near the 

street, a green grass lawn, and shrubbery near the windows (no. 2, 

Figure 15). It was described as having a natural feel, species 

diversity, palm trees as the focal point, and as being expressive and 

free. To respondents, it was seen as a "homey, well-cared for place --

relaxing," "peaceful," and as having a "feeling of someone loving it." 

The palms, the grass, and the shade were positive elements. One 

commented that "it's more aesthetic to me than the rest. It reminds me 

of something you'd find in Florida or the Caribbean." Others said: "I 

really like it because it seemed really inviting. The grass was thick 

and looked soft and the trees were full and provided a lot of shade," 

and, "It was real greer. and looked well-kept. Nice yard to have kids 

play in." People who owned the house were described as "friendly," 

"caring," "laid back," "older," "well educated," "conscientious," "well 

off," and perhaps just "a little eccentric." 

Only two people disliked this yard, they objected to "the 

trees" and felt that the yard "is irresponsible. This is not San 

Diego. Brainless conformists with too much money live there." 

No.6 is similar to no.2 except that the palms in front are 

immature (figure 16). It was described as having a "some~\'hat 

artificial shrubby look" and as probably having "stodgy people" living 

there because there are hedges at the windows. Respondents liked the 

grass, trees, and the well-cared for appearance. One person said, the 

landscape "Brings thoughts of coolness, even water. Brings back 
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Figure i5. No.2, Mature Palm trees and grass lawn. 

Figure 16. No.6, Immature Palm trees and grass Imm. 
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memories of being a child back east, when we would play in the grass." 

Another commented, "it isn't overgrown and has a variety of vegetation. 

It looks like a professor's house at Stanford. I like the way the 

grass rolls." The landscape was apparently not considered to be 

indicative of Tucson. The people living there were seen as being: 

"someone who cares what they look like and who are concerned with the 

appearance of the neighborhood," "nice," "middle class," and "probably 

middle aged -- from somewhere in the plains or midwest." 

A couple of respondents obj~cted to the grass and palm trees. 

One observed, "It's not desert. There is too much grass and shaggy 

palm trees. The people are hiding something. They are probably drug 

pushers with all that vegetation in front of their window." 

A yard with gravel and two mature mesquite trees was favored by 

some (no. 1, Figure 17). It has a minimum of landscaping elements, 

trees are the focal point, has a flow to it, and is an example of 

desert landscaping. Respondents reacted positively to the simplicity 

and cleanliness of ~he yard and to the mesquite trees. The trees were 

seen as being beautiful trees and as offering a "feeling of shelter 

overhead" while providing "openness beneath for walking." One 

respondent commented, "This is an example of southwestern chic. The 

trees are sculpted and provide shade while enhancing the home." 

Another pointed out that "It looks like the desert. Its uncluttered 

and fits well in the area." Again, as with the other yards discussed 

so far, the residents of the home were described in positive terms as 

"water conservative people" who were "middle to upper class" and "would 
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Figure 17. No.1. Mesquite trees and gravel groundcover. 

Figure 18. No.9, Dirt yard with prickly pear cacti, Joshua 
tree, ocotillo, and yucca. 
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be people who have similar taste to me -- good taste ... or else they are 

Philistines who got lucky when they bought the house and the vegetation 

was already there." 

Some respondents felt that there was "nothing of interest" in 

the yard. They noted a lack C)f "color or texture," and saw it as "just 

too sparse" and not offering "much ... no grass, no nothing, just two 

trees." The only comment about the people was: "I don't think they 

like outside very much." 

A dirt yard with mature, gigantic prickly pear cacti, a joshua 

tree, ocotillo, and yucca was nei~her favored nor disliked by many (no. 

9, Figure 18). It had desert vegetation, lots of species diversity, a 

natural feel to it, and had no boxy hedges under the windows. 

Respondents who liked it commented on its appropriateness to Tucson, 

its desert-like appearance, and that they like cactus. The fact that 

the yard was well-maintained was also important to some. One 

respondent described it beautifully by saying, "It is desert 

landscaping -- appropriate to Tucson. Tall, nicely choreographed." 

Another said, "Very natural to Tucson. It's how my yard looked when I 

was growing up. The yard is water conservative as a front yard should 

be." 

Another yard with native Sonoran Desert vegetation was no.4 

which is comprised mainly of a palo verdes and creosote (Figure 19). 

It has a minimum of landscaping or is landscaped simply by 

default ... what is there was left and isn't irrigated. Trees are the 

most important visual aspect, and, similar to no.9, the yard has desert 

landscaping and was described by the landscape experts as being "free, 
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Figure 19. No.4. Native S0llGr~n Dc6~rt vcg~tation -- predomin
ately creosote and palo verdes. 
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Figure 20. No.5. Decomposed granite with small cacti and 
shrubbery. 
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and flowing." The few res!,ondents who chose it as their favorite 

appeared to be responding mainly to a sense of familiarity and a love 

of the desert; for example, "This is the way my family's houses were 

always landscaped. I suspect the owners of this house would share my 

appr~ciation of the Sonoran Desert," and, "It looks exa~tly like my 

front yard. I don't like to disturb the desert and I would assume the 

owner of this house feels the same." 

The landscaping, or lack thereof, disturbed other respondents. 

They commented that, "Its just like topsy. It's out there. They are 

not watering it or maintaining it. Even if it were raked I'd rate it 

differently," and, its "barren, boring, and bleak -- both the landscape 

and the residents." One said, "It is awful because I'd rather see dirt 

than scrub and disregarded cactus." People living there were seen as 

being "lower status," an "old lady," and, "careless" with "no feeling 

for appearance." 

Most respondents were indifferent to the yard shown in no.5 

(Figure 20). This yard is of white granite, has shrubs against the 

house, one tiny mesquite tree, and a few low cacti. The yard was 

described as having minimum landscaping, hedgy looking plants and as in 

no.6, probably having stodgy people living in it because there were 

hedges to the windows. Respondents gave no positive statements about 

the yard but made a few negative ones. They saw this yard as "lacking 

imagination," as being "too bare" and "too calculated -- a little rock 

here, a cactus there ... doesn't seem natural at all." The people were 

seen as being "narrow-minded" and "very organized." 
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Figure 21. No.3. Bare dirt with patches or bermuda grass. 
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The anathema of front yard landscaping, disliked by over three 

quarters of the respondents, was a yard of bare dirt and patches of 

bermuda grass (no. 3, Figure 21). Responses to this yard showed the 

int~nsity of people's reactions to vegetation, or lack of vegetation, 

and shows clearly how people project negative qualities onto people 

who's yards they strongly dislike. 

No one had anything positive to say. However, there were ample 

h~ting comments about both the yard and the people who lived there. 

The yard itself was considered rsterile" and "very cold." Respondents 

reacted intensely to the lack of vegetation. One exclaimed, "I don't 

like the yard at all -- I don't like it at all!" Others said: "There 

is no vegetation! Net even grass! Not even a hint of it! It gives me 

the old 'raisin in the sun' feeling"; "It is so barren, stark, like 

being on the moon!" and "five old junk cars would fit well with this 

yard." The importance of vegetation in a yard was best expressed by 

the 5tat~fuent, "There was no yard. It was like a face with no nose." 

The people who belonged to the yard were also seen in negative, 

terms. It was determined that the people must be renters, might be 

students, and were definitely of lower class -- "blue collar workers" 

who "don't give a damn about it." They were poorly educated, and very 

possibly "Bikers," "ex-convicts" or "Drug dealers who watch TV and do 

drugs all day [and] ... just want to be in their house." They were also 

seen as being "lazy," "bums," "dull," and as having "no pride in 

ownership." Finally, it was obvious they were not good citizens 

because they didn't "express an attitude to the neighborhood of keeping 



it decent," nor did they "have any pride in their neighborhood or 

themselv~s." 

Landscape Elements and Qualities 
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As with the responses to street scenes, a content analysis was 

made of reasons given for preferences or dislikes of yard scenes. A 

similar analysis was made of descriptions of people associated with the 

given yard scenes. The responses to scenes were, as before, also 

categorized by the type of responses or common elements found in 

responses. 

Content Analysis on Likes. Green or greenness is the most 

frequently mentioned attribute respondents liked about their preferred 

front yard. Neatness, organization and a well-cared for appearance 

were also important. A presence of grass, attractiveness, and the yard 

being reminiscent of elsewhere are the third most important qualities. 

There were interesting differences in the frequency with which 

landscape elements or qualities were mentioned between students and 

residents. To students, greenness and a presence of grass topped the 

list. These were followed by a cared for appearance, neatness, the 

presence of trees, aesthetics and that the landscape reminded them of 

some other place. To residents, by far the most important landscape 

attributes were neatness and organization. Aesthetic qualities were 

second in importance. A desert-like appearance or desert landscaping, 

shade, a cared-foc appearance, the amount of vegetation present, and 

the scene being reminiscent of elsewhere were the third most important 



Table 44. Reasons given for preferences of front yard 
landscapes (percent of respondents listing attribute in 
their response). 

Attribute 

Green 

Neat, organized 

Cared for 

Grass 

Aesthetics 

Reminiscent of 
elsewhere 

Amount of vegetation 

Shade 

Appropriate to Tucson 

Trees 

Desert 

Privacy 

Total 
(n=89) 

23.6 

21. 3 

20.2 

16.8 

16.8 

15.8 

13.5 

12.4 

10.1 

iO.1 

7.9 

4.5 

Residents 
(n=34) 

14.7 

29.4 

17.6 

2.9 

20.6 

17.6 

17.6 

17 .6 

14.7 

2.9 

17.6 

14.7 

Students 
(n=55) 

29.1 

16.4 

21. 8 

25.5 

14.5 

14.5 

10.9 

9.1 

7.3 

14.5 

1.8 

1.8 

Elements which were mentioned by fewer than 10 percent 
of the residents or students include, feelings, low 
water-use, variety, type of tree, vegetation composition 
with house, easy care, tropical and lush, and, activity. 
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attributes. Greenness, appropriateness to Tucson, and privacy were 

also mentioned by more than ten percent. 

Preferred characteristics of vegetation or yard landscapes were 

further categorized as follows: 

Aesthetic Qualities -- well-cared for, aesthetics (ie. visually 
int~resting, neat, organized, clean, well planned, variety, 
vegetation complements house, simplicity, nice rocks. 

Non-Desert Attributes -- grass, green, tropical, luxurious, 
lush 

Environmental Issues -- low water use, shade, appropriate to 
Tucson, desert 

Affective Qualities -- reminds of somewhere else, sometime 
else, home, or where person grew up; associate it with feeling 
(cool, comfortable, peaceful, relaxing, inviting) 

Preference for Trees -- trees, type of trees. 

Preferred Amount or Size of Vegetation large or tall 
vegetation, amount of vegetation ... including 
shrubbery 

Other -- easy to maintain, good for activity (kids play), 
privacy, liveliness, natural, wilderness, like cacti. 

As shown in Table 45, aesthetic qualities were important to 

over half the respondents. This was followed by non-desert attributes 

and responses indicating an awareness of environmental issues. 

Affective qualities were fourth in importance. 

There were significant differences between student and resident 

responses on two points. Well over twice as many students as residents 

preferred non-desert type landscapes. Furthermore, nearly three times 

as many residents as students gave responses which showed an 

appreciation for environmental issues related to Tucson. Students also 



Table 45. Common elements found in reasons for 
preferred yard landscape vegetation (percent of 
respondents mentioning element in response). 

Category 

Aesthetics 
Qualities 

* Non-desert 
Attributes 

* Environmental 
Issues 

Affective 
Qualities 

Presence or type 
of tree 

Amount or size 
of vegetation 

Other 

* P<.05 with Idf 

Total 
(n-89) 

53.9 

38.2 

25.8 

23.4 

19.1 

14.6 

19.1 

Multiple responses possible. 

Residents 
(n=34) 

61.8 

17.6 

44.1 

26.5 

11.8 

17.6 

26.5 

Students 
(n=55) 

49.1 

50.9 

14.5 

21.8 

23.6 

12.7 

14.5 
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Table 46. Characteristics of people living in preferred 
yard landscapes (Percent of respondents listing 
ch ~ o:-acterist ic). 

Characteristic 

Care about 
appearances 

Retired, middle 
aged 

Well educated 
professionals 

Personal Charas-

Total 
(n .. 67) 

20.9 

16.4 

10.4 

teristics 10.4 

Meticulous, 
organized 10.4 

Money for Yard 8.9 

Higher Class 8.9 
Like Sonoran Desert 

Environment 8.9 

Residents 
(n-27) 

11.1 

18.5 

14.8 

14.8 

25.9 

7.4 

7.4 

7.4 

Students 
(n=40) 

27.5 

15.0 

5.2 

7.5 

0.0 

10.0 

10.0 

10.0 

Other characteristics which were listed by fewer than 10 
percent of residents or students included: conserve 
water, middle class, conservative, and, a family. 
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tended to place more importance on the presence of trees, while 

residents were more concerned with aesthetic qualities. 
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Not surprisingly, positive characteristics were assigned to 

people living in the homes of preferred front yard scenes. They were 

seen as caring about appearances, being older, well educated or 

professional, higher class, and as having money for yard landscaping. 

Students and residents differed somewhat in qualities they attributed 

to yard owners. This may be due to preference for different yards. 

For instance, a quarter of the residents listed the 

qualities -- meticulous and organized. As seen in the previous 

section, these were qualities associated with persons living in the 

house in picture no.8. 

Content Analysis on Dislikes. It must be remembered that over 

three quarters of the respondents chose no.3 as the most disliked front 

yard scene. Therefore a high proportion of comments included in the 

following discussion relate to that one photograph. However, the 

comments are instructive because they point out strongly disliked 

landscape elements as well as qualities attributed to people with 

unpleasing yards. 

Lack of vegetation is not tolerated in front yards. 

Surprisingly, this is even more so the case with residents than 

students. Barrenness, poor planning, and lack of character are not 

liked either. More students than residents complained about cacti and 

emptiness. Numerous other characteristics of the yards were disliked. 



Table 47. Reasons given for disliking front yard 
landscape vegetation (percent of respondents listing 
attribute in their response). 

Reason Total Residents Students 
(n-88) (n-33) (n .. S5) 

Lack of vegetation 44.2 57.6 34.5 

Barren 15.1 12.1 16.4 

Boring, bland 12.8 12.1 14.5 

Dirt 11. 6 0.0 18.2 

Poor planning 9.3 11.8 7.3 

Empty 8.1 0.0 12.7 

Cacti 8.1 3.0 10.9 

Attributes mentioned by fewer than 10 percent of the 
residents or students include: Hot and dry, desert, 
negative aesthetic -- i.e. ugly etc., type of tree, too 
much grass, rental, negative feelings, unkept, 
unnatural, use water, overgrown, and unsafe. 
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However, they seemed more individual and less frequently mentioned than 

those above (Table 47). 

Although only one-third of the respondents (33.7 %) mentioned 

the presence of trees and the amount or size of vegetation as qualities 

they liked about their preferred yards, two-thirds of them (63.6 %) 

reacted negatively to a lack of vegetation. More students than 

residents gave emotion-laden reasons for disliking a particular yard, 

and than they did for liking a yard. Desert attributes were disliked 

by more students than residents (Table 48). 

Just as people who were associated with preferred yard 

landscapes were viewed positively, those associated with disliked yards 



Table 48. Common elements found in reasons for 
disliking yard landscape vegetation (percent of 
respondents including element in their response). 

Element Total 
(n=88) 

Lack of veg. 63.6 

Affective 
Qualities 

Desert 
Attributes 

Concern for 
Citizenship 

Negative 
Aesthetic 
Qualities 

Poor Planning 

Dislike of 
Vegetation 
Type 

31.8 

21.6 

11. 4 

9.1 

9.1 

1.1 

Residents 
(n-33) 

69.7 

21. 2 

15.2 

9.1 

6.1 

11.8 

0.0 

Students 
(n=55) 

60.0 

38.2 

25.5 

12.7 

10.9 

7.3 

1.8 
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Table 49. Characteristics of people living in disliked 
yard landscapes (Percent of respondents giving 
characteristic). 

Characteristic 

* Don't care 

No time for yard 

Bums, lazy bikers 

Renters 

Don't value 
appearance 

Lack money 

Indoor people 

Total 
(n=61) 

31.1 

14.8 

13 .1 

11.5 

9.8 

8.2 

4.9 

* Chi-square test 1df, P<.Os 

Residents 
(n ... 27) 

7.7 

7.7 

11.1 

23.1 

19.2 

11.5 

11.5 

Students 
(n=34) 

50.0 

20.6 

14.7 

2.9 

2.9 

5.9 

0.0 

Other characteristics listed by fewer than 10 percent of 
residents or students included: lower class, drug 
pushers, ex-convicts, students, lacking education, water 
conservative, and, older people. 
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were seen as being essentially rotten, lazy, uncaring individuals 

(Table 49). There was one significant dif.ference between residents and 

students in assigning qualities to people. Over five times as many 

students as residents felt that whoever lived in the house associated 

with the disliked yard simply did not care. 

The best liked and most disliked front yard scenes are 

opposites of each other. In the best liked, the house is almost 

~ompletely hIdden by dense shrubbery and a pine tree. In the least 

liked, the house stands naked and exposed to view with only bare dirt 

and patches of low bermuda grass between it and the sidewalk. 

Front Yard Landscaping: Preference and Water Use 

Tables 50 and 51 list the best-liked and least-like yard scenes 

respectively. As with the street scenes, these tables are not merely 

opposites of each other, but reflect the frequency with which photos 

were chosen as best or worst. The tables are not based on rankings of 

the scenes, but reflect the extremes. 

Again, an interesting pattern emerges showing differences 

between students and residents regarding water use in prefer.red 

landscapes. Nearly twice as many students (67.9%) as residents (35.3) 

chose high water use landscapes as ones most preferred. 

The yard liked best by most students (no.7) is the one wherein 

the house is hidden with foliage and trees and could easily be a scene 

from California, the midwest or the east. The preferred yard for more 

residents (no.8) is an example of a well-tended desert landscaping with 

a mixture of rock, gravel, desert trees, shrubs, and patches of ground 
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Table 50. Best liked yard landscapes (percent 
indicating photograph as most preferred). 

Photo H2O Total Students Residents 
no. Use (n-90) (n-56) (n-34) 

7 high 25.6 28.6 20.6 

8 low 18.9 10.7 32.4 

2 high 15.6 17.9 11.8 

6 high 14.4 21.4 2.9 

1 low 10.0 8.9 11.8 

9 low 8.9 5.4 14.7 

4 low 5.6 5.4 5.9 

3 low 1.1 1.8 0.0 

5 low 0.0 0.0 0.0 

cover, and is obviously a yard suited to a hot, dry climate rather than 

to a temperate or humid one. 

Aesthetic Qualities were most frequently mentioned in reasons 

for preferring yard landscapes. However, what was considered 

aesthetically pleasing differed. There were significant differences 

between students and residents in regards to the frequency with which 

non-desert attributes and concern for environmental issues were found 

in their responses. Apparently, as seen in the choice of photographs, 

desert landscaping is more acceptable to resioents and "imported" 

lands~apes most preferred by students. 

There was far more consensus on which front yard was disliked 

than which was best liked. Over three-quarters of the respondents 
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chose the yard with only bare dirt and no trees (no.6) as the le3st 

liked. Although this leaves less to say regarding the other 

photographs, it is a powerful comment on the importance of vegetation. 

and of at least some landscaping, to respondents. 

Table 51. Most disliked front yard landscapes. (Percent 
indicating photograph as most disliked) 

Photo 
No. 

3 

4 

7 

9 

6 

2 

5 

8 

1 

H20 
Use 

low 

low 

high 

low 

high 

high 

low 

low 

low 

Total 
(n-90) 

77 .8 

7.8 

7.8 

4.4 

2.2 

1.1 

1.1 

1.1 

0.0 

Students 
(n-56) 

76.8 

12.4 

0.0 

5.4 

3.6 

0.0 

1.8 

0.0 

0.0 

Residents 
(n-34) 

79.4 

0.0 

11.8 

2.9 

0.0 

2.9 

0.0 

2.9 

0.0 

It is interesting to note that although more than ten percent of the 

students disliked a yard showing native Sonoran Desert vegetation in a 

natural state (no.4), none of the residents did. Conversely, over ten 

percent of the residents disliked the best liked, humid climate type 

yard (no.7) while none of the students did. 

The intense reaction to the lack of vegetation in one 

photograph overshadowed concern for aesthetic qualities. As was the 

case with disliked streets, there was a belief that a poorly kept yard 

reflected poor citizenship, and desert attributes were viewed 
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negatively. Affective qualities were also frequently mentioned. It is 

interesting to note that students not only didn't like a lack of 

vegetation, emptiness, or barrenness, but apparently found expanses of 

dirt itself unpalatable. 

The focus thus far has been on group attitude~ towards, and 

preferences for, tr~ s and other vegetation. How consistent are 

individuals in their attitudes in regards to exp:essed preferences for 

types of vegetation, and how well do attitudes and behavior match? 

These questions are addressed in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 7 

ATTITUDES, BEHAVIOR, AND COMFORTABLE LANDSCAPES 

One of the issues addressed in this study is the relative 

preference for desert vegetation or landscapes versus landscapes of 

predominantly water-intensive exotic vegetation. Differences in desert 

appreciation and awareness of water conservation issues are undoubtedly 

related to many variables, including where a respondent is from, and 

the length of time they have been in Tucson. The expressed attitudes 

mayor may not be reflected in a respondents behavior as seen in their 

neighborhood choice and yard landscaping. This chapter examines (1) 

attitudes and behavior as reflected in neighborhood choice at an 

aggregate level, (2) the relationship between desert appreciation and 

water conservation indicated in yard landscaping, (3) consistency of 

expressed attitudes and preferences, and (4) the relationship between 

the type of landscapes respondents are from and the one they feel most 

comfortable in. 

Attitudes and Behavior 

Residents were given a "desert" score and a "water-awareness" 

score based on their response to selected questions from their surveys 

such as "at which scale do you feel native Sonoran Desert vegetation is 

most appropriate: ,ard, street, city, all, or none." A subset of the 
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questions were used for developing the "water awareness" score (see 

Appendix C for questions and scoring methods). A student-T test was 

performed to determine if there was a relationship between a 

respondent's neighborhood choice and their "desert" and "water-

awareness" scores. 

Attitudes and Neighborhood Choice: The Aggregate Level 

There was a moderate positive correlation between both 

respondents' expressed appreciation of the desert and awareness of 

water issues and the neighborhood area in which they lived. As might 

be expected, as a group, those living in a sparsely vegetated area 

mentioned the desert and water conservation issues in positive terms 

more frequently than did those living in the neighborhoods with heavy 

vegetation cover (Table 52). 

Table 52. Relationship between desert and water
awareness scores and neighborhood. (Student-T test). 

Neighborhood * Desert ** Water 
(mean) (Mean) 

Sparse 
(n=12) 5.46 1.08 

Heavy 
(n=21) 3.76 .24 

* T 1.4 with 28 df, P<=.10 

** T 1.6 with 24 df, P<=.lO 

Desert Lovers and Others: 
Relationship to Water Conservation in Yards 

In order to disaggregate one step further and to facilitate 

analysis, residents with a "desert" score above the mean were seen as 
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having a positive attitude towards the desert (desert lovers), those 

with scores below the mean as having a more negative one (others). 

Chi-square analyses were run to investigate possible relationships 

between being a desert lover and behavior as reflected in neighborhood 

choice and front and backyard landscaping. Also examined was the 

consistency of expressed attitudes towardb che desert and selection of 

preferred street and front yard photographs. The factor used for 

classifying respondents' yards and preferred photographs was water use. 

Both were originally divided into three classes: low, moderate, and 

high water use. For the chi-square analysis the categories were 

collapsed into two classes: (1) low, and (2) moderate-to-high water 

use. 

Front Yard and Back Yard Water Use. No relationships existed 

between being a desert lover -- which included water awareness -- and 

either front or backyard landscaping or neighborhood choice. However, 

a look at the landscapes in which respondents lived is informative. 

Twenty-nine of the residents interviewed allowed photographs to be 

taken of both their front and back yards. Of those, just over a third 

(34.5% ) had landscapes showing the same water requirements in 

both yards. A quarter (24.1%) landscaped front and back with low water 

use plants and a tenth (10.3%) with high. 

Most resideats' homes (65.5%) showed differences in observable 

water requirements for front yard and back yard landscaping. Of these, 

there was a fairly even division between higher water use in the back 

yard (34.5%) and more water intensive landscaping in the front (31.0%). 
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A~ e~pected, when the disparity was greatest (low water use in one yard 

and high water use in the other) as was the case for a third (34.5%) of 

the respondents, three-quarters (70%) used low water use landscaping in 

the front yard and reserved the lush vegetation for the back. 

It is interesting that although over half the respondents 

interviewed (58.6%) lived in neighborhoods with dense vegetation, less 

than a fifth (17.2%) had moderate to heavy water use landscaping in 

both the front and the back yards. 

This is a cursory look at front and back yards of respondents, 

based on classification of photographs and not on actual number and 

type of species in yards, or total vegetative cover. It suggests that 

there is considerable variability in landscaping types within 

neighborhoods that have, overall, heavy or sparse vegetation cover. 

However, the relatively high percentage of yards which could be 

classified as moderate-to-light in water use suggests that there is a 

tendency towards water consciousness as a whole. Or, at least, a move 

towards water sensitive landscaping or desert landscaping in the side 

shown to the public .•. the front yard. 

Consistency of Expressed Attitudes and Preferences 

There was a significant relationship between whether 

respondents were self-confessed desert lovers and their selection of 

preferred street and front yard photographs (Tables 53 and 54). Over 

two-thirds of the respondents who scored high on appreciation of the 

desert chose low water use street landscapes as their favorite. 

Similarly, over nine-tenths of the respondents who did not indicate a 



positive attitude towards the desert chose street landscapes with 

moderate to high water use vegetation in them. 
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A similar pattern was exhibited for preferred yard landscapes. 

Overwhelmingly, respondents with high desert appreciation scores chose 

scenes with low water use vegetation while those with low scores chose 

ones with water intensive landscaping. 

These relationships indicate a consistency in expressed 

attitudes and preferences. However, the lack of a relationship found 

earlier between respondents' attitudes and yard landscaping or 

neighborhood choice suggests a difference between attitude and actual 

day-to-day behavior. However, factors such as whether or not the yard 

was landscaped by the resident and potential behavioral constraints 

such as the availability of funds or time for landscaping may have 

influenced this finding. 

Comfortable Landscapes 

A predisposition for appreciating desert environments or 

longing for lush green landscapes may be found in a respondent's past 

experiences. People generally seek comfort, whether it be physical 

comfort or emotional comfort. In doing so, they may modify their 

surroundings, or, when possible, choose to live in a landscape in which 

they feel most at home. We are usually most comfortable emotionally 

when we are feeling most completely ourselves. In order to discover 

whether vegetation played a part in forming respondents' sense of 

comfort and identity they were asked "What type of landscape do you 

feel most completely yourself in ... most comfortable in." 



Table 53. Relationship between desert appreciation and 
preferred street landscapes. (percent choosing high or 
l0W water-use landscape) 

Appreciation of 
Desert 

High (n=16) 

Low (n=16) 

Chi-square.., 10.8 ldf 

Preferred Street Landscape 
(Water-Use) 

Low M-High 

68.8 31. 2 

6.2 93.8 

P< .... 005 

Table 54. Relationship between desert appreciation and 
preferred yard landscapes (percent choosing high or low 
water-use landscape) 

Appreciation of 
Desert 

High (n=16) 

Low (n=16) 

Chi-square 10.8 1df 

Preferred F. Yard Landscape 
(Water-Use) 

Low M-High 

93.8 6.2 

31.2 68.8 

P< .... 005 
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A content analysis of responses was performed. Descriptions 

that indicated a humid climate were most frequently mentioned. These 

descriptions included places with trees and woods, and that were green 

or had grass. The desert was important to many respond~nts as were 

mountain landscapes. There was, however. a significant difference 

between residents and students in the frequency with which they 

mentioned desert environments. Three times as many residents as 

students listed the desert as the landscape in which they felt most 

comfortable. Other differences were that more residents than students 

were at home in landscapes with mountains, while twice as many students 

as residents felt at home in landscapes with abundant trees (see Table 

55) . 

Table 55. Landscapes which respondents feel most 
completely "'.hetn!!!p.~ves or comfortable in. (percent) 

Landscape or Total Residents Students 
element (n .. 87) (n-33) (n=54) 

Trees or woods 44.8 24.2 57.4 

Green or greenery 29.9 27.3 31.5 

Desert * 28.7 48.5 16.7 

Grass or lawn 28.7 27.3 29.6 

Mountains 24.1 33.3 18.5 

Water or beaches 9.2 6.1 11.1 

* Chi-square 4.36 1df P<=.05. 

Multiple responses possible. 

Other landscape descriptors or elements mentioned by 
less than 10 % or either students or residents included 
hills, urban elements, flowers, all outdoor settings, 
lots of vegetation, and shrubs and bushes. 
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Why Landscapes Feel Comfortable 

In order to discover reasons for preferences, respondents were 

asked why they liked the type of landscape which they had named (see 

Table 56). If familiarity based on the preferred landscape being 

similar to childhood landscapes and familiarity resulting from 

experiences as an adult are combined, familiarity was the frequently 

given reason. It was volunteered by over a third (36.6%) of the 

respondents. When the previously mentioned categories are not 

combined, aesthetic and affective qualities attributed to preferred 

landscapes were the most frequently given reasons for feeling at home 

or most completely oneself in them. 

Table 56. Reasons why a particular landscape was one 
which respondent felt most comfortable in. (percent 
response). 

Reason Total Resident Student 
(n=87) (n=33) (n=54) 

Aesthetics 26.6 10.0 36.7 

Affective/feelings 22.8 10.0 30.6 

What grew up with 16.5 16.7 16.3 

Famil iarity 10.1 10.0 10.2 

Coolness/shade 10.1 0.0 16.3 

Activity 8.9 13.3 6.1 

Natural 6.3 0.0 10.2 

Interesting/varied 5.1 13.3 0.0 

Lack of humidity 3.8 10.0 0.0' 

Other elements or reasons listed by less than 10 percent 
of either residents or students included smells, 
openness - can see far, clean air, presence of birds and 
animals, and sunsets. 
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Comparison of Preferred and Childhood Landscapes 

To further examine the relationship between the landscapes 

respondents were from and those they preferred, descriptions of both 

were compared and coded in terms of being similar or different. 

Table 57. Comparison of preferred landscapes and 
landscapes respondents are from (percent respondents). 

Landscapes Total Residents Students 
(na 83) (n=31) (n=52) 

Same 49.3 22.5 69.2 

Similar 18.1 32.2 9.6 

Dissimilar 10.8 19.3 5.7 

Very different 19.3 25.8 15.4 

The strength with which students cling to familiar landscapes 

is indicated in Table 57. Three times as many students as residents 

felt most comfortable in, or most completely themselves in, a landscape 

which was the same as that from which they came. When landscapes are 

collapsed into two categories -- similar and dissimilar -- there are 

still significant differences between students and residents. Over 

three-quarters of the students (78.8%) compared with just over half the 

residents (54.7%) felt most themselves or must comfortable in 

landscapes similar to that which they were from. And, nearly half the 

residents (45.1%) but only one fifth (21.1%) of the students felt at 

home in landscapes which were different than those where they came from 

(Chi-square 4.24 with Idf, P(=05). Since most of the students had left 

theIr homes within the past two years, and most of the residents were 

long-term residents of Tucson, this would suggest that time is an 
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important factor in developing landscape preferences or in learning to 

feel "at home" in an environment. Preferences for a landscape which is 

the same or similar to the one which an individual is from is not 

surprising. What is interesting are the cases where the preferred 

landscape is ciissimila~ or quite different from the one a person is 

from. In these cases preferences may be that a feeling of comfort has 

developed over the years, or may be based on personal qualities such as 

age, life stage, health, a person's focus in life, or personality. Or 

it may simply be that a person has found a landscape which he has 

fallen in love with. 

Living in Comfortable Landscapes. 

One can get a sense of the importance of familiarity and other 

factors, as well as the qualities which people attribute to different 

landscapes, by taking the responses -- that were previously addressed 

separately -- as a whole. The following is a synth~sis of individuals' 

descriptions of what the country was like where they came from, the 

landscape in which he/she feels most him or herself in, and the reasons 

for feeling that way. The main categories of comfortable landscapes 

are deserts, green-woods, and mountains. 

Deserts. Respondents gave some rather elegant reasons for 

feeling at home in desert landscapes: for some, it is what they had 

always known, for others, it was a wonderful discovery. One resident 

described the country where he was from as having "half dead elm trees, 

snow, and ugly green expanses of grass" and complained that it was 

"all the same." He indicated that he felt most completely himself in 
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"The Sonoran Desert ... the saguaro, palo verde association -- foothill 

types." He said: 

If I need therapy, I go out to the desert, especially places on 
the Papago Reservation. I like the openness. You can see a 
long ways around you -- it's not closed in. You can see a lot 
of rock and geology and can see processes going on; unlike in 
the east. The desert environment is more stimulating and 
direct. Desert plants are really interesting because they have 
so many strategies for survival. I wasn't interested in botany 
before I came here. 

Another respondent who was also from an area quite different than the 

Sonoran desert (one with "mountains, lots of trees woodsy") said 

that he felt most comfortable in the desert landscape because he liked 

"the barrenness of it. Its harsher here. Everything is not so 

friendly, it is more challenging to like." 

Students who liked the desert were from the desert. One 

preferred the Sonoran Desert because, he said, "Its simply what I grew 

up with. And, it has a stark beauty all its own." Another, from 

Tucson, felt most comfortable in "the desert and surrounding mountairl 

areas" because, "it is, of course, the most familiar to me. Perhaps the 

desert has made me accustomed to looking at seemingly sparse areas and 

finding beauty in places most people would simply discard as being 

'only a desert'." 

One student was enjoying the desert while answering the 

questionnaire. Being from Tucson, he claimed that he preferred a 

desert landscape -

... basically, because it is the one I know the best. 
Familiarity is comfortable for me. I also consider myself a 
desert rat and desert rats naturally cling to the desert! 
Besides, where else can one sit, fill out a questionnaire on 
the landscape and look up to discover a lizard is sharing one's 
space. Honestly, I'm staring at a lizard and he is blending in 



quite well with the palm tree he is clinging to. That's 
~nother thing about this landscape .•• it's more open than a 
forest, for example and you can get closer to the natural 
wildlife. I like that. 

Green-Woods. Several residents preferred green and the 
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associated lawns, shrubbery, or trees. Perhaps it is bt:(;C:luse llsolid 

green is restful to the eye" or because places where there are "lots of 

trees, rolling hills, grass, streams, and lots of ponds everywhere" are 

more relaxing and soothing. Some felt at home in a green landscape 

because of their "upbringing" or "childhood." That was the reason 

given by one man from an area which was "very green in the summer" and 

where "75% of the county is underwater", even though he said he had 

adapted to living here. A woman reported that she likes "a little bit 

of green" and "to be able to look at the mountains" because she doesn't 

like "monotony," but does like "variety." To her the "mountains are 

majestic. They change color when the sun is on them." The country she 

carne from was "mostly lots and lots of green and lots and lots of 

trees." She claimed, "After you've been in Tucson a while and go back 

[home] you kinda feel like the trees are corning to get you." Another 

resident preferred "the woods" because of "childhood memories of 

playing in the woods." 

A majority of the students felt most comfortable in areas with 

lots of grass and trees because: they "es bonita," they are 

"comfortable, smell good, [and are] very pretty," "they reduce the 

temperature and have a psychological effect on temperature we feel," 

and, they are "peaceful." Apparently a "green, lush environment" is 

seen as giving "off hospitable feelings. Grass is soft and inviting 
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and trees give cool shade." 

Urban vegetation and environments were important to a couple of 

students. One from New York City, Boston, and Richmond, VA, preferred 

a "green lushy vegetated landscape (suburban) not in the inner city 

though (for example downtown Boston)." In that environment he reported 

"I feel good, the air smells fresh and clean and the greenery is 

beautiful and inviting (walking barefoot through the grass)." Another, 

from near San Francisco, felt most at home in San Francisco's landscape 

"with big trees, nice full green lawns, and flowers." The reason she 

gave for feeling at home in that environment was, "I lilte to be outside 

and lie on the grass, like in the country, and because I grew up 

there." 

Some students with rural background valued rural landscapes or 

the landscape elements found in them. One, from a "small town built 

around a clear, springfed lake ... with an abundance of lush vegetation 

and green trees in summer, and with pines still strong in winter," 

felt most at home in midwestern landscapes because of the "rich, 

wholesome feeling" he associated "with trees, grass and flowers." 

Another from Long Island valued grassy areas with oak and maple trees 

because "in the summer it's pretty. I like to see the little birds in 

the trees. In the winter when the snow's moist it sticks on the 

trees." 

There were students from Arizona who also felt most comfortable 

in green woodsy areas. One from Yuma, who described the landscape 

there as "hot and little vegetation," preferred a "landscape with a lot 

of vegetation such as huge fir trees" because "It makes the area look 
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coo} ~nd :s pleasing to the eye." Another from Tempe felt most at home 

in a landscape that was "lush, green like Seattle ... or mediterranean 

like California" because of a love of "the green and lushness ... like 

New England, it is aestheti~ally pleasing to the eye." This student 

also pointed out that Tempe is different from Tucson. The difference 

is that in Tempe "people care about their lawns" and it has "more grass 

and trees" than does Tucson. In this instance it is difficult to 

determine whether the student was preferring a familiar or unfamiliar 

landscape. 

Mountains. People who were attracted to mountains often were 

from flat country and loved the difference. A woman from Ohio, which 

she described as being a "much greener and damper place with four 

distinct seasons, different vegetation and rolling land" than Tucson 

had never seen mountains until she was married. She said that she 

feels comfortable (in Tucson) but that "it took ten years to feel at 

horne here." She and her husband had traveled extensively. Of all the 

places she had visited she said, "I love mountains and don't miss the 

sea and don't miss Ohio." Another resident felt most at horne in 

"mountains, and forests in mountains. Where I have access to 

mount~ins. Because I was raised in a flat area. Mountains are 

different and have features flat land can't offer." 

Relatively few students named mountains as landscape elements 

of where they feel most comfortable. Of t~ose who did, one had grown 

up in flat country and two were from mountainous areas. The student 

from Illinois, where it is "flat, hot in summer, cold in winter, with 
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lots of trees" preferred mountains because they are "beautiful." One 

from a mountainous part of Wyoming liked mountains because in he felt 

"closed in and safe. H 

Summary 

At an aggregated level, there was a slight relationship between 

general attitudes towards the desert and whether a person lived in a 

neighborhood with sparse or heavy vegetation cover. However, when 

respondents were divided into groups of "desert lovers," those who 

appreciated the desert, and "others", those who seemed to prefer 

landscapes with lawn and exotic trees no relationship was found between 

attitude and neighborhood choice. This is not surprising as within 

each type of neighborhood there is variability in yard landscaping. 

Expressed attitudes and preferences appeared to be consistent 

based on the strong correlation found between having a higher level of 

appreciation for the desert and selecting low water use yard and street 

landscapes as preferred scenes. The converse was also true. Those not 

caring for the desert tended to chose high water use landscapes. 

However, no relationship was found between attitude and actual 

behavior. Desert lovers did not tend to have low water use landscaping 

in their yard. Nor was there a relationship between expressed 

preference for water-intensive landscaping and having a high water use 

landscape. This suggests a disparity between attitude and behavior in 

terms of yard landscape. However, as seen in previous chapters, there 

are numerous landscape attributes other than water use which are seen 

by respondents dS important qualities associated with both desert and 
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"imported" landscapes. These and possible behavioral constraints need 

to be considered when evaluating attitude and behavior. 

Although the attitude and behavior appeared to be unrelated, 

the results pertaining to comfortable landscapes shed light on the 

connistency found in expressed preferences. The kind of landscape a 

person identifies with or feels most comfortable in can affect her/his 

preferences for types of vegetation. Classification of half the 

residents as desert lovers appears to be justified. Nearly half 

(48.5%) mentioned desert in their description of landscapes in which 

they felt most comfortable in or most at home. As might be expected 

based on the range of preferences for vegetation types in street and 

yard landscapes, other frequently mentioned comfortable landscapes were 

green or greenery and trees or woods and mountains. 

The next and final chapter reiterates the most important 

findings of this study and discusses them in relation to previous 

studies, policy implications, and questions requiring further research. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS: THERE IS MORE TO VEGETATION THAN MEETS THE EYE 

Vegetation is an important landscape element in urban as well 

as rural areas. Although landscapes are often discussed as "pictures" 

or as something we look at, they are, in fact, what we live :~, move 

through and experience with all our senses -- sight, sound, touch, 

smell, and taste. In many cases vegetation defines landscapes, 

providing them with an identity. Trees can be seen as being a symbol 

of nature, of the web of life -- a condensation of the natural 

environment. The same might be said of other forms of vegetation. 

Humans have an interactive relationship with their environment 

and with vegetation as part of that environment. As in most 

relationships, emotions (affect) as well as practical considerations 

are involved. Veget~tion provides food, shelter, and energy -- as well 

as sensual experiences. In many third world countries the need for 

fuel wood and fodder combined with climatic factors have resulted in 

denuded landscapes. In others, forests are seen as an impediment to 

agricultural growth and are being rapidly destroyed. In these 

instances, concern for likes or dislikes and for environmental 

considerations related to vegetation are overshadowed by the struggle 

for physical and economic survival. This does not, however, m8an that 

affect and environmental issues are less important. Although first 
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world countries also practice environmentally degrading activities, 

they are in a fortunate position where they can -- and must -- begin to 

focus more on quality of life issues and the health of the environment. 

World-wide there is rapid urbanization. With an increasingly 

high proportion of our population living in cities, the actual and 

perceived quality of the urban environment grows ever more important. 

Vegetation, the most predominant natural element in cities, can 

contribute positively to both quality of life and environmental 

health. Most research on urban forests is from humid or temperate 

regions of the United States. A site specific study in Tucson, Arizona 

was undertaken in order to explore the perceived importance of urban 

vegetation to residents of an Ame~ican city in a semi-arid region. 

Tucson's urban forest little resembles the presettlement 

vegetation which consisted mainly of a creosote flat and a riparian 

area along the Santa Cruz River. The riparian vegetation was cut for 

fuel wood and to clear land for farming, and finally, disappeared with 

the lowering water table. The creosote flat has, in most areas, been 

built upon and planted with exotic vegetation. Early reports of Tucson 

indicate that a lack of vegetation within the town evoked strong 

negative reactions, while the nearby floodplains and riparian area 

elicited positive ones. These were affective as well as aesthetic 

judgments in a time when survival was the primary consideration. 

Throughout Tucson's recent history, appreciation of desert vegetation 

has warred with a desire for a lush landscape and Tucson's resultant 

vegetation is a mixture of the two. 
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This study was intended to be more qualitative and 

investigative than definitive. It has explored: (1) the importance of 

trees; (2) the role vegetation plays in maintaining a sense of place; 

(3) the scale and locations at which vegetation is most important to 

people; (4) which attributes of trees and of street and yard 

landscapes are considered to be important; (5) preferences for native 

or exotic vegetation; (6) what factors affect preferences for 

vegetation; and (7) the relationship between attitude and behavior as 

it relates to vegetation and yard or neighborhood landscaping. 

The importance of vegetation in Tucson, and factors affecting 

preferences, are illuminated by the study's findings. While they have 

limitations, they do permit a few firm conclusions. In the first 

section of this final chapter, the major findings are summarized and 

discussed within the context of pre~ious rese&rch and the limits of the 

study. The next section then deals with the study's public policy 

implications. In the concluding section the more speculative findings 

are considered in relation to suggestions of how future research could 

help fill missing gaps in our knowledge. 

Major Findings 

The Importance of Trees 

Trees and other vegetation were important to a strong majority 

of respondents. During interviews, it became clear that even those who 

had indicated that street trees or trees around the house were 

unimportant to them had positive memories associated with trees. They 

also had strong opinions regarding where vegetation was most important 
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and what specific types of vegetation were desirable in Tucson. These 

findings agree with the importance placed on vegetation in other 

surveys such as those of Dichter (1976) and Ryan III (1984). It also 

suggests that even ~hen vegetation is not considered to be important in 

response to close-ended survey questions or rated highly in comparison 

with other qualities of a city -- it has an impact and is considered 

positively in day-to-day life. 

Vegetation and Place Identity 

Hyp. 1: The presence and type of vegetation will be related to 
place. 

As suggested in my first hypotheses, vegetation contributes 

vitally to Tucson's idp.ntity. Even when respondents' preferences were 

for lush eastern or midwestern vegetation, desert vegetation, cacti, 

and in some cases the very "lack of lush vegetation" were seen as being 

an integral part of Tucson's sense of place. This agrees with earlier 

findings of Jackovics and Saarinen (1978). It also supports the belief 

suggested by others that vegetation contributes to place identity 

(McBride 1976, Schmid 1975, Smardon 1988, Bartenstein 1981, Sanders 

1981, and Shaw et al. 1986). Moreover, some respondents said that 

their yard and landscaping was an extension or a reflection of 

themselves. This suggests that in some cases vegetation may playa 

role in the development or maintenance of personal identity. 



The Importance of Scale and Location 

Hyp. 2: Preferences for types and amounts of vegetation will 
differ at the personal. neighborhood. and city scale. 

Hyp. 3: Preferences will be strongest at the micro-scale and 
decrease towards the macro scale. 

The importance of vegetation differed with both scale and 
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location. The yard -- the personal scale -- was where vegetation was 

deemed most importauc£ to respondents, although residential streets 

were more important to a subset of students. The latter was possibly 

due to the fact that only a third of the students lived in single-

family residences. The rest lived in sororities, fraternities, or 

apartments. These are living situations in which the yards are not 

personal or private spaces. 

The relative importance of the street (or neighborhood) and 

city scale was not clear in the mail survey results. Results from 

interviews and student surveys were more clear. The presence of 

vegetation at specific locations, with the exception of parks, 

decreased in importance from micro to macro scale. These differences 

and associated comments showed the importance of context. The change 

in perceived importance of trees and other vegetation from the micro to 

macro scale reflected a move from areas considered to be private space 

or personal territory to places seen as no-man lands such as public 

thoroughfares, commercial areas and washes. The relative unimportance 

of washes suggests a lack of environmental awareness on the part of 

many respondents, most of whom were students. Parks were considered to 

be the most important places for vegetation -- for both trees and 

grass. Trees were considered important because of the coolness, shade, 
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ar.d sense of relaxation they provide, and because of the belief that 

parks are supposed to have trees. Grass was important as a surface for 

activities. These findings agree with those of Zube et al. (1986). 

They found that turf grass park landscape types were more highly rated 

than native-desert landscapes for parks, although acceptance of native-

desert landscapes was greater in Tucson than in Phoenix. 

Getz (1982) had similar findings regarding the types of areas 

preferred as locations for trees. A survey of black inner-city 

residents in Detroit revealed that they considered their neighborhood 

street and parks to be the most important places for trees, and were 

least interested in having trees in downtown areas, industrial a. as, 

and parking lots. Yards were not a consideration in that study. These 

findings suggest that axpected personal use of an area as well as 

functions provided in the location affect the p~rcei~ed relative 

importance of the presence of vegetation there. 

Preferred and Disliked Attributes of Trees and of Landscapes 

Hyp. 4: Preferences for vegetation will be based on affective 
response rather than perceived ecological value. 

It is perhaps somewhat misleading to try and separate responses 

into categories such as aesthetic, affective, or environmental when, in 

truth, the act of selecting a photograph as liked or disliked requires 

an affective judgement. Thus many responses would fall into more than 

one category, or all have a certain affective element to them. 

Similarly, there is difficulty both in separating out specific 

attributes of trees and in characterizing those attributes as being 

either affective/aesthetic, environmental or economic, because most of 
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the attributes are interrelated and act synergistically in the 

formation of a judgement. For some individuals, an awareness and 

concern for environmental issues has a strong emotional component. For 

others it is merely a practical consideration. Likewise, aesthetic 

appreciation may involve strong feelings or be merely an intellectual 

awaren~ss of form texture or color. 

categorizations are informative. 

Given these caveats, the 

Trees. Attributes of trees which were considered to be 

important to MS respondents, reflected affective/aesthetic rather than 

ecological concerns. Problems associated with trees were a mixture of 

concern for safety/health, ecological issues, and economic costs. 

Positive qualities associated with trees nost often seen as 

important were that they (1) provide shade, (2) make a area more 

beautiful, (3) are pleasing to the eye, and (4) increase privacy. All 

these qualities can be seen as aesthetic or affective. 

These findings are in agreement with Getz's (1982) study in 

Detroit. He found that the five most highly rated attributes of trees 

from a list of fourteen were aesthetic, shade, increase in property 

value, fall color and increase in privacy. However, in his study the 

fact that trees provided a support environment for birds and squirrels 

was lowest rated. In this study, the fact that trees attract birds and 

small animals was the fifth most frequently cited positive quality 

associated with trees. This may reflect differences in the types of 

birds ~nd animals attracted in these two disparate cities. The 

emphasis on privacy provided by trees and other vegetation found in 
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both studies seems to lend support to Appletons's prospect-refuge 

theory (1982). Trees, hedges, and bushes offer a screen behind which 

residents can remain "hidden" yet view others' activities. 

The importance of shade and shade trees would seem to 

contradict the inference of Hecht (1978) that because of a prevalence 

of air conditioning, a desire for suntans, and a change in lifestyle 

and values, shade is no longer at a premium. The emphasis placed on 

shade in this study, with the attendant comments, suggest that there is 

an intrinsic difference between the shade and coolness offered by trees 

and that found in an air-conditioned building. A sense of 

peacefulness, relaxation, and welcome were associated with shade 

provided by trees. Tree shade also offered visual relief from the 

intense white heat and glare found in Tucson as well as providing 

pleasing visual differences in shade qualities and patterns. In this 

study shade was classified as being an affective attribute because of 

tte associated feelings of relaxation, peacefulness, and coolness it 

elicited and because it was spoken of in terms related to human 

interaction with trees or landscape rather than to the interactions 

between trees and physical environmental processes. However, it should 

be pointed out that according to McPherson and Dougherty's study (1988) 

shade can appreciably reduce cooling bills in Tucson. 

Drawbacks most frequently associated with trees in this study 

were that they (1) decrease visibility at intersections, (2) produce 

pollen, (3) have roots which interfere with sewage systems, (4) use a 

lot of water, (5) block traffic signs and lights, (6) cause leaf and 

bark litter, and (7) interfere with utility lines. 
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Other studies on costs attributed to vegetation did not 

consider the relative importance of various costs, nor was water- use 

specifically indicated in studies from humid climates. Water use is an 

issue which will be of increasing importance for cities in arid or 

semi-arid regions and which is a foci of forthcoming landscaping policy 

for Tucson. The fact that it is an important concern to only a quarter 

(26.3%) of the respondents suggests the nped for further investigation 

into the issue and raises the issue of whether the concern is based on 

ecological awareness or economic constraints. These results agree, 

however, with Kerr's (1984) findings that less than a quarter of her 

respondents had moved from lawn to desert landscaping for water 

conservation. 

To Sneller (1989) and the County Health Department, and Yoklic 

(1983) pollen production of plants is a major environmental problem in 

Tucson. The fact that pollen production was the second most frequently 

mentioned important drawback associate with trees tends to support 

Sneller and Yoklic's position. However, the fact that it was 

considered to be an important drawback by only a third of the 

respondents suggests that general awareness or concern is perhaps not 

as great as suggested. This low level of concern may be due to the 

non-specificity of tree type in the mail survey questionnaire. Or, 

drawbacks associated with trees such as pollen production may simply 

not be considered "of personal importance" to the majority of the 

respondents. 

Only ten percent of the sample indicated that the possibility 

of trees hiding dangerous people from view and thus threatening th~ir 
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safety was an important drawback associated with trees to them. This 

suggests there is less concern about that issue in Tucson than is 

indicated in studies on urban vegetation in other cities, such as 

Westover's (1985) in Lansing, MI, Talbot and Kaplan's (1984) in 

Detroit, MI, and Shroeder and Anderson's (1984) in Chicago II, and 

Atlanta GA. 

Lapdscape Preferences. Factors affecting preferences for 

landscapes and types of vegetation depend, in part, upon the context 

and the location as seen earlier. For example, what is seen as being 

important in a street-side landscape may be different from what is 

preferred in a front yard or a landscape in which one feels most at 

home. In some instances environmental considerations are important, 

while in others, aesthetics and citizenship are more important 

concerns. However, one main theme runs through all three. Familiarity 

is an important factor in landscape preferences, whether it is 

familiarity based on having lived in a certain type of landscape as a 

child or familiarity from adult living experiences. 

Although just over a third of the respondents gave familiarity 

as a reason for preferring a certain type of landscape, over half the 

residents and more than three quarters of the students preferred 

landscapes which were similar to those fro~ which they came -- whether 

it was where they grew up or where they had lived prior to moving to 

Tucson. Furthermore many of the residents who preferred landscape 

types different from those in which they had lived before, preferred 

desert landscapes. Because the majority of residents had been in 
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Tucson more than five years and were quite familiar with the Sonoran 

Desert, this suggests that familiarity may play an even bigger role in 

p~eferences than is verbally expressed. Other major reasons given for 

p~eferring certain landscapes, or feeling most comfortable and at horne 

in a specific type of landscape _ere aesthetic and/or affective in 

character. 

The apparent importance of familiarity findings in this study 

seem to support Zajonc's (1980) finding that increased "preferences for 

objects can be induced by virtue of mere repeated exposure" (160). In 

addition, Zajonc suggested thp.t preferences are based first on emotion 

or affect, rather than cognition. Emotion as basis for preference, 

combined with the probability that repeated exposure to specific 

landscapes or vegetation types increase their attractiveness, help 

e~plain the predominance of familiarity, affect, and aesthetics found 

in reasons given for preferring certain street scene photographs. 

Residents were more sensitive than were students to 

environmental considerations such as water use and pollen production. 

The shade, cool feeling, type or presence of trees, greenness, 

neatness, and organization were specific elements which were 

appreciated. Conversely, an ugly, messy, dirty, cluttered, uncared-for 

appearance as well as poor health or lack of vegetation were 

characteristics disliked in street scene photographs. These 

characteristics suggested a lack of civic pride to many respondents. 

This dislike of poor maintenance agrees with findings of Schroeder 

(1982) and Gilbert (1981) that neat, well maintained vegetation was 

preferred in both parks and along roadsides. 
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The reasons given for preferring certain front yard scenes were 

based on aesthetics. nondesert attributes. environmental issues and 

affective qualities. There was a distinct difference between students 

and residents on these issues which seems directly related to 

familiarity. Students. most of whom were new to Tucson. prefe~red 

landscapes which look~d most appropriate to a humid climate while long

time Tucson residents tended to prefer front yard scenes more 

appropriate to a desert climate. Not surprisingly. significantly more 

residents than students gave reasons indicating an appreciation for 

elivironme~tal issues related to Tucson. while significantly more 

students than residents gave reasons based on a preference for non

desert landscape attributes. 

The color green. neatness and organization. a cared for 

appearance. and the presence of grass were most frequently mentioned 

preferred landscape elements for students and residents combined. A 

lack of vegetation was simply n~t tolerated. And. desert-like 

attributes such as appearing hot and dry. being a desert. or the 

presence of cacti were reasons given for disliking other front yard 

landscapes. 

Landscape elements or attributes valued by respondents bear 

little relationship to mystery. legibility. or complexity which were 

landscape attributes assigned importance in Kaplan's (1984) study. 

Thi9 suggests that asking people what they are responding to in 

landscape preference studies may give a clearer picture of landscape 

elements which are actually preferred. 
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The strength of the dislike shown by some respondents to cacti 

and other desert forms of vegetation, as well as to the heat and 

dryness natural to the area, suggests Kaplan's (1983) thesis that 

"nature" (ie. urban vegetation) may be "necessary for enhancing a 

sense of tranquility and inner peacefulness" may not be relevant to all 

forms of "nature" or plant species. Or, perhaps t.he Kaplans have a 

narrow definition of nature. Similarly, one wonders whether the 

patients Ulrich studied would have responded positively to cacti, 

ocotillo, and creosote if they were not familiar with those particular 

vegetation forms. These findings ~how the importance of understanding 

what individuals' concepts of "nature" are in order to understand their 

behavior, as Terrasson (1985) pointed out. They also substantiate his 

claim that there is -- what some consider to be -- "hostile, nasty, 

nature" which is identified as not being good and which disturbs us. 

The fact that the three of the four most preferred front yard 

scenes in this study had abundant "green" grass and/or trees agrees 

with findings by Ryan III (1984) and Dichter (1976) of the importance 

to people of those elements. 

A green grass lawn was a preferred element in front yard 

landscapes to a quarter of the students, but to only one resident. 

Coincidentally, although 39 percent of the students most preferred 

front yard landscape was one with a green grass lawn, only 15 percent 

of the residents chose the same front yard. This supports the general 

consensus that the grass lawn ethic (at least for the front yard) is on 

the decline in Tucson (Hecht 1975, Parton and Mouat 1979, McPherson 

and Haip 1988). With a majority of the students being from humid 
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areas, the choice of yards and the associated comments offered tend to 

agree with Kerr's (1984) finding that a lawn's being reminiscent of 

areas respondents were from was a major reason for keeping a grass lawn 

in Tucson. 

The tendency for students to prefer exotic vegetation suitable 

to humid climates, and residents to prefer desert vegetation is 

consistent with each groups responses regarding whether vegetation, in 

Tuc~on should contrast with, or be a continuation of, the surrounding 

Sonoran Desert Vegetation. This tendency is reflected even more 

strongly in the water requirements of plants residents and students 

thought should be planted in Tucson. Significantly more residents than 

students chose low water use plants. 

Factor.s Affecting Attitudes towards Street Trees 

Hyp. 5: Preferences for vegetation will be related to: 
context. past experience, fashion. socio-econmnic status. 
culture/ethnicity, age and gender. 

The interplay between various demographic characteristics as 

well as these characteristics and ethnicity make it difficult to sort 

out the effect of a specific group characteristic on given attitudes. 

In general, demographic factors did not appear to have an appreciable 

effect on attitudes towards street trees and attributes associated with 

trees. There were far more similarities than differences. However, 

this may be due in part to the structure of the sample. There were 

almost no Blacks, Asians, or American Indians, and few Hispanics. The 

relationships which were found are intriguing, though, and suggest that 

further investigation may prove valuable. 
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Ethnicity appeared to be related to more differences than did 

age, gender, education, or income. The significant differences in this 

in~Lance were that Hispanics seemed more process oriented (ie. aware of 

the importance of vegetation in controlling erosion) and to have more 

safety and practical conce~ns related to trees than did Anglos. In the 

realm of aesthetics, the color trees offer ~'3 also more important to 

Hispanics than to Anglos. 

Education was the other characteristic related to significant 

differences in attitudes. People with more formal education tended to 

consider positive qualities attributed to trees to be more important 

than drawbacks and were more concerned with beauty. There was also a 

strong positive relationship between the amount of education and 

increased awareness and concern for the amount of water trees use and 

the problems associated with the production of pollen. 

Attitudes and Behavior Related to Vegetation 

Hyp. 6: There will be a positive correlation between attitudes 
towards vegetation and the amount of vegetation cover in 
respondents' neighborhood and/or type of yard landscaping. 

The ease with which respondents labeled people with various 

front yard treatments, and the vehemence of their views appears to 

support Anderson's (1972) belief that landscaping in front and back 

yards reflect both group and personal values and Duncan's (1973) thesis 

that yard landscaping are reflections of group identity. Furthermore, 

respondents saw front and back yards as having different functions and 

considered planting different types of vegetation in the two yards 

appropriate. General differences were found between residents' front 
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and back yard landscaping. These findings strongly suggest that the 

back yard is more a reflection of personal than group values, and that 

the front yard is indeed the "face" shown to the rest of society. 

The analysis of respondents' front and back yard lar.dscaping 

was based on general water consumption for the yard and was not species 

specific. This may have affected the results when attitudes were 

compared with act~al behavior since appreciation of the desert may not 

equate with awareness of water issues. Also, some yards which had 

mature exotic trees that no longer required irrigation were considered 

lo~ water use yet don't equate with "desert landscaping," per se. 

These factors may not have had appreciable effect given that there was 

a strong relationship between expressed attitudes towards the desert 

and selection of preferred street and yard scenes. A similar 

relationship did not exist, however, between attitude and yard 

landscaping. 

The disparity between attitude and behavior may be related to 

many factors, however, some of which include the following: (1) the 

yard may be an inherited one and time and money constraints as well as 

inertia have hindered relandscaping; (2) people may not be interested 

in gardening; or (3) people may have a need for personal oases 

regardless of their intellectual appreciation of the desert and of 

environmental issues such as water use. 

Although there was no apparent relationship between attitude 

and yard landscaping behavior in the Interview sample, there was one 

between expressed attitudes and residence in a neighborhood with heavy 

or sparse vegetation cover density. This finding and the relationship 
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found between perceived neighborhood attractiveness and amount of 

neighborhood vegetation cove~ appear to support results found by 

Sanders (1983) and Palmer (1984). It also, again, raises the issue of 

the relationship between preferences and familiarity. 

Limitations of the Study 

The Sample. The stratified random sample chosen for the mail 

survey was intended for comparison of residents' attitudes towards 

vegetation with density of vegetation cover found in their given 

neighborhoods. It was not intended to be representative of Tucson as a 

whole. The sample was comprised mainly of middle-to upper- middle

class Anglos who live in single-family dwellings (see Appendix A, Table 

3). Therefore, care should be used in generalizing fro~ specific 

results. 

The qualitative information gained from the interviews reflects 

the attitudes of a portion of the (MS) respondents who were interested 

enough in the issues to agree to an interview, as well as individuals 

from the sample neighborhoods who were recommended because of their 

interest in vegetation. No Hispanics, blacks, or Indians were 

interviewed. Also, the sparsely covered neighborhood, Yaqui Village, 

in Area 2 was unrepresented. Therefore, through self selection by 

people interested enough in urban vegetation issues to be interviewed, 

the sample cannot be assumed to be representative of general attitudes 

found in Tucson. 

Students are often used as surrogates for the general populace 

in landscape preference studies. The student sample in this study 
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proved useful for comparison purposes. However, there were enough 

=ignificant differences between them and residents regarding preferred 

types of vegetation and preferred street and yard scenes as well as 

reasons given for pref~rences, to indicRte they would not have served 

as a surrogate sample. Because many of the students had been in Tucson 

for a relatively short period of time it is possible that their 

attitudes fairly well reflected those found by a majority of 

"outsiders" (see Appendix A, Tables 6,7,and 8). Or, their attitudes 

may have been due in part to their particular life stage. However, 

Zube et al. (1985) also found significant differences between students 

and residents in a cross-cultural study of perceived urban residential 

quality. These findings and the differences noted in the current study 

suggest that there should be care taken in using students as surrogates 

in preference studies, especially in studies dealing with more specific 

local scenes and who's results may be consulted in local planning. 

Methodology. It is probable that a mail survey with follow- up 

interviews was not the best method to use for discovering attitudes 

towards vegetation in Yaqui Village. Response to the mail survey was 

lower there than in other neighborhoods. A question of locus-of

control may have been involved, of whether or not the respondents felt 

that their opinions would be considered and if completing the 

questionnaire would help bring about changes. For example, one 

respondent wrote on the back of her questionnaire, "All this questions 

won't accomplish nothing I'm sure because I live in the Poorest area of 

Tucson. Where nothing is done on our ~treets." Another said, "I would 



like to have/see our residential area: I-clean, 2-sidewalks & 

driveways, 3-drainage, 4-maybe a few trees here and there." This 

indicates that some of her major concerns for her neighborhood were 

probably not addressed in the survey. 
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Only one person in Yaqui Village agreed to be interviewed, and 

he saw himself as separate from the other residents in terms of social 

interactions and values. Attempts to set up interviews with others in 

the neighborhood met with failure. In some instances the phone had 

been disconnected. In cases where someone answered the phone, a number 

of things pravented setting up interviews. Some of them are as 

follows: the phone belonged to someone other than the MS respondent; 

the respondent had gotten divorced or put in jail; and, the person 

answering the phone either didn't speak english, was inebriated, was 

not interested in being interviewed, or in one instance -- started 

yelling about the fact that the city would not allow people to park 

their cars between the sidewalk and the street. Because of these 

problems combined with the relatively small number of MS respondents 

from that neighborhood to chose from, it was not possible to set up 

interviews by phone. 

A bi-lingual investigator who was able to visit to the 

neighborhood during the day and approach people while they are busy in 

their yards or visiting on porches -- one with a very casual manner of 

interviewing -- would undoubtedly gain a better understanding of the 

needs of. the neighborhood and as well as of residents' general 

attitudes towards vegetation. Participant observation is another 
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approach which might also prove to be more effective than a mail survey 

and interviews s~t up through phone contact. 

Policy Implications 

According to Ames (1980), successful management of urban 

vegetation depends upon awareness and appreciation of community values 

and attitudes thus gaining support by not imposing "externally 

conceived goals or programs on people" (120). Urban forest management 

may also be more effective if vegetation in heterogeneous neighborhood 

areas is managed as neighborhood stands with a sensitivity to the 

neighborhoods' special needs (Palmer 1984). There are several findings 

of this study from which suggest strategies for, or approaches to, 

management which are sympathetic to idividual and neighborhood values. 

The Personal or Neighborhood Scale. 

The general importance of trees to respondents, combined with 

the obvious importance of personal territory as a preferred place for 

trees suggests that yard trees may, in many cases, be a more important 

element in Tucson's urban forest than street trees. Ames (1980) found 

that when individuals and neighborhoods had a sense of ownership for 

trees vandalism of street trees decreased, trees were better cared for, 

and the survival rate of the trees was higher. Neighborhood and 

individual participation in species selection, determining the 

placement of trees to be planted, and in planting might be encouraged 

by offering a bonus tree for the yard of participants, or by digging a 

hole in the yard so that a tree can be planted. Yard trees planted 
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near homes and located so that they offer shade to the west and east 

facing walls could lower cooling bills as well as provide other 

amenities. 

PIHnLs offered should be compatible with species already found 

in the neighborhood to continue the neighborhood "identity". However, 

the use of low-water use native species and other low water use desert 

species should be encouraged by limiting the species offered to those 

which will not strain Tucson's water resources. The booklet Desert 

Trees for Urban Landscapes issued by the Arizona Native Plant Society 

lists trees which are water conservative and de~cribes the quality of 

shade they offer. This b~~Klet would be a good basis for selection 

(see Appendix B for a list of native trees by shade quality. 

Offering homeowners, especially new-comers to Tucson, an 

opportunity to participate in planting low-water use trees and other 

plants could have multiple benefits. It could increase awareness of 

water-conservation issues and promote Tucson's "desert" image. Bonus 

yard trees would increase the total biomass and shade, help control the 

urban "heat island effect", and allow for other benefits associated 

with trees and other vegetation while reducing maintenance costs for 

the municipality. 

The people in Yaqui village were most difficult to reach 

through more conventional or more easily performed research methods. 

Yet it is these citizens, ones who very probably have inadequate 

financial resources to landscape their neighborhood as they might wish 

it to be, who could gain the most from innovative urban forestry 

programs which were sensitive to their needs and constraints. Perhaps 
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planting some neighborhoods with trees that would offer both food and 

be in keeping with the cultural background of the inhabitants (for 

example fruit trees such as pomegranate and fig) would meet with local 

support and ensure t~at pr=ctical nccd~, ~~ wcll ~~ ~ffcctivc or 

aesthetic onus, were met. 

Discovering the relative importance of both positive qualities 

and drawbacks associated with trees in general and with specific 

species would provide valuable information in choosing tree types which 

best meet Tucson resident's needs. For example, does the year-round 

beauty of an olive tLee and the fruit it produces in the Fall outweigh 

the problems caused by the pollen it produces ir. the Spring? What type 

of trees are good climbing trees? One 70 year old respondent had 

wonderful memories of tree climbing as a young girl and said that she 

still looks at trees to see whether or not they are good for climbing? 

There was concern shown by several respondents that cacti are dangerous 

in areas where children play. Is this really a problem, or are 

children adaptable and simply learn to be careful around cacti? What 

effect do street trees which produce a lot of litter or attract pigeons 

have in neighborhoods where a majority of residents are older and 

unable to do much yard work? 

At The City Scale 

Vegetation contributes to Tucson's identity. Familiarity was 

an important factor in landscape and vegetation type preferences. 

Although it is important to be sensitive to residents needs, there is a 

moral question regarding whether one should pander to tastes developed 
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in other regions or maintain some of the integrity of the Sonoran 

Desert in Tucson. PeL haps dev~lopers could attract newcomers more 

easily with an abundance of exotic vegetation -- including green grass 

lawns -- however, desert landscaping is becoming increasingly 

acceptable and is far more appropriate to the environmental constraints 

in Tucson. As people live in Tucson and become more familiar with the 

area their appreciation of the types of vegetation suitable to the 

desert will hopefully increase. Grass is an important surface for play 

and recreational activities and apparently contributes to the emotional 

well-being of some. However, at the entrance to developments or in 

front of commercial establishments it is superfluous and wastes water. 

Replacing grass as much as possible with colorful native shrubs and 

ground covers can offer the color and variety noted as important by a 

large number of resvondents. 

The medians of major thoroughfares did not rate as highly as 

others as a place where vegetation was important to respondents. 

However, desert vegetation was cited as being important to Tucson's 

identity. The continuation and increased efforts to plant saguaro, 

mesquite, palo verde, smaller cacti and other attractive native trees 

and shrubs in medians, and in other public places such as the airport 

and the entrances to Tucson will strengthen Tucson's image as a unique 

desert city. 

Although washes were seen as being the least important place 

for trees and other vegetation, these are areas which would benefit 

from intensive planting. Planting along the Santa Cruz River area and 

the Rillito could help identify them as riparian areas and make the 
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pa~ks along them more attractive. The Santa Cruz is the major area 

seen from 1-10 which divides Tucson generally an unappealing 

division. What was once considered to be the most attractive area in 

Tucson is now one of the least. Heavv Dlantinp with nAtiv~ ~npcips ... .. - .. - --

would not only make it attractive but, along with planting of other 

washes provide better corridors and habitat for native wildlife. 

Education appeared to be an important factor in increasing 

awareness of environmental problems associated with vegetation such as 

water-use and pollen production. Educational programs which reach 

people with lower levels of formal education, such as those offered by 

SAWARA, should be supported and encouraged and those which are offered 

in elementary and high schools should be increased. Additionally, 

labeling nursery plants with information about pollen production, as 

well as water needs, would be useful. 

Whatever vegetation is planted should be kept in a neat, clean, 

orderly fashion (ie. well designed and natural looking when 

possible ... not just in planted in rows). Most important -- in order to 

be accepted -- vegetation needs to look vigorous and healthy. 

Finally, the apparent strong need for oases and relationship of 

preferences for vegetation to familiarity and affect, suggest the need 

for a variety of vegetation within the city. It is important to choose 

vegetation based on context and location. Personal oases need be 

allowed, but perhaps a reduction in size encouraged. Oases, such as 

parks, for those who can not create their own oases are vital in a 

desert environment. A mixture of park types, some with predominantly 

exotic vegetation and others with native vegetation (like the private 
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park Tohono Chul) would offer areas for different types of activities 

and "desert" parks could offer examples of the attractiveness and shade 

production of different desert species. The advantages and 

disadvantages of specific vegetation types, such as lawns and certain 

shade- producing trees, needs to be weighed, and the various 

psychological, emotional, and ecological benefits derived fr~m them be 

considered as well as the costs related to water-use and pollen 

production. 

Further Study 

Trying to untangle a part nf the complex relationship between 

people and vegetation has led to far more questions than answers. The 

attempt at understanding has led to consideration of issues which are 

worthy of further study. Some questions raised could be tested 

directly. Others, which are more general and speculative, are less 

easily answered. 

Local and Regional Concerns 

In this study, it appears that the neighborhoods with the 

heaviest density of vegetation were the ones with the most expensive 

housing. Is this true of Tucson as a whole? And, if so, what are the 

implications? This first question could be tested by comparing 

neighborhood vegetation density derived from large-scale areal 

photography to mean housing cost and mean annual household income. 

Results might shed light on the question of preference for vegetation 
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versus financial constraints and indicate which neighborhoods should be 

the focus of future urban programs. 

Water availability and appropriate use are major concerns for 

cities located in arid and semi-arid regions. The use of drought

tolerant vegetation for landscaping is one way of conserving water and 

will probably be mandated more strongly in the future. This study 

showed that there ~as a general acceptance and appreciation of desert 

vegetation and desert landscaping by many of the residents interviewed. 

There are many unanswered questions concerning desert vegetation and 

desert landscaping that need to be addressed in order to create 

landscapes which are both ecologically sound and meet people's needs. 

Some potential questions follow. 

How well-accepted is desert landscaping by the general Tucson 

populace and in which locations is it most acceptable? Results from 

this study suggest that respondents who have been in Tucson for several 

years and are familiar with the Sonoran Desert and associated 

environmental concerns in general tend to prefer desert vegetation. 

However, in some instances this was not the case. A further 

exploration of this issue with a broader section of Tucson's population 

is called for. 

How do attitudes towards desert landscaping in Tucson compare 

with those in other Southwestern cities? 

Because tourism is an important industry in Tucson, and because 

Tucson's image can either attract or repel, it would be informative to 

discover how tourists' or visitors: attitudes towards Tucson's 

vegetation compare with those held by residents. 
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How do people respond to desert plants and landscaping showing 

varying degrees of irrigation, species diversity, and maintenance? 

Greenness, neatness, and variety were important characteristics of 

preferred yard landscapes as were the apparent health, vigor, and 

lushness of the vegetation. If these aspects are considered in desert 

landscaping, would this increase acceptance? 

What role do species availability in nurseries, knowledge, and 

media information on gardening and landscaping play in creating public 

and private landscapes? 

In this study there was little or no relationship found between 

expressed atti~ude and behavior regarding yard lands~aping. Further 

investigation of this issue and of factors which contributed to a 

persons preference for desert landscape might be gained by comparing 

people who buy plants at a "desert" nursery with ones who shop at a 

"higher water use plant" nursery. An exploration of their attitudes 

towards the desert and towards conservation issues and a comparison of 

their attitudes with their own yard landscapes would be intriguing and 

might offer insight into educational efforts which might prove 

valuable. 

How do people's concepts of their own yards water-needs 

compare with actual water use and actual water requirements of the 

specific vegetation they have. 

Social and Political Issues 

The way in which people relate to their physical environment is 

dependent to an extent on the social and political environment in which 
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they live. In this study, ciifferences in attitudes towards trees 

related to ethnicity, income, and education were found. Because of the 

composition of the sample, these differences remain little more than 

intriguing hints. Further investigation of both commonalities and 

difference~ in preferences and in needs pertaining to urban vegetation 

which are related to ethnicity and socio··economic differences is 

needed. 

As in most studies, this one did not look at the relationship 

of children to vegetation except as reported by an adult. In many 

cases, childhood experiences appear to have had a strong impact on 

adult preferences for vegetation, in others very little. A comparison 

of urban and rural children's attitudes towards "nature" or vegetation 

might shed light on the relationship between different experiences or 

activities and attitudes. Also, differing needs, as related to 

vegetation, during various life stages should be investigated. 

Urban forests, especially in the form of street trees, reflect 

political choices regarding how best to spend city funds. There may 

well be a difference between personal preferences for, or attachment 

to, specific types of vegetation and a willingness to support municipal 

forestry projects. What are the political elements besides preferences 

for vegetation which affect peoples attitudes? Are there differences 

between Democrats and Republicans in their willingness to support urban 

forestry programs? Furthermore, what are the political processes 

involved in decisions to remove current city vegetation and replace it 

with other forms of vegetation, parking lots, widened roads, or golf 

courses and other development? 
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Respondents in this study seemed to have little difficulty 

attributing various socio-economic and personality characteristics to 

people associated with different yard landscapes. How well do people's 

perceptions of others, based on their yards, match with their actual 

characteristics? 

Global Concerns 

Little or no light on the nurture versus nature arguments 

(cultural vs psychoevolutionary -- as described in the introduction) 

regarding vegetation and landscape preferences came from this study. 

Preferences for "green," for privacy, and for species variety were 

found. Furthermore serenity, peacefulness, and soothing qualities were 

attributed to certain landscapes and vegetation types. Perhaps these 

reflect a psychoevolutionary element in preferences. On the other 

hand, familiarity and education appeared to be major factors in the 

development of preferences ... suggesting experience and culture may be 

the determining factor. More cross-cultural research is needed, not 

only to shed additional light on this issue, but also to increase 

understanding of the relationships among nature, culture, and place. 

Research which compares a culture's myths, beliefs, literature on 

vegetation and needs with actual day-to-day attitudes and practices in 

specific places and context may provide insight into ways of 

approaching the problems of deforestation and desertificati0n. 

A large proportion of the U.S. population lives in cities. 

This pattern is found in many countries of the world. The entire 

planet is becoming more urbanized, and from a certain perspective all 
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forests are urban forests because they are being affected by urban 

pressures including pollutants from industrial centers and an 

increasing demand for the resources they contain. How do people in 

various countries relate to global deforestation? Do they see it as 

part and parcel of what is happening in their cities? Does concern for 

vegetation at a local level extend to the global level? And, if so, 

for what reasons? Is it an affective, aesthetic, or practical concern? 

We are faced with many challenges, not the least of which is to 

create humane, liveable cities. The challenge is broad and includes 

the need to find ways of encouraging awareness of environmental 

problems at a local level as well as a global one. It also includes a 

need to form policies and find solutions which take into account 

people's emotional, intellectual, and spiritual needs as well as their 

physical ones. In this way, perhaps, we can assure that there will 

~ontinue to be a sustainable earth with meaningful places for people to 

belong to. 
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APPENDIX A 



TABLE 1. Demo~raphic and home ownership characteristics 
for the city of Tucson. (education for persons 25 yrs or 
oldcL) Bd~~U on 1960 Neighborhood S~atistics for Tucson. 

MEDIAN AGE 28 

HS GRAD % 60 

SOME COLLEGE % 21 

COLLEGE GRAD % 19 

MEDIAN INC $ 14086 

MEAN INC $ 16849 

OWNER OCC. % 56 

MEDIAN HOUSING 
VALUE $ 50300 

ETHNICITY 
ANGLO % 83 
BLACK % 4 
AM. IND. % 1 
ASIAN % 1 
SPANISH % 25 

260 
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Table 2. Presurvey statistics on neighborhoods in Study 
Area 1. 

.. TO H H H 5 5 n n 

NEIGHBORHOOD 64 W25 74 32 48 5 E25 

COVER % 55 49 56 34 40 26 27 

MEDIAN AGE 44 42 38 28 33 33 42 

HS GRAD. % 87 89 84 83 80 80 89 

NO. UNITS 363 437 557 1064 691 1095 437 

MEDIAN INC. 20687 20588 16775 16356 14289 12639 20588 

OWNER OCC. % 79 85 70 65 65 61 85 

ALL EXCEPT 32 AND 48 ARE 90-97% ANGLO 

32 AND 48 ARE 80-89% ANGLO AND 10-29% HISPANIC 
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Table 3. Statistics for Respondents in Study Area 1 

N. UNIT HEAVY MEDIUM SPARSE TOTAL 
N. NO. (64,W25,74) (32,48) (5,E25) 

(n=73) (n=55) (n=63) (n=191) 

COVER % 53 37 26 39 

MED AGE 57 47 50 52 

HS GRAD. % 99 82 95 92 

MEDIAN INC.$ 35,500 21,000 25,400 27,600 

C;""NER occ. % 74 74 70 73 

ETHNICITY % 
ANGLO 90 87 94 91 
HISPANIC 4 6 3 4 

GENDER % 
MALE 55 38 48 48 
FEMALE 45 62 52 52 
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Table 4. Presurvey statistics en neighborhoods in Study 
Area 2. 

COVER DENSITY H S 

~~IGHBORHOOD 9 70 

COVER % 

MEDIAN AGE 36 32 

HS GRAD 70 78 

NO. UNITS 1366 903 

MEDIAN INCOME $ 6106 7557 

MEAN INCOME $ 8936 10039 

OWNER OCC. % 17 24 

ETHNICITY 
ANGLO % 69 47 
BLACK % 2 2 
AM. IND. % 4 29 
ASIAN % 1 1 
SPANISH % 47 58 
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Table 5. Sta'tistics for Respondents in Study Area 2 

N. UNIT HEAVY SPARSE TOTAL 
N. NO. (9) (70) 

(N-20) (N-2l) (N=41) 

COVER % 54 4 29 

MED AGE 42 56 49 

HS GRAD % 100 33 68 

MEDIAN INC.$ 27,500 12,000 17,000 

OWNER OCC. % 30 33 32 

ETHNICITY % 
ANGLO 60 24 42 
HISPANIC 15 48 32 

GENDER % 
MALE 61 58 60 
FEMALE 39 42 40 
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Table 6. Student Characteristics. 

(n-S8) 

Reported Cover % 
Heavy 35 
Medium 25 
Sparse 40 

Median Age 19 

HS Grad % 100 

Owner Occ. % 24 

Ethnicity % 
Anglo 82 
Hispanic 4 

Gender % 
Male 56 
Female % 44 

Unlike other respondents, Only one third (34.5%) lived in 

single family dwellings, another third (39.3 %) lived in either 

apartments, duplexes, or condominiums. The remaining quarter 

(26.2) stayed in dorms, fraternities or sororities. Two thirds 

(65.5%) said they were renting and a quarter (24.1) that they were 

buying the home they are living in now. Of those reporting they 

were buying their home, it is probable that several of them live 

with parents who are buying homes. 
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Table 7. Length of time in Tucson (percent of 
respondents) . 

Years in Tucson MS Residents Students 
(n=224) (n=34) (n=57) 

<1 0.0 0.0 33.3 

1-5 6.3 11.8 33.3 

6-10 14.7 5.9 15.8 

11-15 15.2 26.5 8.8 

)15 63.8 55.9 8.8 

Table 8. Age Comparison, Tucson City and Respondents 15 
Years and Older (percent of total). 

Age Respondents Tucson City 
(n=289) (n=284,237) 

15-19 11 10 

20-29 15 28 

30-39 23 20 

40-49 12 12 

50-59 10 10 

60-69 15 10 

70-79 10 7 

80+ 4 3 

Total 100 'iOc) 
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APPENDIX B 

List of Desert Trees by Amount of Shade Produced 

Dense Shade 

Desert Ironwood 

Mt. Atlas Pistache 
Texas Ebony 
Coolibah Tree 
Souther Live Oak 
Cork Oak 
Holly Oak 

Moderate Shade 

Mesquite 

Feather Tree 
Blue Palo Verde 

Source: Arizona Native Plant Society 

Light Shade 

Mexican Ebony 
Dt:~~~L willuw 
Foothill Palo Verde 
Mexican Palo Verde 
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APPENDIX C 



I 

LIVING IN TUCSON: 
TL.lC nl I A I lTV 1"\1:' . ..... 'Ie"'"..... I '-'I 

RESIDENTIAL STREETS 

Th18 .urvoy i. one ot .overal \Ie ha"e done to bettor 
und.ratand how Tucaon and Arizona residents 

te.l about thoir environment. 

YOUR ImU WITH THIS EFFORT IS GREATLY APPRECIATED! 

PLEASE US! THE BACK PAG! to ANSWER ANT QUESTION IN HORE DETAIL 

THANK YOU I 

SCHOOL OF RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 
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• n I .... I" ••• ~ .. ,,~- ... 
LIV II'JU II'J IUv~UN 

Q-l SOlIe p.opll •• , tblt tb., rllll, 11ke 11villl ill luc.o" whU. oth.n .. , 
the, dOIl't. Which of thl followilll .tete .. llt. be.t d •• cribe how 'VI> f •• 17 
(fl •••• circl. Oil. Ilumber.) 

LOVE IT 

I LIKI IT 

I NEITHER LIKI NOR DISLIKI IT 

4 DON'T LIKI IT 

I KAT! IT 

Q-2 Th. followilll Ire .0tDI iI.u .. which Irl cOlllid.red to b. ilDportlllt 
i"dicator. of the qu.lit, of I cit,. Pl •••• illdicat. how import.llt 70U f •• l 
•• ch of th ••• i •• u •• i. to ,ou perloll.ll,. (Circl. on. numb.r for .ach it.m) 

I-v.r, import lilt , 2-iaport."t, 3-nlither 
importillt nor uilillporta"t, 4-ullimportlnt. 
S-llot It .U import.llt. 

CONDITION or STRUTS 

AVAILABILITY or PARKS 

EXIST!NCI or STRUT LIGHTING 

AVAILABILITY or RECREATION 
FACILITIIS 

CLEAN AIR AND VATER 

EXIST!NCI or ST1IEEl' TRDS 

TllAn'IC DENSITY 

EXIST!IfC1I or SIDIVAIJ(S 

CLIMATE 

AVAILABILITY or COLTUIW. 
PlATtIR!S 

2 

2 

4 

4 

4 

2 4 

4 5 
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.... _~ • .--._ .. ..... a • 
Mt:i:)IUt:I'4 II1\L 

The qu.lit, of reeidential .tr •• t., ma, pl., .n import.nt p.rt in whether or 
not. city la a pl •••• nt pl.c. to liva. 

Q-l The followina i •• li.t of word. th.t miaht be u.ed to de.cribe your 
.treet. 

If the word •• t either .nd of the .cale mo.t .ccur.tel, 
de.cribe ,our ere., circle the number. I or 5. If they 
clo.ely de.cribe it but not ex.ctl" circle 2 or 4, or 
if ,ou consider the .re. neutr.l on the .c.le, circle 
number l. 

QUIET 2 4 NOIST 

UNSAFI! 4 SAY! 

GRASS LAVNS 2 4 D!SllRT LANDSCAPING 

FRIENDLY 2 4 UNFRIENDLY 

CROWDED 2 4 UNCROIo'DED 

LOT OF PRIVACY 4 NO PRIVACY 

ATTRACTIVE 4 UNATTRACTIVE 

FEW TREES 2 4 MANY TREES 

YARDS WELL KI:PT 4 TARDS POORLY KEPT 

BUILDINGS WELL KEPT 4 BUILDINGS POORLY KEPT 

GOOD NEIGHBORHOOD 2 4 5 BAD NEIGHBORHOOD 

Q-4 How import.nt do you per.on.lly fe,l street tree. are for creating 
plea •• nt .treet.? (Plea.e circle your .nawor.) 

EXTREH!LY IMPORTANT 

VERY IMPORTANT 

NEITHER IMPORTANT NOR UNIMPORTANT 

4 UNIMPORTANT 

NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT 

2 
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vnllD VADn • "-'_.. 1,.1._ 
S ..... t1_. v. ara b .. t .bl. to •• pr ... "hat kind of hndle.pi"l VIP 11ke .nd 
don't Uk. by vh.t ... do vith the y.rd th.t .urro .. nd. o .. r h~. 

Q-S Th. follo .. 1nl .r •• ou eh.ract.riltica of • hOllll vhlch ao_ p.opl. hll 
.r. import.nt. Hov import.nt la •• eh of th ••• char.etariatlea to yo .. 
paraonally? (Circl. on. number for .ach it.m) 

l-v.ry import.nt. 2-important. 3-neith.r 
import.nt nor unimport.nt. 4-.. nimport.nt, 
S-not .t .11 import.nt 

A YARD OR OUTDOOR SPACE THAT IS TOURS 
TO DO WITH AS YOU LIICIt. 

LARGJI SiW)! TREES AR0100l TH! HOUS! 

SOHZ KIh"D Of FENCE. !IEDG!. OR BAllRIER 
THAT SEPARATES TOUR SPACE FRCtI TH! 
ONE NEXT DOOR 

A ?LACE fOR A GARDDI 

A ONE-fAMILY HODS! THAT IS NOT 
ATTACHED TO ANT OTHER HOUS!S 

AN !NI!RGT urICI!NT HOUSIl THAT HAS. 
FOR !XAKPL!. HllAVT INstlLATION 

TREES ~G TH! STREET 

WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE Of A 
HAlOR PARK 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 S 

4 

4 

Q-6 Did you d •• lin .nd pl.nt your y.rd? (Pl •••• circl. yo .. r .nsver.) 

r-::S 
L. It you .nav.red YES. pl .... 10 to q .... t1on Q-9. 
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Q-7 It you did not d .. lln you y.rd, w •• it the w.y it 1. wh.n you mov.d in? 
(Pl •••• circl. your aD.w.r.) 

TIS 

HO 

If ,"ou .n.w.r.d NO. !'h .... !o to '!uanlon Q-IO. 

Q-e If your yard wa. alr.ady .. 1 t 18, how lmportant u .. the yard ln 
aff.etln, 10llr daeiaion to IIOV. lnto your home? (Ph ... circle your .nsv.r.) 

IHPORTANT 

SORT OF IMPORTANT 

UNIHPORTANT 

Q-9 If you d •• llnad your y.rd, vhleh of the followlnl ra •• ons b •• t .xpl.in. 
vhy you d •• lln.d your y.rd •• you did? (Pl .... circl. on. numb.r.) 

TO IHPROVE THE RESALE VALUE OF HY HOKE 

IT IS EASY TO CAR! FOR 

I LID THE VAY IT LOOKS 

4 IT REQUIUS LITTLE IIATER 

TO HAKI! IT A USEFUL AIIEA ~OR OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES 

6 OTHER (.p.c1fy) _______________ _ 

Q-10 If your y.rd 1. dlff.r.nt th.n vh.n you mov.d In, did som.one design 
.nd pl.nt It for you1 (Pl •••• clrcl. your .n.wer.) 

YES 

NO 

you .n.wer.d HO, 10 to quastion Q-13. 

Q-ll If your an.v.r 1. YES, hov much of your yard dld they deslgft .nd 
pl.nt? (Pl •••• circl. your .n.var.) 

ALL 

PART 

4 
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Q-12 Ho. much did it COlt to hnd.elp" your yltd? ______ _ 

Q-13 Ho. IIIlny hour. plr Vllk mllnt.nlnel dOl. your Ylrd r.qulre? ______ __ 

\/-'" DO you or SOllleon. cll. llyln& In your homl lIIolntdn the yord? IPlu •• 
elrell your Inl.lr.) 

YES 

NO 

YOIl In •• lnd NO, 10 to que.tlon Q-16. 

Q-lS It YES, .ho IIIllotllol the Ylrd? 

Q-16 It NO, .ho IIIllotllnl thl Ylrd? 

Q-l? It I plid ,.rvlel IIIllntlln. your Ylrd, whit do •• It east? 

$ _____ plr lIIonth __ _ 

Q-18 50111. people In Tucson hlY. 00 y.atltatlon In thelr Ylrd, but use rocks 
Ind grlyel to llndselp. vlth. Ho. do yOIl f •• 1 about this type of 
l.od,capina? (Pl •••• eirel. your In •• er.) 

I LIKE IT 

I NEITHER LIKE NOR DISLIKE IT 

I DISLIKl: IT 

Q-19 Don your hOlDI havi I ,ra .. hvn? (Pie ... circle your answer.) 

YES 

2 NO 

L. It YOIl an •• lred NO, 110 to quutlon Q-21. 

Q-20 I. the entlrl lot land,eaped with green arlSS, or only p.rt? (Please 
eirell your In •• lr.) 

ENTIR!! LOT 

PART 

5 
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r 
I 

, , 

STREET TREES 
Q-21 There are lIIany poaltlve quaUtlee that people a .. oclate with tree •• 
Which THREI, It any, ot the followln, do you conalder .. oat I",portant for 
tr.aa ~ur atreet. (Pleaae c!<cl. your anawera). 

TREES. 1 
2 
3 
:. 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

PROVIDE A PLACE FOR CHILDREN TO PLAY 
GIVE SHAD! 
ATTRACT BIRDS AND SHALL ANIHALS 
PROVIDE NIC! COLOR IN FALL AND SPRING 
ARE PLltASING TO TH1! ETIl 
REDUCI NOISI 
INCREAS! PROPERTY VALU! 
IHPROVE AIR QUALITY 
INCREASB PRIVACY 
CONTROL WATER RUNOFF AND HELP PREVENT SOIL EROSION 
SCREEN UNPLEASANT SIGHTS 
PROVIDE FOOD SOURCES AND SHELTER FOR BIRDS AND ANIHALS 
HAKB AN AREA HORE Bl!Atn.CUL 
GIVE A SENSI OF HISTORY 
HELP PROVIDE A SENSE OF THE SEASONS PASSING 
SLOW WIND SPEED 
HELP REDUCE GLARE 
HAX! AREA LOOK HORE NATURAL 
HELP SAVE ON ENERGY COST 
HELP HAXB THIS AREA DIFFEREN:' FROM OTHERS 
REDUCE STRESS AND BOREDOM 
OTHER (Specify) _____________ _ 

NONE 

Q-22 There ere al.o drawbacka that p.opl. asaoclate with trees. Which 
THREE of the following, If any, do you consider to be the biggest problem. 
a;;oclated with tr •• s on your street? (Pl •••• circle your answers) 

TREES: CHILDREN HAY FALL FROM THEM 
DECREASE VISIBILITY AT INTERSECTIONS 
BLOCK TRAFFIC SIGNS AND LIGH:S 

4 BRANCHES HAY FALL ON HOUSES CR PEOPLE 
5 ATTRACT UNVANTED INSECTS 
6 USE A LOT or WATER 
7 HIDE DANGEROUS PEOPLE FROH V:EW 
8 IlHEN HIT AT HIGH SPEED IN CAR HAY RESULT IN INJURY OR DEATH 
9 CAUSE LEAF AND BARK LITTER 

10 INCREASB FIRE HAZARD 
11 HIDB BUILDINGS AND SIGNS 
12 BRANCHES HAY SCRAl'E CARS 
13 INTERFERB WITH UTILITY LINES 
14 ROOTS INTERFERE WITH SEWAGE SYSTEM 
15 ROOTS DAMAGB SIDLIIALKS AND He;}SE FOUNDATIONS 
16 PRODUCE POLLEN 
17 INCREASB ENERGY COSTS FOR HEATING HOHES 
18 BLOCK THE SUN SO OTHER THINGS DON'T GROW 
19 OTHER (speclfy) __________ _ 

20 NONE 
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Q-23 FrOll quntion. Q-2l .nd Q-22, whlch ar. _at laporunt to ,.ou? (Pl .... 
circl. ,.our an.w.r.) 

TKI POSITIVI QUALITIES 

2 TKI DRAVlACKS 

IHiLT AM or EQUAL IKl'ORTAHCX TO HE 

4 N!ITH!R Aft! IMPORTANT TO HE 

Q-24 In I.nlral, how import.nt do ,.ou think .tr.at trl ••• r. in a d ••• rt 
elt,. 11k. rue.on? (Pl ..... circl. ,.our an.wer.) 

EXTR!HEL1' IKpORTANT 

SOHEWIIAT IHPORTANT 

UNIHpORTANT 

4 NO OPINION 

Q-25 Would ,ou be w1111nl to pa, .ddltional propert, tax •• to have .treet 
tr.e. plent.d .nd meln~.inld? (Pl •••• clrela ,our .nsvlr.) 

YES 

J UNCERTAIN C 
NO 

If ,ou an.w.r.d NO or UNCXRTAIN, 10 to qUI.tlon Q-21 

Q-26 It ,ou an.w.red ns, how much acl,Utional property tax .. p.r ,e.r would 
,ou be wl11lnl to pa, to have .tr •• t tr ••• pl.nt.d .nd m.int.lned? (Ple •• 1 

circl. ,.our .n.wlr.) 

$5 

$10 

$20 

4 MORB l'IWf $20 

7 
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ABOUT YOURSELF 
F1Dalt, we would like ,ou to .nlwar a taw que!tlonl about yourlalt. (Pl •••• 
circle the DUIlbar ot the IIIOlt .ppropriate aDlver.) 

Q-27 How much h.ve ,ou thou,ht about th ... qua.tlonl batora? 

SOKII 

VERY LITTLE 

4 NOT AT ALL 

Q-28 How lon, h.va ,ou llv.d lD TuCIOD? 

LESS TIWI A TEAll 

1 TO 5 YEARS 

6 TO 10 YEARS 

4 11 TO 15 YEARS 

5 HOR! TIWI 16 T!ARS 

Q-29 How lon, hava you l1ved lD ,our pre .. Dt home? 

LESS TIWI A TEAll 

2 1 TO 5 TEAlIS 

6 TO 10 TEAlIS 

4 11 'l'O 15 T!ARS 

5 HOR! TIWI 16 T!ARS 

Q-30 Do ,ou OVD or are ,ou buylna the hOllla you .re llvinS in nov, or .re 
you nDtlDS? 

BUYING 

2 RZIITING 

Q-31 II ,our home a -

SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING 4 CONDOHINIUH 

2 DUPLEX OTHER (spacil,) 

Al'ARTHEIIT COHpLEX 

8 
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Q-32 How old are you? 

15-19 

2 20-29 

30-39 

5 50-59 

6 60-69 

70-79 

Q-33 What 11 your hi,hut laval or educaUon? 

Q-34 Ginder? 

NO FOiU!AL EDUCATION 

2 GIWl! SCHOOL 

SOKE HIGH SCHOOL 

4 HIGH SCHOOL GIWlUATE 

TRAD! SCHOOL 

I FEMALE 

2 HALl! 

Q-35 Whet 18 your annual hou.eho1d JncOlll8? 

LESS TIWf $9,999 

$10,000 TO $19,999 

$20,000 TO 29,999 

6 SOH! COLLEGE 

COLLEGE GRADUATE 

e SOH! GIWlUATE VORl( 

9 GRADUATE DEGREE 

4 $30,000 TO $39,999 

5 $40,000 To $lo9, 999 

6 $50,000 OR HORE 

Q-36 How would you ducribe your knowlad,e or plants? 

EXC!LLENT 

VERT GOOD 

GOOD 

4 FAIR 

POOR 

6 NON! 

If you aneveueS POOR or NON!, 10 to Q-38 

Q-37 Where eSieS you lain your kIlowled,e or plante? 

TELEVISION 5 PERSONAL EXPERIENC! 

SCHOOL 6 ALL THE A!OV! 

FRIENDS 

4 BOOKS 

9 

OTHER (splcity) 
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Q-Ja What 11 your .tlulte bacltlroUlld? 

BLACK 

HUICAIf AHlRICAN 

AHlRICAN INDIAN 

4 ASIAN 

CAUCASIAN 

Q-39 If you could liv. io any city io the Uniled Stat .. of comp.rabl. dze 
to Tucloo, wh.re would you chool. to liv.? 

Q-40 Wh .... a ... you frOID? 

CITY 

STATE _________ _ 

COUNTRT ________ _ 

Q-4l Wh.t w •• your a •• whlo you liv.d there? 

FROH TEARS OF AGE 

TO 'fEARS OF AGE 

Q-42 00 which of the followiol did you ba •• your .nlver to qu •• tion Q-40? 
(Pl •••• circl. your .olw.r) 

IIH!RE TOU WERE RAISED 

THI! FAVORITE PLACE YOU HAVE LIVED, OTHER THAN IlHERE 
YOU WERE RAISED 

IIH!RE TOUR FAMILY LIVES, OTHER THAN llHERE YOU WERE 
WERE RAISED 

4 OTHl!R (Pl ..... pecify) 

~ YOU FOR YOUR HELPI 

PLEAS! US! THE BACK PAG! FOR ANT ADDITIONAL COHKEHTS YOU HIGHT HAVE. 

10 
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URBAN FORESTRY INTERVIEW 

Har 4, 1988 

Hello, my name ia Tina Kennedy. I am from the School of Renewable 
Natural Resources at the university of Arizona. I would like to get 
your opinions about the quality of the Tucaon environment. We are 
especially interested in your preferences for different types of 
landscapea. Your opinions are important to use because they can help 
us plan a more plea.ant city. Your participation is of courae 
voluntary, and let me emphasiza that all the information you provide 
~ill ~: ~;~~ .t.l~.l, anonymous. we would rather have you not answer 
an item rather than say aomething you do not really feel. 

TIME BEGUN: ____ _ AH PH 

(I really appreciate the help you have already given by completing the 
mail survey. As you may have noticed in such a structured 
questionnaire you were perhapa unable to fully express you opinion on 
some of the issues dealt with. I would like to take thia opportunity 
explore your opinions in more depth. You might recognize some of the 
questions, but it la ea.ier to have certain information on both 
questionnaires for analysis purpoaes.) 

1. How long have lived in Tucson? 

LESS THAN A YEAR 

2 1 TO 5 YEARS 

3 6 TO 10 YEARS 

4 11 TO 15 YEARS 

5 HORE THAN 16 YEARS 

2. What do you lik. most about Tucaon? 
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3. What do you dialike mOlt about Tuc.on7 

4. Are there any thing. (including sights, smells, and sounds) or 
places that identify Tucson to you, that ~.ke it different from other 
cities? For example, 1f you go on a trip away from Tuc.on and then 
return, do you notice thing. upon your return that symbolize Tucson for 
you? 

~S 

2 NO 

s. (If answer is ~S, then) What are they? 

6. Where are you from? (where did you say you were from again?) 

CITY 

STATE 

COUNTRY ____________________________ __ 

7. What is the country like there? 
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8. What type of landacape do you reel moat completely youraelf 
In •.• moat comfortable In? 

9. Why do you 11ke thla type of landacape? 

Next I'm going to ask you some questions about residential streets. 
The quality of residential streets, as smaller units within the city, 
may play an important part in whother or not a city is a pleasant place 
to live. 

Let's start, with your street. 

10. Could you name the road intersections that make the boundary of 
where your street or home area ends? 

2 ________________________________________ _ 

11. What do you like most about your street? 
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12. Are there some thinss that you don't particularly like about you 
st.-eet? 

13. On this card are three pairs ot words that misht be used to 
describe your street. Could you tell me which word for each pair most 
nearly describes your street? It the word at either end of the scalle 
most accurately d •• cribe your area, tell me 1 or 5. It they rln~~!y 
uescribe it but not exactly. tell me 2 or 4, or, it you consider your 
street neutral on the scale, just say 3. 

GRASS LAWNS 2 3 4 5 DESERT LANDSCAPING 

FEW TRImS 2 3 4 5 MANY TREES 

ATTRACTIVB 1 2 3 4 5 UNATTRACTIVB 

14. Next I'm goinl to show YOIl nine pictures of differen.t streets and 
would like you to rank them from the one you like most to the one you 
like least. Please ignore the cars, I'm only interested in your 
perceptions ot the different street landscapes. 

BEST LEAST 

15. What is there about the vegetation in (best) that you like? 
(Are there any feelings or thoughts you wou~sociate with this 
picture .•. ~emories etc.) 
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16. What i. it about tha va,atation in (laa.t) that you di.like? 
(Ara thara an, taalin,. or thou,ht. ,ou WOUld a •• ociata with this 
pictur •••• memori •• ate.) 

17. ~ich syem mo.t important to you for creatins pleasant atreets or 
neighborhoods, trees in yard. or tree. linins the edge. of streets? 

STREET TREES 

2 YARD TREES 

3 NEITHER 

18. How important do you personally feel STREET trees are for creating 
pleasant streets - extremely important, very important, neutral, not 
very important, not at all important? . 

EXTREHBLY IMPORTANT 

2 VERY IMPORTANT 

3 ~~ITHER IMPORTANT NOR UNIMPORTANT 

4 UNIMPORTANT 

5 NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT 

19. What are aome ot the reason. you feel that way? 
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~ext I would like to talk about the smaller area risht around your 
home. 

Sometimes we are best able to express whet kind of landscapins we like 
and don't like by what we do with the yard that surrounds our home. 

20. Hov would you d.scribe your yard to someone who had never seen it? 

21. Waa your yard an important factor in your decision to move here? 

ns 

2 ~O 

3 SORT OF 

22. Please explain: 

23. Does you neighborhood or complex have restrictions on what type of 
landscapins you may have? 

2 NO 

3 DO~'T KNOW 

24. If so, what are they? 
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25. Has your yard been changed since you moved in? 

ns 

2 NO 

(If the ansv.r i. no, go to que.tion 31) 

26. It ye., in what vay? 

27. Why did you make tho •• chang.s? 

28. Where did you get the idea. for planting your yard as you did? 

29. Do you think your yard expresses anything about you? 

ns NO 

30. If yes, what? If no, why not? 

31. Next, I'm going to shov you some pictures of different kinds of 
front yard landscapes and would like you to rank them from the one you 
like most to the one you like least. Flease ignore the houses, I'/o 
only intere.ted in your perceptions of the different front yard 
landscape •• 
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BEST LEAST 
32. What is there about the vegatation in photo no. (best) that you 
like? (Probel Ar. there any f •• ling. or thoughts you would 
associat. with this pictur ••••. memorie. etc.) What do you think the 
people who live here would be lik.? 

33. What is there about the vegetation in photo no. (least) 
that you dislike? (Probe: Are there any feelings or thoughts you 
would a •• ociate with this plcture •••• m.morie. etc.) What do you think 
the people who live h.re would be like? 
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34. Front yards and back yards may seeve different functions. How 
important are each of the functions listed on this card to you for you. 
front and back yard. (l-important, 2-neutral, and 3-not important.) 

FRONT YARD BACK YARD 

PROVIDB HORB LIVING SPACK 2 3 2 3 

ENABLE HORB ACTIVITIBS 2 3 2 3 

EXPP~Sg P!~SQ~}~ T~S~ 2 :; ~ J 

BE A PRIVATE SPACK 2 3 1 2 3 

PROTECT HOME AND SURROUNDINGS 
FROH HEAT AND WIND 2 3 1 2 3 

SPEND LEISURB TIME GARDENING 2 3 2 3 

IMPROVE APPEARANCK OF NEIGHBORHOOD 2 3 2 3 

PROVIDE UTILITY AREA 2 3 2 3 

SPACE FOR GROWING FRUIT AND 
VEGETABLES 1 2 3 2 3 

SPACE FOR SOCIAL GATHERINGS 1 2 3 2 3 

WORK AREA 2 3 2 3 

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) 

35. Do you prefer different kinds of plants and or trees to be in the 
front yard t~an in the back yard? 

YES 

NO 

36. How would they differ, and why? 
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37. On a .cal. of 1-5, with 1 ~einl hardly any shrub. or trees, and 5 
beinl an abundanc. of plante and trees, how much vegetation would you 
Uke in your 

BACK YARD 2 3 4 5 

FRONT YARD 2 3 4 5 

YOUR STREET 2 3 4 5 

THE CITY 2 3 4 5 

Now I would like to know your opinion about different landscapes around 
Tuclon. 

38. Do you feel that the plants in the city of Tucson should contrast 
with or be a continuation of the surrounding Sonoran De~ert veg.tation? 

CONTRAST 

2 CONTINUATION 

39. Why? 

40. The following i. a lilt of place. where you might expect to find 
treel in Tuc.on, or where you might think there should be trees. Would 
you rank the.~ place. accordinl to how important you think having trees 
or vegetation in the •• place. ar. to you personally. (One is most 
important, 9 i. lea.t important) 

A YOUR YARD 

B SCHOOLS 

C RESIDENTIAL AREAS 

D NEAR COHKERCIAL ESTABLISHMENTS 

E ALONG WASHES 

F MEDIANS OF MAJOR STREETS 

G LINING STREET EDGES 

H PARKS 
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41. Why did you pick _______ a. mo.t important? 

42. Why did you pick _______ a. lea.t important? 

t.1~ r, !nu WAr. !~ ~h~!"!~ ~! ~ ~!"'.:.':!"!!!!! t;~ !~!~~t t!"~~!! ~nd ~th~!' 

vegetation to be planted in Tuc.on, what are .ome of the kinds you 
would ulect? 

44. On what did you ba.e your .election? 

45. Do you feel landscaping with native plant. is most appropriate at 
the yard, street, or city leve! (thata within the city of Tucson) 

CITY 

STREET 

YARD 

ALL 

NONE 

46. What are some of your reaaona for that choice? 
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47. Would your .electioD be different for pl.ntinl ve.etatioD on your 
own street thaD what you chole for TuCIOD iD .eneral? 

YBS NO 

48. Why or Why not? 

49. In general, how important do you think street trees are in a 
desert city like Tuclon? 

EXTREHELY IMPORTANT 

2 SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT 

3 UNIMPORTANT 

4 NO OPINION 

50. The following i. a list of positive qualities associated with 
trees that other people in Tucson have considered to be Important. 
~~ich three, if any, of these qualities are most leportant to you 
personally. Or, if there i. something that you especially like about 
trees that is not on this list, please tell me. 

1 GIVE SHADE 
2 ATTRACT BIRDS AND SMALL ANIMALS 
3 ARE PLEASING TO THE EYE 
4 REDUCE NOIS! 
5 INCREASE PROPERTY VALUE 
6 IHPROVE AIR QUALITY 
7 INCREASB PRIVACY 
8 CONTROL WATER RUNOFF AND HELP PREVENT SOIL EROSION 
9 PROVIDE rOOD SOURCES AND SHELTER FOR BIRDS AND ANIMALS 
10 HAKE AN ARBA HORB BEAUTIFUL 
11 HELP SAVE ON ENERGY COSTS 
12 HAKE AN ARBA LOOK MORB NATURAL 
13 OTHER (Specify) 
14 NONE or 1'HBH ARE=-:I:':'M~P~O=-:RT~ANt~~TO==-~HB~------
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51. At which level do you feel .ech of th •••• qualitie. you 'v. named (name 
them a,ain) is most important ••• in the yard, on your str •• t, or the city in 
g.neral? 

y S C ALL 

2 Y S C 

3 Y S C 

52. Now would you choose three of what .om. other Tucsonan's consider to 
b. drawback. a.sociat.d with tr.... Again, if there i. something you really 
dislike about tr •• s or con.id.r to b. a probl.m a •• oci.ted wit.h tr~~! th~t 
1. not on thi. li.t plea •• t.ll m. what it is. 

I DECREASB VISIBILITY ~T INTERSECTIONS 
2 BLOCK TRAFFIC SIGNS AND LIGHTS 
3 BRANCHES HAY FALL ON HOUSES 
4 USE A LOT OF VATER 
5 HIDB DANGEROUS PEOPLE FROM VIEW 
6 CAUSE LEAF AND BARK LITTER 
7 INTERnRB VITH UTILITY LINES 
8 ROOTS INTBRnRB VITH SINAGB SYSTEM 
9 ROOTS DAMAGE SIDINALKS AND HOUSB FOUNDATIONS 
10 PRODUCE POLLEN 
11 OTHER Csp.cify)==-..,..,.",...--___________ _ 
12 NONE OF THElf BOTHER HE 

53. At which level do you f.el each of th.se d~awback. you've named (name 
them again) i. mo.t important ••• in the yard, on your street, or the city in 
general? 

Y S C ALL 

2 y S C ALL 

3 y S C ALL 

54. Which are mo~t important to you - the positive qualities or the 
drawbacks? 

POSITIVE QUALITIBS 

2 DRAWBACKS 

3 NO OPINION 
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Finall, I would like to a.k a couple of que.tiona about you. 

55. Do you heve an, po.itive memorie. a •• ociatad with tree. or other 
plant.? It could be a .mell, or playina in £ certain tree, or watching sun 
filter thrcu;h laave.. If 10, would you tell me about it? 

56. Do you have any negative memeorie. a.sociated with tree. or other 
plants? 

51. On what do you think you current preferences for different kinds of 
plants and trees are ba.ed? 

58. What 1s your favorite tree or plant? 

59. Why? 
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60. How would you de.cribe your knowledge of plante? 

EXCELLENT 4 FAIR 

2 VERT GOOD 5 POOR 

3 GOOD 6 NON! 

61. How much have you thought about these hsuell before? 

A LOT 

2 SOMB 

3 NOT AT ALL 

62. What club. or organizat!onll, if any, do you belong to? 

63. What i8 your occupation? 

64. Are you affiliated with any particular religion or denomination of a 
religion? 

YES NO 

65. If ye •• which one? 

66. Do you own or are you buying the home you are living in now? 

BUYING 

RENTING 

67. Hov long have you lived in your present home? 

LESS THAN A YEAR 

2 1 TO 5 YEARS 

3 6 TO 10 YEARS 

4 11 TO 15 YEARS 

5 KORE THAN 16 YEARS 
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68. Which ot th.a. ag. cat.cori •• do you tit into? 

15-19 5 50-59 

2 20-29 6 60-69 

3 30-39 70-79 

4 40-49 8 KORE THAN 79 YEARS 

69. What i8 your hiah.at level of education? 

70. 

71. 

NO FORMAL EDUCATION 5 TRADE SCHOOL 9 GRADUATE 
DEGREE 

2 GRADE SCHOOL 6 SOH! COLLEGE 

3 SOH! HIGH SCHOOL 7 COLLEGE GRADUATE 

I, HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE ~ SOH! GRADUATE \I0RK 

What ia your income? 

LESS' THAN $5000 6 $25,O~0 TO $29,000 

2 $5000 TO $9000 7 $30,000 TO $39.000 

3 $10,000 TO $14,999 8 $40,000 TO $49,999 

4 $15,000 TO $19,999 9 $50,000 OR HORE 

5 $20,000 TO $24,999 

Do you identify with a particular ethnic group? 

Interviewer completes I 

72. Gender? 1 FEKALB 2 HALB 

73. Type ot home: 

1 SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING 

2 DUPLEX 

3 APARTH!NT COMPLEX 

4 CONDOKINltlK 

5 OTHER (specify) _______ _ 
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IAHDSCAR INVIIftORY 

AdeS!' •••• 

STRII'r nas. r •• 

Nativ. 

Typ., 

FRONT YARD, Nativ. 

1'1' ••• ' r •• 

Typ., 

Shrub., Nativ. 

1-201 

No 

No 

Ground Cov.r, Lan 

1-201 

F.nc.: Ye. No 

Nuber 

D ... rt 

D ••• rt 

Nub. I' 

D •••. rt 

21-401 

botic 

botic 

botic 

41-60% 61-801 81-1001 

Grav.l Dirt Otbu ____ _ 

21-401 41-601 61-801 81-1001 
Typ.: ____________________ __ 

Privacy: (a lot) 2 3 4 5 (non.) 

BAa YARD, Native 

Tr ••• : Y •• No 

D.a.rt botic 

Nuab.r ___ _ 

~.,--------------------------

Shruba, Nativ. D ... rt Exotic 

1-201 21-40% 41-60% 61-801 81-1001 

Ground Cov.r, LaWD Grav.l Dirt Oth.r 

1-201 21-401 41-601 61-801 81-1001 

Fenc., Ye. No Typ.: 

Privacy:(a lot) 2 3 4 5 (non.) 

LOT SIZX: (lArge) 2 3 4 5 (small) 
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NUM ______________________ ___ Aae ______________ ___ 

(Circle oa.) 

Tear ia colle, •• SOPHatOU JVNIOIt SENIOR 

Ethnic lack,round..LACK KlXICAM AKERICAN AMERICAN INDIAN 
AISIAM CAOCASIAM 

Type of hOM. DUl'LU Al'AJI'l'MIN'l' CClCrLIX CONDOKINIOM 
SINGLI FAMILY WILLING OTHKR, _____ _ 

Do you own or are 10U bU11aa th. hom. 10U .re livin, in no.? 

D ... ""· .. .,. • __ .. .&.&'1" iiuiTriii 

I/(JV 1001 have Uved 111 Tuc.on? 

I. Are there aD1 thia,. (lncludlnl .laht., amelIa, and .ouads) or 
place. that idantlf, ~c.on to 1OU, that .ake it ditterant from 
other cit i •• ? ror ex.-ple, it 10U 10 OD a trip ••• y from Tucson 
~nd then return, do you notic. thlaae upon ,our return that 
aymbullza ruc.on for ,ou? 

YES 

2 NO 

2. (If an ... r 1. YES, thaa) Vbat .ra tbe,? 
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3. STRlft SC!HU. For .ac~ elid. circl. tb. Duab.r or. tho .cal. 
wblch b •• t r.U.et.. )'our attitude toward. the llndscap •• 
1 • lik. it • lot, 2 • 11k. it, 3 • D.utral, 4 • di.lik. It, 
5 • doo't 11k. it at .11. 
Pl.... ilno~. tb. c.r., I .. onl)' lnt.r •• t.d in ),our 
p.rc.ptloD of the difl.r.nt .tr •• t land.clp ••• 

Uk. It I o.utral don't Uk. 
lot it at III 

A) 1 2 3 4 5 

.) 2 3 4 5 

C) Z 3 4 5 

1» 2 3 4 5 

I) Z 3 4 5 

1') 1 ! ! ~ . 
J 

G) 2 3 4 5 

H) Z 3 4 5 

I) 2 3 4 5 

4. Of th ••• nia. plctur •• of atr •• t .c.n •• , wbicb do ),ou 11k. tb. 
b •• t? (Clrcl. on.) A I C 1) I I' G H I 

S. Which do )'~u 11k. tb. l.a.t? (Circl. on.) 
A • C D 1 I' G H I 

6. What i. th~r. about the v'l.tatlon In tb. ac.n. YOU lik. beat that 
you lika? (Ar. tb.ra an), f •• l1DI' or tboulbt. ),ou would a.aociat. with 
t~il plctur ...... aori ••• tc.) 

7. Vhat i. It )'ou di.lik •• bout tb. v.g.tatioo 10 tb •• lid. you llked 
l.a.t? (Ar. thar. In, f.lling. or thoulbt. ,ou would ».aoclat. with 
thi. plctur ...... aorl ••• tc.) 
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8. rOJ) SCDIU. For each .lide clrcl. the muabir OD the .cal. 

which be.t r.fl.ct. ,our attitude toward. the laa4.cape. 
1 • like it a lot, 2 • like it, S • neutr.l, 4 • dl.llka It, 
5 • don't like It at all. 
Pl •••• ianor. the hou •••• I .. oDl, imt.r.at.d in Jour 

p.rc.ption of the ,ard land.c.p ••• 

11k. It • n.utral don't 11k. 
lot it .t aU 

A) 2 S , 5 

I) 2 S 4 5 

C) 2 S 4 5 

D) 2 S 4 5 

.) 2 S 4 5 

P) 1 2 , ~ ! 

G) 2 S 4 5 

H) 2 3 4 5 

I) 1 2 3 4 5 

9. Of the •• aia. picture. of ,ard lamdacape., which do JOu like the 
ba.t? (Circl. ona) A i CD. P G H I 

10. Whlcb do you like the l.a.t? (Circle on.) 
. A 1 CD. r G R I 

11. What 1. th.r. about the •• a.tatlon In the aC.De YOU like b.lt that 
you 11ke7 (Ar. th.r. an, f •• llna. or thoulht. you would ••• ociate with 
th1. pictur ...... aorl •• etc.) 

11. What I. it you diallk. about the vlletation in the alid. 10U lik.d 
l.ast? (Ar. th.r. an1 faa11D.a or thoulht. 'OU would a •• ociat. with 
tbi. plctur •••• mamori ••• tc.) 
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13. Qa thl. c.rd ar. thra. pair. of word. tbat .l.ht be u •• d to 
dllcrJbe eu .tralt o. ""lcll ,OIl 11... Could,ou taU ... blcb word 
for I.ch p.lr 8O.t .a.rl, d •• crlbe. fOIIr atra.t' If the word .t .lthlr 
.Dd of tlla .c.l. 8O.t accuratel, da.crlbe ,OIIr ar •• , t.ll .. 1 or ,. 
If tlla, clo •• l, d.acribe it but .ot ... ctl" t.ll .. Z or 4, or, If you 
co.ald.r ,our .tr •• t •• utral 0. the .c.l., Juat aa, 3. 

GlASS LAW. 

nv DDS 1 Z 3 4 , IWI'l TQII 

2 3 4 , tlKAT'l'RA<:rlft 

14. Whicb •••• ao.t l.portaat to ,OIl for cr •• tiq pl.aalllt atraats or 
n.l.bborhood., tr ••• 1. ,ard. or tr ••• 11.1aa tlla .d ••• of .tr •• t.? 

1 S1'RD'r DIll 

Z TAItD DIll 

15. How laporta.t do ,OIl par.o •• lly f •• l STRII! tr ••• '1" for cr •• tlnR 
pl ••••• t .tr.et. - .ztr ... l, t.pGrtaat, .. ~rtlllt, •• utral, not 
v'r"J ~port'Dt~ Dot at all iaportlllt' 

3 HBU'!1z:t DIrOaT.urt HOR ONDIPORTAJI'l' 

16. What ara .081 of tho r ... o .. ,OU f •• l that .a,? 

17. OD a .cal. of 1-5, vlth 1 bel .. h.rdl, Ill, ahrub. or tr •• s, and 5 
beln •• D abuadlllc. of pllllta aa4 tr •••• how .uch •••• t.tlOD would you 
Uke ID ,our 

BACK TAID 1 2 3 4 5 

lROIf'r TAU 2 3 4 5 

TOUlt STRD'l' 1 2 3 4 5 

1'HB cnT 2 3 4 5 
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Now I would like to kDow ,our opiaioa about dlff.r.nt land.eap ••• round 
fue.oa. 

II. Do,~ f •• l tbat tbe pllDt. 1. the cit, ot !UC'OD .hould co~tra.t 
wltb o~ be • eODtlD~atloa of tbe .urrouDdlna SODoraD D ••• rt '.'a't'tlon? 

2 COHTDlUATICli 

19. Vl\J' 

20. Tb. followlaa 1. a 11.t of pllc •• wh.r. JOU a'abt •• p.et to find 
tr, •• ,. TUc.oa, or where ,OU alabt tblak tber •• bould be tr.... Would 
,ou rlDk tb, •• plac •• accord1D& to bow ~rt&Dt ,ou tblDk ha.ln. trees 
or .'a.tltIOD i. tbe •• pllc •• a~. t~ 'OU Plr.onlll,. (OD' I. moat 
iJlportaat. 9 I. l ... t JIIportaat) 

A toua fAID 

• SCHOOLS 

C RUIDDltIAL ABAS 

D no CCIIIIIICIAL UTAiLlsmmNTS 

• ALONG I:ASBII 

r HZJ)IAMS OJ' tlUOI STJiDiS 

G LDiDICI ITIDf Z»GIS 

H PAUl 

21. Wh, cUd 'OU pick ___ •• ao.t lepo~taat? 

22. Wh, did JOU pick ___ a. l.aat illportaat? 
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2'. If,ou were la chart. of a pro.r .. to Illlet t~'11 Ind oth.r 
YI •• tatlo. to .. pllAted la rueloD, what are I~ of thl kladl ,ou 
would a.lIcU 

24. On .tat did ,OU bal. ,our a.l.etlo.? 

25. Do you f.ll laDdleapl .. wltb aatly. pleatl la .alt appropriatl It 
thl ,ard, Itrllt, or Cit, IIYIl (thatl wlthl. the Cit, of rueloD) 

CI1'f 

TAlI) 

26. vnat arl la.a of ,our r.a.oal for that chole.' 

27. Would your .II.etIOD be dlfflr.nt for plantin, VI,ltltion on your 
own .tr.lt thea what you choat for TUe'OD ia ,lnlral7 

1'IS 

28. Why or vn, Dot? 
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29. I ••••• r.l. bow ~rtaat do 'OU tblDk .tr •• t tr ••• Ir. ID I 
d ••• rt cit, like Tuc.o.' 

UiitllllLl' DIIOHAII! 

4 NO OrDfICII 

7 

30. Th. followlDI I •• li.t of po.itl •• qual It I ••••• ocllted with 
tre •• thlt other p.opl. lD Tucloa h ••• coalid.r.d to be t.pQrtlat. 
Vhlch thr •• , If aa,. of thel. qualltl ••• rl ~.t t.pGrtaat to 10U 
plr.oD.ll,. Or, If thlr. I. la.ethlaa thlt 10U .Ip.cl.lt, 11k. lbout 
tr ••• thlt II Dot oa tbl. ll.t. pl •••• t.ll ... 

1 GI" SHAe: 
2 ATTRACT IIIDS jMD SIW.L AIIItW.S 
3 ARI 'LlASIIIG To TIll: In'1l 
4 UDUCB HOIn 
5 IHCRIAD no~ 9~..Lu! 
6 DIl'ROVI Ala QUALlrr 
, DlClUSI PRIVACY 
a CCII'iIlOL VADI Jt1JICOlI' AJID HILr .RI9Ift SOIL DOSIa. 
9 nOYIDS rooD SOOlQI AMJ) SHIL'l'D lOa IIIDS AHJ) ANIMALS 
10 IIAU AN ADA HOD UAOrIIVL 
11 RILl SA" (If IHIIG1' com 
12 HAD AN ADA toOK IIOD HA1'UIW. 
13 orHIR (Spaclf,) 
14 HOD OF 'l'HIII AJtI:-:DIIO=::a:::%~I3f~=ro~ISI=------
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31. Now would 'OU chool. thrl. of wh.t .ome oth.r fuelODI.'. conlldor to 
b. dr.wblckl ••• ocl.tld wltb tr.... ...la, If thar. II lomethlnl you r.ally 
dll11k. lbout tr ••• or co •• ld.r to be • probl .. l'IOClltld with treel that 
1. Dot OD tbi. li.t pl •••• t.ll .. what it i •• 

1 D!CUASI YISIIILI'1T A'r IN'lDSICTIOtfS 
2 ILOOt 1'RUnC SIGHS AND LIGHTS 
3 IIWICHBS IIAT FALL 011 HOUSIS 
,. USI A Lot OF VA'1'!1l 
S HID! DANGIJtOOS .!orLa PROM VIBV 
6 CAUSE LUI' AIQ) IlIUt LI'nD 
7 INTIRI'IU VI'l'H U'fILI'1T LINES 
a ROOt'S IM'1'!RlEU VITH SBVAGS StSftH 
9 ROOTS DAHAGI SIDBVALlCS AND HOUD I'OUNDAtIONS 
10 .noDUCr POLLIN 
11 0'l'HU C1plclf1)===-= ____________ _ 

12 KOHl OF 'J'H!IIt !!0'l'HU HI 



32. Whleb an .at Uiportut to !,OU - the podtln qUIUtl .. 01' thl 
dn"beu' 

l'OIl'fI'fI QllW.I'lIU 

2 DItAVUCU 

3 NO ofmoer 

rlnlll, I ~ld like to I.k • coupl~ of qUI.tioD •• bout 'OU. 

33. ¥bar. II'. voq froa' 

clrr 

~--------------==~---------
34. Whit 1_ the COUDtl'7 UU tber.' 

35. ¥bat t". of laDdacl,. do JOU f •• 1 .at ca.pl.t.l, Jour.llf ID ••• molt 
c:oafort.1:Il. iD' 

36. Wh, 40 10U 11u tbh type of lud_cs,., 

37. Do,ou bl •• ID, po.lti •• .-.Grl ••• 'Iociatld with tl'll. 01' other 
plftDt., It could be .... 11, 01' pl.,la. la • c.rt.ia tl'll, 01' vatching sun 
filtlr throuab 1...... If ao, would JOU till .. lbout It? 
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,.. Do 10U baY. a., ••• atl ...... or i.. al.oclat.d witb tr... or other 
plue.' 

41. How INCb ba .. ,C>Y tboucbt atoout tbe •• llav.e. befor.? 

I :. LOr 

2 SOD 

S 1m A'f ALL 
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